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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
 
 
 
 
1. Importance of sensors in our life 
 
 
 Our immune system is exposed to many different challenges, such as 
environmental pollutants and bacteria in food and drinks.  Importantly, the medical 
world often lacks a quick way to detect these threats. If ways of quickly predicting, 
testing, detecting and reacting in a matter of minutes too many different diseases and 
organisms that may affect our well-being are developed, the health and well-being of our 
population can be greatly improved. It is very important that we develop sensors capable 
of monitoring the environment, screening the products we eat and drink, and detecting 
early and quickly diseases or viruses in patients. 
 Moreover, other areas such as tissue engineering, pharmaceuticals and 
biomaterials are expending fields that can benefit from such sensors. Since biological 
systems are considered multi-layer systems, then there is also a need for rapid, 
quantitative, sensitive, and accurate monitoring of important multi-layer biological 
interfacial processes. 
 Our medical, health, environmental and industrial sectors are very well 
equipped with highly sophisticated systems to sense, detect, screen and monitor threats. 
In general, this detection equipment cannot do multi-sensing, multi-detection or multi-
tasking. Such equipment is often very expensive, not user-friendly, power hungry, 
heavy, and requires an operator. Also, high costs and slow turnaround times typically 
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associated with these sensor measurements clearly indicate a need for other methods, 
such as small portable multi-array sensors that can do multiple detections, produce less 
heat, consume less power, have better performance, as well as remain fast, long lasting, 
cost-effective, and easy to use. Interest in the methods based on biosensors is growing 
with the generalized need for sensors applicable in situ.  
 
1.1 Objective 
 
 The objective of this thesis is to design, fabricate and test a miniature multi-
array/multi-frequency quartz biochip capable of rapid, sensitive and selective detection 
of biological measurands.  
 In this chapter, we will define a basic system of sensors; discuss why the 
actual available sensors, such as laboratory and portable type equipment, need to be 
modified and miniaturized; and discuss the different areas in which sensors are most 
critically needed.  
 
1.2 Example of a Basic Complex Sensor System 
 
 
 If we are talking about sensors used to protect us via early detecting and 
screening of diseases, monitoring the environment, then the human body serves as one of 
the best examples of a complex system that contains a wide variety of sensors capable of 
sensitively and selectively detecting a wide variety of quantities or measurands. Sensors 
in the human body that are most familiar to us are those related to vision, hearing, smell, 
taste and feel. 
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1. The human eye can detect both small and large objects that may be stationary 
and/or in motion. The eye can also detect very subtle variations in color or shape. 
A classical example of this is the recognition of a human face. The recognition of 
a familiar face in a large crowd truly emphasizes the selectivity embodied in the 
vision system. The human vision system does, however, have a finite bandwidth 
that is determined by the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum, namely 
from wavelengths of 4,100 Aº (violet) to 6,600 Aº (red). 
2. The human ear is an example of a very sensitive sensor with a limited frequency 
bandwidth (20 Hz to 20 kHz). This represents only a small portion of the sound 
wave spectrum, which covers a range of over 1013 Hz.  The ear is capable of 
detecting sound levels as low as 10-12 Watts/m2 (0 db) and as high as 1 Watt/m2 
(120 db), which is the threshold of pain.  
3. The human nose represents perhaps one of the most sensitive and selective 
sensors in the human body. The nose is capable of differentiating subtle 
differences in odor such as may occur in different types of wine. The nose can 
also detect various degrees of “freshness” that may occur in fish. The limits of 
sensitivity of the nose are in the low parts per billion (ppb) to the parts per million 
(ppm) level in air for a target gas. This sensitivity level is better than many of the 
best commercially available gas sensors. 
4. Taste is not as sensitive or selective as the other familiar body sensors. Although 
differences in levels of sweetness, sourness, and saltiness can be detected in taste, 
people often confuse taste with odor. 
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5. The so-called “feel” sensor is usually associated with the hand, but can in fact be 
located anywhere in the body. This sensor enables one to determine such physical 
features as an object’s size, shape, roughness, and weight. 
6. In addition to the five common body sensors, other abstract sensors existing in the 
human body can affect the individual in a variety of different ways. For example, 
the death of a loved one evokes a feeling of sadness in an individual. Danger often 
evokes excitement, and overcoming an obstacle may evoke pleasure or 
satisfaction. 
7. Finally, the human body has a built in defense or immune system, which is often 
triggered by sensors different from those already discussed. For example, the 
invasion of the human body by antigens associated with a particular disease or 
infection triggers the formation of antibodies, which then fight the disease or 
infection. 
 
 The sensors within the human body, particularly the five principal sensors, 
can be looked upon as real-time control systems. It is essential that these control 
systems communicate accurately and effectively so the human body can avoid dangers 
and perform satisfactorily. 
 
 The basic human body sensors are inherent to our bodies. They are there to 
defend the body against dangerous elements and allow it to react by sensing and 
adjusting. We also need sensors outside of our body to protect us. If we had ways to 
communicate with the worlds that are inside and around us, we would be able to predict 
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and even detect what is about to affect us and then react quickly to it. This vision can be 
accomplished with the use of external micro- or nano-sensors. A variety of these 
miniature, portable sensors must be developed to monitor our system daily, to detect 
quickly what is about to affect us, as well as to monitor processes for better 
understanding and for studying new fields, such as tissue and biomaterials engineering so 
as to come up with better products or better procedures. Our main focus in this work is: 
1) Build micro-biosensors that are as close as possible to real-time outside control 
systems that can protect us against outside and inside invaders. To replace the big 
laboratory systems, these biosensors should work in both gaseous and liquid 
environments with multi-detection capabilities; and 2) Build biosensors for monitoring 
different types of biological processes. 
 Sensing the real world requires dealing with physical and chemical quantities 
that are diverse in nature. The system described earlier shows that the sensors should be 
very accurate, fast, sensitive, selective, portable, cost-effective and reliable. 
 
1.3 Present Methods for Identifying and Sensing 
 
 
 The current methods for detecting diseases, gases, environmental pollutions 
and to study multi-layer biological material require cumbersome and elaborate laboratory 
instruments that would be prohibitively expensive and inappropriate for clinical, home, 
and field settings, as well as monitoring processes for better understanding and obtaining 
better products in pharmaceutical, food, drug, and tissue engineering, environments, 
among others. 
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  Today, there are several methods commonly employed to do the job. The 
currently available biomedical analysis testing instrumentation is typically laboratory and 
portable equipment. They are bulky, expensive and require skillful personnel to operate 
them. The complexity and the size of a few types of laboratory equipment currently 
being used are described in Appendix-A.  
 
1.4 Need for Cost Effective, Fast and Accurate Small Portable System 
 
 
  Systems for the early detection of various diseases are beneficial to the world. 
A reliable, low-cost biosensor system that is easy to operate will be accessible to military 
personnel and their families, as well as to the communities in which they are deployed, 
and to remote areas that have no access to hospitals. Such systems can allow illness to be 
detected early through screenings, potentially increasing survival rates. Early detection 
can also result in a larger realm of treatment options, or shorter treatment periods that can 
reduce medical expenditures.  
 In other areas, such as in an emergency room of a hospital, for example, quick 
diagnostics are needed to save lives. In-situ monitoring of the environment and also of 
the condition of the people are important. In addition, upon detection of a dangerous 
contaminant or bacteria, constant monitoring is often required to prevent reoccurrence. 
With regard to health, quick detection of dangerous or toxic gases is important to 
protecting a community. Also with regard to location, people in remote areas, such as 
soldiers on battle fields should be tested and monitored once in a while. We then need 
small portable equipment to quickly detect and control in real time changes in our health 
condition, the presence of chemical or biological materials, bacteria, and other pollutants 
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that can affect our system. Sensors can also be used to monitor and control biological 
multi-layer processes and many other different types of processes. 
 
1.5. Areas most in Need of miniature Bio-Sensors 
 
 
  Biosensors have applications to different areas in which they must be fast, 
accurate, selective and low cost. Areas in which biosensors are most applicable to fill a 
need are described henceforth. 
 
 1.5.1 Medical 
 
 As previously mentioned, it would be of extremely great importance, for 
instance, if a critically sick person could be diagnosed and administrated the right 
medicine almost as soon as he or she arrived in an emergency room. Quick 
diagnostics and early administration of the proper medication would satisfy a medical 
doctor’s greatest wish to provide the best chance for the patient to achieve a fast 
recovery. This is also extremely important in remote areas and in poor countries 
where people do not have access to medical centers equipped with sophisticated 
laboratory equipment.  It is in these places that viruses and certain diseases can have 
the most devastating effects on the surrounding population. We are faced in these 
times with many deadly viruses and extremely contagious diseases that make it 
imperative not only for patients but also for doctors, nurses and employees in a 
hospital to rely on quick test results for protection and care. Many children could 
have been saved if we were capable of detecting simply, quickly and remotely the 
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viruses that cause, for example, meningitis, hepatitis, tuberculosis and malaria, among 
others.  
 The baby boomer population is aging rapidly. It is expected that a large size of 
the US population will be over the age of 65 by 2022. The concomitant large increase 
in total healthcare costs poses a serious social problem. Development of medical 
equipment to assist the elderly to participate in social activities has begun. It is 
necessary to monitor the condition of the elderly daily in their homes to maintain their 
health. Development of an easy-to-use biosensor for measuring disease markers at 
home is being demanded. 
  An array of bio-sensors is a use where the medical world could screen for 
different diseases at once using the same blood sample. In addition, sensors would 
enable a broad range of medical services at a patient’s home using a variety of 
systems that employ a personal computer and the Internet. One may envision a 
dedicated home-based analytical diagnostic system interfaced with a computer that 
could monitor and store medical data over the lifetime of the person [1]. In such a 
case, specialized application software would be capable of recognizing oncoming 
health problems and could notify a person in advance of his or her health conditions. 
A good indication that demand is growing in this area is the growth in the use of 
personal monitoring devices, such as glucose sensors for diabetics or recently 
developed sensors for HIV detection. Sensors (specifically biosensors) can also make 
medical care more personalized and tailored to the individual needs of a patient. In 
the near future, a treatment procedure could be adjusted to address a patient’s unique 
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metabolism and biological rhythms. For example, the dose of a drug could be 
correctly determined to optimize the healing process and minimize its side effects [2]. 
 
 1.5.2 Environmental 
 
 
 Recently, there is growing concern about chemical warfare that can pose a 
threat within seconds after releasing dangerous chemicals. Biological warfare agents 
are viewed by many to be as threatening to human life as nuclear weapons. The key 
to protecting a military unit, community or city from dangerous bacteria is to detect 
the bacteria before they reach their intended victims [3]. Also, hazardous pollutants 
that are sometimes released in the atmosphere through error, lack of know-how, or 
lack of a manufacturer’s control can pose another threat.  
 Few substances commonly found around us are as hazardous, for example, as 
arsenic. Exposure to higher than average levels of arsenic occur mostly in the 
workplace near hazardous waste sites or in areas with high natural levels. At high 
levels, inorganic arsenic can cause death. Exposure to lower levels for a long time can 
cause a discoloration of the skin and the appearance of small corns or warts. 
Surprisingly, arsenic has been found in at least 784 of the 1,662 National Priority List 
sites identified by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Vinyl chloride is 
another hazardous substance in our environment. Breathing high levels of vinyl 
chloride for short periods of time can cause dizziness, sleepiness, unconsciousness, 
and at extremely high levels, death. Breathing vinyl chloride for long periods of time 
can result in permanent liver damage, immune reactions, nerve damage, and liver 
cancer.  
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 Other pollutants, to name a few that could badly affect our immune system 
are: cadmium, aroclor 1254/1260 (polychlorinated biphenyls or PCBs), phosphorous, 
polycchlorinated biphenyls, benzene and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Exposure 
to any of these gases occurs by breathing the air around us. Detecting in-situ these 
hazardous substances with appropriate sensors is necessary for preventing and/or 
minimizing the danger of human exposure to them. 
 One other important area in serious need for sensing devices is the mining 
industry. Years ago in early mining operations, for example, it was necessary to be 
aware of potentially dangerous gases such as methane and hydrogen sulfide (H2S). 
Miners resorted to the use of animals, such as canaries and cats to detect these gases. 
An indication of the presence of potentially dangerous gases occurred when the 
canary or the cat died. This is particularly interesting in the case of H2S, a dangerous 
gas that is denser than air. Miners, when approaching a section of a mine that might 
have H2S gas present, often examined this area with one or more cats. Since the 
higher concentrations of H2S were located near the mine floor, the cats were the first 
to react to this gas. If the cat behaved strangely or died, the miner knew that he had 
only a short time to vacate the area. The ability to monitor contaminants in the air is 
instrumental to managing risk to human health. We could all therefore appreciate a 
system capable of monitoring the environment and informing us about any dangerous 
chemical gases that are present in the air. The development of cost-effective on-site 
methods for environmental monitoring is instrumental to managing risks posed by 
environmental contamination. 
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 1.5.3 Health (Nutrition etc …) 
 
 
 Food and water may contain a variety of bacteria and microbes that can cause 
serious health problems to all living creatures. As examples, the three most hazardous 
substances found in food, water and air are: lead (exposure to lead can occur from 
breathing workplace air or dust, eating contaminated foods, or drinking contaminated 
water. Children can be exposed from eating lead-based paint chips or playing in 
contaminated soil. Lead can damage the nervous system, kidneys, and reproductive 
system); mercury (exposure to mercury occurs from breathing contaminated air, 
ingesting contaminated water and food, and having dental and medical treatments. 
Mercury, at high levels, may damage the brain, kidneys, and a developing fetus); 
benzo(A)pyrene (exposure to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons usually occurs by 
breathing air contaminated by wild fires or coal tar, or by eating foods that have been 
grilled. PAHs have been found in at least 600 of the 1,430 National Priorities List 
sites identified by the Environmental Protection Agency). 
Other hazardous substances that seriously affect us are: benzo(B), chloroform, 
DDT,P,P’, dibenzo (A,H) anthracene, trichloroethylene, dieldrin, chromium, 
hexavalent, DDE,P,P’. Exposure to any of these pollutants can occur from eating 
contaminated foods or drinking contaminated water. 
 Another important consideration in today’s dangerous world is the possible 
contamination of our water reserves by dangerous chemicals that can destroy an 
area’s entire population. Today, the most common way to check or detect bacteria or 
dangerous chemicals in the water is by taking samples of water and analyzing them 
via expensive laboratory equipment. These procedures take time, and this time may 
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be critical, where many people may get contaminated before any test results are yet 
available. A sentinel capability that could continuously monitor for non-compliance 
analyte concentration would be highly cost-effective, compared to sampling the water 
at certain times of the day and then waiting for laboratory results. The ability to 
effectively and efficiently monitor contaminants in the air, water and soil is 
instrumental to understanding and managing risks to human health and ecosystems 
[4]. 
 
 1.5.4 Other areas (Manufacturing, Pharmaceutical etc…) 
 
 
 In addition to the three areas just mentioned, others such as manufacturing can 
be greatly aided by rapid, portable sensors for process controls and process 
developments. For example, plasma deposition and dry and wet chemical etches are 
very complex processes. Then, an in-situ uniformity control system would help 
engineers to quickly develop the ideal deposition or etch process. Such a monitoring 
control system could be permanently mounted on equipment and used during the pre-
deposition or pre-etch step to make sure that the process parameters are well defined 
before exposing the actual product wafers to the plasma or wet chemical solution. 
Other manufacturing processes that need constant in-situ monitoring are 
electroplating and evaporation of thin films.  
 Refineries, automobile, pharmaceutical, organic chemical, rubber, plastic, and 
glass industries, as well as compositing facilities and animal feedlots are in great need 
of sensors to determine the proper or exact doses needed and emission methods. 
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Other industries such as the food and agriculture industries are also in great need of 
these sensors to develop the best products and recipes.  
 Biological interfaces between synthetic materials and biological systems such 
as tissue engineering, biomaterials, and biosensors constitute one of the most dynamic 
and expanding fields in science and technology. These biological systems are 
considered multi-layer systems. There is also a need for rapid, quantitative, sensitive 
and accurate monitoring of important multi-layered biological interfacial processes. 
 There are many other needs for this type of biosensors; as seen in this section, 
the most important ones are: 
• Home-care-monitoring (personalized medicine). 
• Point-of-care testing systems (rapid and cost-effective diagnosis “at the bed  
 side” or doctor’s office). 
 
• Simultaneous multi-analyte testing to enable patient health condition profile, 
• Advancing environmental monitoring. 
• Lowering the cost of medical health care. 
• Accurately investigating specific biological interfacial processes. 
 
1.6 Proposed Approach 
 
  The needs mentioned above can be addressed by the development of a biochip 
technology that will enable medical diagnostics exhibiting the following features: 
• Real-Time 
• Rapid 
• Inexpensive 
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• Multi-analyte 
• Sensitive 
• Disposable 
 
  Sensors, because of their versatility, find a number of specific niche 
applications among the variety of other methods and technologies currently competing 
for these expanding markets. Sensors (all types, including biosensors)  are now being 
used in every aspect of life, such as environmental, multi-layered biological interfacial 
processes monitoring for better studies in the engineering and pharmaceutical products, 
disease diagnosis, industrial monitoring and healthcare. And this is just a beginning (see 
Figure 1). 
  In the next chapter, we will define a standard biosensor, review the different 
parts of a biosensor, select a technology and a method that best suits our purpose, review 
the theory behind the technology of choice, discuss what has been done so far in the 
chosen technology and method of choice, how we can improve it to realize our goal, and 
finally, propose a design and fabrication procedures. 
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Figure 1: Other specific areas of biosensor applications 
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CHAPTER 2: Background  
 
 
 
2 - Detection Methods/ Fabrication Technologies  
 
 
 The previous chapter showed that the driving force for the development of 
small portable biosensors has come mostly from the healthcare industry, where rapid 
diagnosis and treatment of patients are seriously inhibited by the long time delay between 
sample taking and the results from a central laboratory. Other areas have also played a big 
role, since there have been many suggested applications of biosensors in non-medical 
industries, particularly food, pharmaceutical, bio-processing, agriculture, environment 
and monitoring. Biosensors are expected to be simpler to use, less costly and have a 
quicker turn-around time than laboratory instruments. In this chapter, we will define a 
biosensor, review the different detection methods, and choose the best fabrication process 
to build the biochip. The main part of this thesis will be concentrated on the design, 
fabrication, and testing of the biosensor transducer. This micro-size transducer should do 
detection work similar to that of laboratory instruments, but quicker. It should also be 
capable of monitoring different processes, such as multi-layer biological processes, water 
pollution and the environment, to prevent reoccurrences, etc. We will review the different 
transducer configurations (based on the chosen techniques) actually in use, discuss how 
the transducer is actually being used (based on the chosen technique) for detecting and 
sensing, and also show in this work how this technique can be improved.  It is therefore 
possible to replace many of the huge pieces of laboratory equipment with miniature 
piezoelectric sensors. A multi-array of single/multiple frequency sensors (lab-on-a-chip) 
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capable of multi-tasking is proposed. New array designs and device structures are 
developed in this work to improve this technology. The proposed process challenges are 
identified and overcome. 
 
 
2.1 Operational Definition of a Biosensor 
 
 
Biosensors can be developed from any basic sensor by adding a biologically 
sensitive component. A biosensor is a device that detects, records, and transmits 
information regarding a physiological change or the presence of various chemical or 
biological materials. More technically, a biosensor is a probe that integrates a biological 
product (e.g., an enzyme or antibody) with an electronic component to yield a measurable 
signal. It is composed of a biological component, such as a cell, enzyme, or antibody, 
linked to a small transducer, resulting in a device powered by one system that then 
supplies power to a second system. When the substance of interest binds with the 
biological component, the transducer produces an electrical signal proportional to the 
concentration of the substance: “Biosensors are then detecting devices that rely on the 
specificity of cells and molecules to identify and measure substances at extremely low 
concentrations” [5]. The key component of a biosensor is the transducer (shown as “box 
b” in Figure 2), which makes use of a physical change accompanying the transducer 
determined reaction. This physical change may be: 
 
1. Heat output (or absorbed) by the reaction (calorimetric biosensors). 
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2. Changes in the distribution of charges causing an electrical potential to be 
produced (potentiometric biosensors). 
3. Movement of electrons produced in a redox reaction (amperometric biosensors). 
4. Light output during the reaction or a light absorbance difference between the 
reactants and products (optical biosensors). 
5. Effects due to the mass of the reactants or products (piezo-electric biosensors – 
our technology of choice). 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Schematic diagram showing the main components of a biosensor. The biocatalyst (a) converts the 
substrate to product. This reaction is determined by the transducer,  (b) which converts it to an 
electrical signal. The output from the transducer is amplified (c), processed (d) and displayed (e) [5]. 
 
 
  The electrical signal from the transducer is often low and superimposed upon a 
relatively high and noisy baseline. The signal processing normally involves subtracting a 
‘reference’ baseline signal, derived from a similar transducer without any biocatalytic 
membrane, from the sample signal, amplifying the resultant signal difference and then 
electronically filtering (i.e., smoothing) out the unwanted signal noise. The analog signal 
produced at this stage may be output directly, but is usually converted to a digital signal 
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and passed to a microprocessor stage where the data is processed, converted to 
concentration units and output to a display device or data store.  
 
2.2 Biosensor Detection Methods / Fabrication Techniques 
 
 The most known detection methods and the different technologies 
employed to fabricate biosensors are described in Appendix-B. Out of the many 
detection methods used in biochip sensors, the most common ones are: 1) optical, 2) 
electrical or electrochemical, 3) thermal, 4) magnetic, and 5) mechanical [6].  
 
2.2.1 Optical transduction  
 
 Optical transduction offers the largest number of possible sub-categories. This 
is due to the fact that optical biosensors can be used for many different types of 
spectroscopy (e.g., absorption, fluorescence, Raman, SERS, phosphorescence, 
refraction, dispersion spectrometry, etc.) with different spectrochemical properties 
recorded [7]. These properties include amplitude, energy, polarization, decay time 
and/or phase. One of the challenges for optical detection within biochips, however, is 
the ability to integrate the detectors in a miniaturized portable format [6]. The coupling 
of optical signals in and out of the device is one of the major challenges in integrated 
optics. A labor intensive approach is to hybridize micro-optical systems with laser 
diodes, requiring precise handling of very small laser devices [8]. This integration 
requires fabrication of photo-diodes in silicon substrates [9] or heterogeneous 
integration of compound semiconductor LEDs and photo detectors within plastic or 
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polymer platforms [10]. The assembly of such systems is expensive, and coupling losses 
are a significant problem.  An optical microarray system using a charge-coupled device 
(CCD) detector and DNA probes has been developed by Vo-Dinh and coworkers [11]. 
The development of a truly integrated biochip having a phototransistor integrated circuit 
(IC) microchip has been reported by Vo-Dinh and coworkers [12]. Most optical biochip 
technologies are very large when the excitation source and detector are considered, 
making them impractical for anything but laboratory usage. This technique can be used 
to measure various interfacial biological processes in a multi-biolayer structure. 
 
2.2.2 Electrochemical Detection 
 
 Electrochemical detection is another possible means of transduction that has 
been used in biosensors [13-34]. The electrical detection method includes three basic 
types: 1) amperometric biosensors, which involves the electric current associated with 
the electrons involved in redox processes, 2) potentiometric biosensors, which measure 
a change in potential at electrodes due to ions or chemical reactions at an electrode (such 
as an ion-sensitive FET), and 3) conductrometric biosensors, which measure 
conductance changes associated with changes in the overall ionic medium between the 
two electrodes. Just as with optical biosensors, many different types of substrates can be 
used, but most electrical biosensors use silicon as a substrate. One advantage of using 
silicon is that the IC control circuit can be built simultaneously on the same substrate 
and the microfabrication processes to build IC circuits are well understood. The 
processing of most of these devices requires many fabrication steps. These processing 
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steps make these types of BioMEMS devices expensive, affect final probe yield, and are 
harder to fabricate. Too many processing steps affect device yield, defect density, and 
device performance. Some of the IC process steps involved in most of these 
electrochemical or electrical biosensor  fabrication include silicon oxide etch, silicon 
etch, ion implantation (to lower the contact resistance), high temperature cycles (for 
re-crystallization and annealing), UV-lithography, metallization, low pressure chemical 
vapor deposition (LPCVD) TEOS (tetra-ethyl-ortho-silicate) process, plasma-enhanced 
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) (for low temperature oxide and nitride deposition 
processes), passivation deposition, and pad etch opening (to make contact to the 
external circuits). Many more steps may be added or removed, depending on the type of 
circuit designed. Even though these devices can be built in arrays to do multi-detection, 
they cannot do multi-tasking (e.g., they cannot be used for investing or for studying 
multilayered structures).  The fabrication time of these sensors can be long and thus may 
affect the final yield and make the process expensive. 
 
2.2.3 Thermal transduction 
 
 Thermometric biosensors exploit the fundamental property of biological 
reactions, i.e., absorption or evolution of heat (Spink and Wadsö, 1976). This is 
reflected as a change in the temperature within the reaction medium. Thermometry 
essentially means measurement of temperature. The most basic version of such a device 
is a thermometer, routinely used for measurement of body or ambient temperature. 
However, simple mercury based thermometers are limited by their temperature 
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sensitivity in addition to toxicity by metallic mercury. Based on similar principles, in 
thermometric devices, the heat is measured using sensitive thermistors (Danielsson et 
al., 1981a). Such devices are popularly referred to as enzyme thermistor, ET 
(Danielsson and Mosbach, 1988).  
 Calorimetric devices for routine use were limited by cost of operation and 
relatively long experimental procedures. However, the invention of the enzyme 
thermistor based on flow injection analysis, in combination with an immobilized 
biocatalyst and heat-sensing element, circumvented several of these shortcomings 
(Danielsson and Mosbach, 1986). 
 Several instruments were designed in the past two decades and they combined 
the principles of calorimetry, enzyme catalysis, immobilization on suitable matrices and 
flow injection analysis [35]. The different applications for these devices are: enzyme 
activity (Xie at al., 1994, and Torabi et al., 1999), clinical monitoring (Raghavan et al., 
1999, Ramanathan et al. 2000b and 2001), process monitoring (Rank and Danielsson, 
1992), multianalyte determination (Xie et al., 1995), hybrid sensors (Xie et al., 1997), 
and environmental (Satoh, 1991, 1992) [35]. 
 This is a robust technique and useful for bioprocess and biomedical 
monitoring, with a possibility for continuous/repeated sample analysis in the flow 
injection analysis mode. Compared to electrochemical techniques, there is relatively 
very low transducer drift and there are excellent possibilities for miniaturization. The 
technique could be extended to multi-analysis and works well with both organic and 
aqueous phases. The main drawbacks include non-specificity (as in the case of 
gravimetric analysis), relatively more complicated instrumentation, and a lower 
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sensitivity. Moreover, this technique cannot be used for monitoring biological 
interfacial processes. 
 
2.2.4 Magnetic Transduction 
 
 Over the past five years, magnetoelectronics has emerged as a promising new 
platform technology for biosensor and biochip development. The techniques are based 
on the detection of the magnetic fringe-field of a magnetically labeled biomolecule 
interacting with a complementary biomolecule bound to a magnetic-field sensor. This 
detection platform provides a robust, inexpensive sensing technique with high 
sensitivity and considerable scope for quantitative signal data, this enabling 
magnetoresistive biochips to meet specific diagnostic needs that are not met by existing 
technologies [36]. 
 This technology is based on the detection of biologically functionalized 
micrometer-sized magnetic labels, using high-sensitivity microfabricated 
magnetic-field sensors. Though still in its infancy, this technology offers 
high-sensitivity detection (to the level of a single molecular interaction, in principle), a 
stable labeling system, low magnetic background and inexpensive device components. 
 In the simplest, most direct case, the biomolecule to be detected (target or 
analyte) is magnetically labeled (immobilized on a magnetic label) and passed over an 
array of specifically patterned complementary or non-complementary (probe) 
molecules, which are immobilized over on-chip magnetic field sensors. The sensors 
detect the presence of the magnetic labels via a change in sensor resistance at a fixed 
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sense current. The unbound target biomolecules are then washed away and residual 
sensor signals are obtained at sensor sites, where complementary magnetically labeled 
target- and surface-bound probe molecules have successfully interacted. 
 What make this sensor very sensitive is the used of magnetic labels or carriers, 
also referred to as microspheres, microbeads, and nanoparticles. The biochemical 
functionalisation of the magnetic label used depends on the intended application of the 
device, while the size and magnetization of the label depends on the size and sensitivity 
of the sensors incorporated and the necessity to prevent the blockage or fouling of the 
microfluidic components of the device during analysis. The size of the label used can 
vary from a few microns in diameter to a few nanometers. 
 The larger labels (~ 1-3μm diameter) have been the most widely studied in 
preliminary detection experiments using different types of magnetoresistive sensors. 
The disadvantage of micron-sized labels are the high mass of the label in relation to the 
biomolecules tethering the label to the sensor surface and the large diameter of the label, 
thus hindering high-density label binding across the sensor surface. The smaller the 
particle to be detected is, the smaller the bead should be. Smaller nanometer-sized labels 
with high magnetic (iron-oxide) content (70 – 85%) offer a solution to these problems. 
The smaller size allows for increasing density of label binding across the sensor surface. 
Unfortunately, at present, most commercially available magnetic nanoparticle product 
samples contain particles with heterogeneous size e.g., 200 – 400nm and shape 
non-spherical), thus hindering quantification. In addition, their high resultant 
magnetization and anisotropy for their volume in an applied magnetic field may lead to 
rapid clustering (single particles aggregating to form groups). Permanent clustering of 
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labels, which cannot be remedied using a discriminatory magnetic force [37] applied to 
the chip or on-chip washing cycles, can lead to exaggerated positive signals because 
non-biologically bound labels may remain attached to biologically bound labels. 
 In addition, the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) built on the sensors require 
the use of sophisticated systems to deposit the GMR multilayer stack, which can be quit 
complicated [38-40].   
 
2.2.5 Mechanical Transduction 
 
 Mechanical transduction-based systems such as piezoelectric biosensor 
systems are very attractive systems that, in principle, may also be used for direct 
label-free detection of bacteria and many other applications [41-42]. This technology 
offers a real-time output, simplicity of use and cost effectiveness. The strength of 
piezoelectric transducers is that they can couple mechanical and electrical variables, 
which allows the formulation of equivalent circuits that describe the mechanical 
properties of biopolymers and complex multilayers, such as confluent cell monolayers. 
One of the most commonly used piezoelectric biosensors is the quartz crystal 
microbalance (QCM) (more precisely the AT-cut quartz) that produces the thickness 
shear mode (TSM) vibration. Arrays of TSM sensors on a single quartz substrate have 
been attempted and modeled [43-44], most of them being arrays of single frequency and 
few being multi-frequency devices [45-46] for multi-detections and obtaining more 
signatures on a specific measurand. The simplicity of these quartz transducers comes 
mostly in the process that involves few fabrication steps, such as photolithography, 
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deposition, etching and bonding. The TSM sensors can be microfabricated using simple 
processes in arrays of single or multi-frequency for multiple detections, for obtaining 
different signatures of a measurand, and for investigating different depths in a medium. 
 The ideal transduction technique should be very low cost, have few 
microfabrication process steps (for low defects density, high fabrication throughput and 
high fabrication yield), should be able to do multi-tasking, and should be simple to use. 
Of the three aforementioned transduction techniques, the mechanical technique seems 
to be the best. In this work, the design and fabrication of multi-frequency thickness 
shear mode (MFTSM) sensors on single quartz substrate is demonstrated.  
 The piezoelectric wave transducer technology was chosen among these 
technologies for our research because of its speed, low cost, diversity and sensitive 
nature (see Table-1 for a comparison study between the mechanical (TSM) detection 
method and other detection methods). The beauty of this technology lies in the 
capability to make measurements in solid gas and liquid phases using the same device, 
and also in the fact that it is the only sensor technology that uses an electrical input with 
the obtained result being an electrical output.  
  We use the piezoelectric quartz crystal to construct the transducer of the 
biosensor for our lab-on-a-chip system.  The sensing section is designed to have arrays 
of single and multiple frequency thickness-shear-mode (TSM) sensors. The 
piezoelectric effect and the thickness shear mode (TSM) resonator are described in 
Appendix-C. 
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 2.3 Current Acoustic TSM Sensor Configurations 
 
 
  The TSM piezoelectric transducer has been mostly used in the following 
configurations: to monitor slight mass changes on solid surfaces [47-48], to measure 
changes in viscosity of liquids, for gas sensing, as well as other applications that include 
immunosensing [49, 50], DNA sensing [51, 52], and other chemical sensing, such as a 
detector for liquid chromatography [53], monitoring of electrochemical processes [54, 55] 
and multi-layer biological processes [56].  
 
1. Configuration-1: As a single frequency TSM sensor built on a quartz substrate. This 
is designed for a specific measurands and is capable of detecting or measuring only 
one measurand. Figure 3 shows this most commonly used TSM sensor. The control 
is a different TSM sensor that is placed in a different location. The fact that the TSM 
and the control are placed at some distance apart introduces other variables in the 
final measurements.  
 
 
 
Gold Electrode 
Base 
Quartz Crystal 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 3: Configuration-1 - Most commonly used TSM configuration 
(Quartz crystal and holder) [57]. 
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 This configuration is not applicable for multi-detection, but can be used as a 
multi-frequency sensor by using the fundamental and the harmonic frequencies. 
Using the harmonics (higher frequencies) to study more in depth a measurand is not 
efficient because the measurement system is not tuned to the harmonics. 
 
 
2. Configuration-2: As a multi-array of single frequency quartz crystal microbalances 
[58] (see Figure 4). Arrays of identical frequency TSM sensors are fabricated on a 
quartz chip. In this configuration, coupling interference between two adjacent TSM 
devices is eliminated by creating grooves between them. The thickness shear mode 
vibration is found to be trapped by the grooves. Another way of minimizing the 
interference is by placing them very far apart. Using a large distance between the 
sensing electrodes will make the transducer of the biochip very large. With different 
coating recognition materials on each channel, this device can be used to identify 
various types of absorptions or multi-measurands in the environment or in liquids, 
respectively. The control TSM sensors in this design can be placed very close to the 
measuring TSM on the same substrate. These arrays of sensors are not sensitive to 
ranges of particle sizes or different concentrations of a liquid. The higher the 
frequency of the TSM, the smaller the particle size and the lower the concentration it 
can detect. Two measurands may have almost identical signatures at a certain 
frequency. This single frequency array cannot differentiate the measurands that have 
almost identical signatures at different frequencies, provides low temporal and 
spatial resolution for the monitoring of multilayered biological interfaces, and can 
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not vary the frequency for measuring specific particle sizes and concentration of a 
fluid. All of these can only be done by using multi-frequency devices. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Configuration -2 – Schematic for MQCM on 
quartz chip [58] 
 
 
 
3. Configuration-3: Since quartz is very often difficult to machine, when 
multiple-frequency sensors are needed, many single frequency TSM devices 
fabricated on their own substrate are assembled together on a board (see Figure 5).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5:  Schematic diagram of an e-Nose detection device. The array consists 
of AT-cut crystals: one protected crystal and six open quartz crystals 
having gold-plated electrodes on each side [59]. 
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 This configuration makes the complete sensing system too big. In addition, too 
much variation is introduced in the system from one side of the chamber to the other 
side. Building these different TSM sensors on a single quartz substrate will not only 
reduce the size of the system, but also the variation across the system during 
measurements. Lately, many attempts have been made toward fabricating 
multi-frequency sensors on the same substrate [45, 46], but the design criteria for 
such devices are not established yet and need work. 
 
4. Configuration-4: Today, to study kinetics of multi-layer biosensing structure 
processes, the fundamental and the harmonics frequencies of a single TSM are used 
[60]. The fundamental frequency and the harmonics penetrate the medium at 
different depths (Figure 6) and can be used as an interfacial monitoring device. This 
method of using harmonic frequencies is not sensitive and accurate enough to study 
interfacial processes because: 1) the harmonic frequencies are set and cannot be 
changed when the fundamental frequency of the single TSM sensor is determined; 
2) only a small portion of the sample under study can be interrogated, since only the 
surface of that exposed single electrode is covered by the medium under study; 3) 
higher harmonics disappear when the sensor is loaded with highly viscous mediums; 
4) and finally, working with overtones needs a special oscillator circuit with a 
band-pass filter, and probably an overtone of n = 7, at the most, is usable because of 
the attenuation of harmonic resonances. The harmonic frequencies have small 
dynamic ranges. 
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 A  B 
Figure 6:   (A) TSM sensor induces an acoustic shear wave that penetrates into the medium     
(B) penetration depths of  acoustic wave changes with the operating frequency of 
the sensor (interrogating different layers). 
 
 
5. Configuration-5: To deliver the sample on the surface of the electrode of the TSM 
sensor, a liquid chamber is built and one side of the TSM is exposed to the liquid 
(see Figure 7). The TSM is usually placed between two o-rings to seal the liquid. A 
microfluidic line etched on one side of the substrate before metal deposition takes 
place will not only reduce the size of the device, but also allows using less solution 
(Figure 8). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: TSM set up in a liquid chamber. 
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Liquid Quartz Microfluidic LineElectrodes 
Figure 8: TSM with microfluidic line etched in the quartz substrate 
 
 
 
 
6. Any of these configurations needs an electrical set-up to excite, take measurements 
and collect data from the TSM sensors, as well as a display to show the results. A 
network analyzer and a computer are usually used for these two functions. These 
additional parts increase tremendously the size of the above final systems. 
 
  In this thesis, a new, small portable multitasking system is proposed. It 
integrates the electronics and the transducer, with its own microfluidic mixing system, on 
a single quartz substrate. The transducer is designed to perform multiple detections 
simultaneously at a single frequency or multiple frequencies, measure different biological 
layers, have multi-frequency arrays of TSM sensors, as well as many micro-fluidic inlets 
for studying properties of different solutions. This system should be able to operate in gas 
and liquid environments. 
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2.4 Conceptual Description of the Proposed Biosensor Module 
 
 
The module consists of five basic sections: a transducer section, a fluidic 
section, a micro-channel section, an electronic section, and a packaging section. This is the 
first biochip device that is capable of flowing, mixing, disposing and delivering biological 
medium, and at the same time, is capable of sending signals, recording the responses, and 
displaying the results. The following paragraphs describe each basic section. How to 
assemble the final device is explained below. 
 
 
 
2.4.1 Transducer Section 
 
 
The transducer design, fabrication and testing is the heart of this thesis. This 
section consists of a micro-machined array of transducers fabricated on a single 
acousto-electric (piezoelectric) substrate or assembled in the form of an array employing 
single acousto-electric sensors. Figure 8 shows an array of three sensors with different 
membrane thicknesses built on a quartz piezoelectric substrate. The membrane is defined 
as the area between the top and bottom electrodes of a well. The sensors are 
electromechanical resonant structures and can be of different shapes, such as 
membranes, bars, disks, and rings, with geometrical features, such as thickness, width, 
and length, to determine their operating parameters. The three different sensors shown in 
Figure 9 resonate at different frequencies, because their membrane thicknesses are 
different. 
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 Figure 9: Cross sectional view of the quartz substrate after the WPWDP (wet chemical/plasma RIE etch/wet 
chemical etch/metal deposition/photolithography) process. This cross-section shows an array of 3 
different frequency TSM sensors fabricated on the same substrate. 
 
 
 
 
 
2.4.2 Fluidic Section 
 
 
 The transducers form an interconnected 2-D and/or 3-D structure employing 
micro-fluidic systems that deliver and distribute bio-chemical samples to the sensor 
testing areas. The sensor testing areas are the regions close to the surface of the sensors 
that consist of the surface of sensors and the structures confining the liquids. These areas 
are designed in various geometrical shapes, such as cylinders, cones, etc., which are 
appropriate for confining biological samples at the transducer surface. In addition, these 
designs provide measurement integrity to the liquid testing process. The micro-fluidic 
system will in the future uses acoustic, piezoelectric, and electrostricitive effects for 
pumping, mixing, and channeling the bio-fluids. Figure 10 shows the bottom electrodes 
of the different sensors constructed inside a channel. Part of the channel is etched 
(approximately 35 to 40μm deep) uniformly in the quartz prior to the deposition of the 
metals that form the electrodes, while the other part is milled in the substrate holder (see 
Figure 11). The liquid comes in from one side of the channel and leaves at the other side. 
TSM-1 TSM-3 TSM-2 
Quartz substrate 
Well-1 
Well-2
Well-3 
Metal Lines
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The microfluidic channel has many inlets to allow different liquids to be mixed before 
reaching the surface of the electrodes (see Figure 12). 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
   
 
   
 In Out 
 
 
 Micro fluidic Channel  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Flip bottom view of the crystal substrate showing the calibration and measurement channel 
with the electrodes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Channel 
 
 
 
Cover 
 
 
Seal 
 
  
  Crystal 
Electrodes 
 
Figure 11: Microfluidic Channel 
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2.4.3 Gas Channel Section 
 
 
Figure 13 shows the top electrodes of the different sensors. Since the wells 
etched on that side are of different heights, it is therefore difficult to use that side of the 
device for liquid flow and can instead be used for gas flows. 
 
 
 
 
   
 
   
 
   
In Out 
 
 
   
 Gas Flow 
Figure 12: Micrifluidic lines for mixing.
Quartz 
Outlet 
Micrifluidic line 
Electrodes 
Inlet-1 
Inlet-2 
Inlet-3 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13: Top view of the crystal substrate showing the gas channel with the electrodes. 
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Figure 16 shows the transducer and the fluidic sections very well after sealing 
the bottom part of the transducer with a polymer ceramic glass and the top with the 
multi-layer circuit board. The liquid and the gas channels are shown at the bottom and 
on the top of the transducer, respectively.  
 
 
2.4.4 Isolated Injection Channel Section 
 
 
To also use each sensor individually, a channel was constructed by drilling a 
hole on top of each sensor to allow the injection of the measurand directly from the top 
of the selected sensor (see Figure 16). 
 
 
2.4.5 Electronic Section 
 
 
 
The purpose of the electronic section is to excite the resonant transducers into 
appropriate vibrational modes and measure the changes in the operational parameters of 
the transducers. The measured changes include variations in the transfer function, the 
resonant frequency, the resonant amplitude, the phase, and the quality factor.   
Next, the measured changes are processed and related to the targeted 
biochemical changes and displayed. The electronic section is designed as a system of 
accompanying electrical circuitry, including oscillators, phase-lock loops, and RF 
transmission-receiving circuits in which the resonant transducer structures performed 
such functions as frequency, phase, and amplitude control.  
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This electronic section is not covered in this thesis work; it is fabricated and 
placed on the quartz transducer in the following sequence: 
 
A –  The electronic section is built using microelectronic IC fabrication 
 techniques. 
  
B - The IC chip is then mounted and wired on the multi metallization  
 packaging system. 
C - The display is placed on the packaging system. 
D - The display is connected to the IC chip.  
 
 
2.4.6 Packaging Section  
 
 
The packaging section includes a polymer-based housing that provides 
mechanical and functional integrity to the assembly of the transducer, as well as the 
fluidic and electronic sections. It interfaces the device with analytical laboratory 
systems, PC computer-based data processing, storage and display systems, and 
Internet-based communication and health systems. Top and bottom conceptual views of 
the multi-frequency TSM device are shown in Figures 14 and 15. A cross-section of a 
part of the final module is shown in Figure 16. This cross-section shows three different 
TSM sensors with different membrane thicknesses side by side. 
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Figure 14: Top view of the complete Lab-On-Chip Device 
Electrodes 
Microfluidic 
Ch l
Outlet 
Quartz 
Substrate
IC Control 
Outlet 
Inlet 
Back Common 
Electrode 
A’ 
A 
Mesas 
Figure 15: Bottom view of the complete Lab-On-Chip Device  
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Figure 16:  AEBS cross-section of the multi-frequency/multi-purpose device showing only three cells 
with three different membrane thicknesses in series. 
 
 
 
 
  A complete overview of the work done in this thesis is summarized in Figure 
17 which shows the different parts of the biochip, the micro-fabrication design along with 
the process developments and the different applications of the device. The transducer, in 
contrast to others, is made of arrays of single and multi-frequency thickness shear mode 
(TSM) sensors. These sensors are built on one quartz substrate. Since quartz is very hard 
to machine, a lot of the work is concentrated on the fabrication of the transducer of the 
biochip. To miniaturize the biochip sensor, electrode size of the TSM sensor and the 
distance between the sensors, which affect device performance new design criteria had to 
be implemented. The thesis covers the sections shown below the MFTSM Biochip box in 
Figure 17. 
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Medical 
• Disease Screening 
• Point of Care 
• Detection of biomarkers 
Bioterrorism 
• Detect deadly Chemicals 
• Check for water 
contamination 
Environment 
• Monitoring areas 
MFTSM 
BioChip 
Electronics: 
 
• Drive Sensor 
• Measure Response 
• Collect Data 
• Timing and control 
Micro-Fabrication         Multi-Frequency TSM 
       Transducer - Quartz 
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• Metal Deposition 
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• LCD Devices 
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o Electrode Size 
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4 3 
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Applications
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Processes 
• Monitor Multi-layer 
Interfacial Properties 
Figure 17: The parts involved in the biochip, the different areas in which the biochip can be applied and     
the different steps for fabricating the biochip. The thesis covers all the sections shown below  
the MFTSM Biochip box. 
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 After fabrication the transducer of the biochip was characterized and tested for 
a few applications.  
 
2.5 Advantages of the proposed Acousto-Electric Biochemical Sensor (AEBS)      
 Device 
 
 
 The advantages of this system are paramount and include the following: 
1. A single-substrate multi-acousto-electric sensor array simultaneously 
performing a rapid multi-bio-chem-agent detection in real time. 
2. Individual sensors operating at the fundamental and overtone frequencies 
provide spatial and structural information on biochemical processes at the 
interface. 
3. Simultaneous, multi-resonant detection procedure delivers not only 
quantitative data on the measurand/analyte, but also provides a signature of the 
bio-chemical process. 
4. Multi-sensing-mechanism principle of operation allows for improved 
selectivity, sensitivity and reliability of the detection. 
5. Adaptable microfluidic system capable of reconfiguring itself in real time 
provides flexibility and allows optimization of biochemical sensing 
procedures. 
6. MEMS and IC compatible fabrication processes make the device inexpensive, 
reliable, small and disposable. 
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7. Smart device design allows for separation of biological and electronic 
fabrication steps. Important feature: this separation maintains the integrity of 
both domains. 
8. Complete automated analysis process, which begins by introducing a test 
sample into the device and ends with a display of the final result.  
 
 
 
2.6 Principles Involved in the Making of the Biochip 
 
 
1 Sensing Mechanisms: Biochemical events are evidenced as changes occur in 
the density, viscoelasticity, electric conductivity, dielectric constant, magnetic 
constant, and thermal conductivity of biochemical fluid media. 
 
2 Transducer Design: Electromechanical Coupled Field Theory, 
Electro-Acoustic Transducer Theory. 
 
3 Biological Interface Design: Theory of interfacial molecular binding and 
interfacial processes. 
 
4 Transducer Fabrication Technology: micromachining, etching, 
photolithography, and film depositions. 
 
5 Biological Interface Fabrication Technology: immobilization techniques 
and attachment techniques. 
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6 Microfluidic Fabrication Technology: micromachining, etching, and 
photolithography. 
 
7 Electronic Circuitry: Theory of electromechanical oscillators, phase-lock 
loops, and RF transmission-receiving systems. 
 
8 Packaging Fabrication Technology: micromachining, etching, 
photolithography, dicing, molding, and sealing. 
  
 
 
2.7 Applications of the Proposed Biosensor. 
 
The rapid advances in the microelectronics industry, the availability of 
advanced micro-fabrication technologies at the micro- and nano-scale level, along with 
inexpensive, accurate, and reliable signal processing systems that increase the intelligence 
of electronic equipment, the recent progress in organic electronics and the advantages of 
the piezoelectric technique, have all made the development of this Lab-on-a-Chip 
biosensor possible. This new fabricated lab-on-a-chip can be used for many different 
purposes. As a device that can detect in a few minutes the most dangerous diseases that 
exist these days, monitor multi-layer biological and different industrial processes, sense 
many dangerous gases simultaneously or detect different analytes in water. This was 
made possible by designing arrays of sensors with different membrane thicknesses on a 
quartz substrate.  Each sensor can be coated with an antibody or a material that can react 
with a specific antigen, gas or impurity, in the blood, air or liquid, respectively. The 
fabrication process problems related to photolithography, etching, shape of the 
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membrane, and surface roughness were overcome. The fabrication of such a device allows 
people from the medical field to react quickly to the most dangerous diseases known 
today, as well as allow scientists to react to any changes in the environment and the water 
that we are using. These arrays of sensors could also be used in many different industries 
to create safer work environments and allow process engineers to develop better and 
quicker processes by taking advantage of the in-situ monitoring of the process. 
 
  The application for such a device does not stop here. There are a multitude of 
other areas that can take advantage of the (Biochem Lab-on-a-chip). Since piezoelectric 
devices can be electrically excited into a shear mode of vibration, they can be used to 
probe interfacial processes at surfaces and thin films. Some potential applications of these 
devices (piezoelectric sensors) include clinical diagnostic (as mentioned above) and 
biomedical applications, agriculture, horticulture and veterinary analysis, environment 
and bioterrorism, pollution, water and microbial applications, fermentation analysis and 
control, industrial gases and liquids, mining and toxic gases, explosives and the military 
arena, microelectronic film thickness measurements, flavors, essence, and pheromones.  
 
   Such an easy to use, quick and inexpensive tool for early screening of multiple 
diseases could improve dramatically the health and longevity of millions of people around 
the world, especially the elderly, and those in lower income groups, in whom diseases 
often are diagnosed at late stages, in part due to economic issues and poor 
health-screening tools. Figure 16 shows a cross-section of the proposed device. 
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The air from toxic areas can be sampled and introduced into the system 
through the gas inlet on the top, or with slight modifications to the system, such as 
removing the polymer ceramic glass cover (Figure 18) and coating the electrodes with 
specific materials. This multi-array sensor also allows us to react to any changes in the 
environment and the water that we are using. These detections are possible by placing in 
water the electrode materials that react with different gases or analytes.  
 
This new multi-purpose device can also allow process engineers to produce 
better and quicker processes. This can be accomplished by fabricating identical sensors 
across the whole quartz substrate to measure the uniformity of plasma deposition or the 
wet chemical etch rate in situ. 
 
In addition, one can also detect the new liquid properties of a mixed solution. 
Each solution is introduced through a different microfluidic inlet and the solutions are 
mixed just before passing on the electrode surfaces of the sensing TSM sensors. 
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Figure-18: AEBS cross-section showing three different frequency cells in series coated with different 
antibodies. 
 
 
  Other significant advantages include using the multi-array of 
single/multi-frequency TSM sensors to obtain additional information at different 
frequencies or additional signatures of the same measurand during the studies of binding, 
precipitation, diffusion, hybridization, surface tension, etc. On this device, we have 
designed a structure of a cluster of electrodes connected in parallel. By using the 
interference between the TSM sensors, we were able to create a device with a larger 
sensing area that is more sensitive, has higher amplitude, higher Q, and higher response 
than a single TSM with a smaller or same size sensing area. 
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2.8 Contributions Derived From this Work. 
 
 
The main contributions derived from this work are:  
1. Comprehensive biochip fabrication process that includes 
o Patterned wet chemical etch 
o Patterned deep RIE 
o Blanket wet chemical polishing  
These processes have been judiciously designed to address unique challenges 
of the biochip fabrication technologies. In particular, the following important 
technological issues were addressed: 
• Developed new hybrid quartz wet/dry/wet etch and photolithography 
sub-processes to fabricate arrays of single/multiple frequency TSM 
devices for detection or identification of target multi-measurands, such as 
proteins, antigens, DNA, bioagents, etc. or other bio-chemical objects or 
bio-chemical reactions.  
• Added an RIE dry etch process that is independent of crystal orientations 
after the first wet etch step to do the bulk etch, since the new concept of 
the bio-chip wet etch cannot be used alone to fabricate these miniature 
wells because of the enlargement of the crystal defects due to the 
preferential etch on certain crystal orientations. The RIE bulk etch process 
creates less defects in the membranes.  
 
2. Developed new design criteria for fabricating miniature TSM biochip sensors. In 
particular, the following important design steps were addressed: 
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• Determined minimum distance allowed between electrodes for minimum 
interference. 
• Determined electrode size smaller than the suggested size for TSM, from 
5 – 70MHz. 
• Used single input and output pads per array of identical TSM sensors, 
hence reduced the number of connections to the external circuits. 
 
 
3. Designed new electrode configurations to improve the dynamic range, sensitivity, 
and attenuation and increase the detection area of the biochip by structuring the 
arrays of the TSM sensors connected in parallel, thus forming clusters.  
 
4. Experimentally shown that reducing the electrode diameter does not affect the 
frequency shift due to viscous liquid loading, but does affect it in a gaseous 
environment. In particular: 
• Experimentally shown that the mass sensitivity of the sensor increases as 
the electrode diameter decreases in a gaseous environment. 
• Experimentally shown that the mass sensitivity of the sensor is 
independent of the area in a liquid environment, even with the electrode 
area 20% smaller than that used in air. This means that in liquid 
environment, the electrode size can even be reduced further. 
 
5. Developed new multi-frequency interrogation techniques that allow obtaining 
different signatures of a measurand. In particular:  
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• By measuring samples simultaneously at different frequencies under the 
same conditions, different signatures of each sample can be obtained, thus 
allowing the identification of the measurands with similar signatures at a 
single frequency. 
 
6. Developed new techniques to more accurately (with high dynamic range) study 
kinetics of a multi-layer biosensing structure, or study the interfacial biological 
processes in real time by using multi fundamental frequencies instead of the 
harmonic frequencies of a single TSM. 
 
7. Demonstrated that, for determining the frequency shift of a TSM sensor from 
unloading to loading, it is more accurate to use the phase data instead of the 
amplitude data (see Appendix-D). 
 
8. Developed recommendations for future work on a piezoelectric biochip. In 
particular: 
• Proposed as future work a different hybrid etch process based on high 
energy implantation to reduce the etch time and reduce the number of 
masking steps. 
• Proposed as future work new design configurations to improve 
performance of the biochip. 
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 These new achievements significantly contribute to the advancement of 
emerging biochip piezoelectric technology, and the proposed future work outlines the 
next R&D steps for improvement. 
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CHAPTER 3: Design and Fabrication – Specific AIMS/ Biochip Design/Process 
Development 
 
 
 
3 - Specific Aims/Biochip Design/Process Development 
 
   Fast screening processes are needed to save more lives. Simpler and more 
accurate new methods for detecting viruses are in demand. Public concern and 
legislation are nowadays demanding better environmental control. In addition, the 
increase in the number of analytes to monitor in general requires more suitable 
analytical methods. In Chapter 1, it was shown that, for conventional “off-site” analysis 
and for incoming sick persons in emergency rooms, samples need to be sent to 
laboratories for testing. Conventional methods are actually reaching the highest accuracy 
levels with low detection limits, but are expensive, time-consuming, and require the use 
of highly trained personnel [61]. The current tendency to implement miniature sensors 
for quick medical diagnostic field monitoring has driven the development of biosensors, 
as new analytical tools are able to provide fast, reliable, and sensitive measurements at 
low cost, with many of them aimed at on-site analysis [62]. In Chapter 2, the 
piezoelectric wave transducer technology was selected for fabricating the transducer of 
the biochip device. The strength of the piezoelectric transducers is that they can couple 
mechanical and electrical variables, which allows the formulation of equivalent circuits 
that describe the mechanical properties of biopolymers and complex multi-layers, such 
as confluent cell monolayers. Thus, it is possible to determine molecular recognition 
events apart from interfacial phenomena, surface energy, viscoelasticity, roughness, 
surface charge density, and the water content of biomolecules [63]. This thesis is mainly 
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focused on the fabrication of the transducer of the AEBS module. In this chapter, we 
determine the specific aims, understand the operation of TSM, explain how to fabricate 
the multi-frequency membrane, and then review the design of the membranes and the 
development of the processes that will allow the fabrication of the AEBS transducer. 
The specific aims are provided below. 
 
Specific Aims 
 
Specific Aim 1: Determine the design criteria for developing a quartz biochip  
 
 Tasks: 
• To determine the optimal membrane thickness of the sensing elements. 
 
• To determine the optimal diameter and distance between sensing  
 elements. 
 
 
Specific Aim 2: Develop an IC-based fabrication process 
 
 Tasks: 
• To develop a process with low defect density. 
• To obtain membrane flatness, positive slope sidewall, and surface  
 roughness (<10 nm). 
 
• To develop a robust and high throughput process. 
 
Specific Aim 3: Fabricate the Biochip 
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Specific Aim 4: Test the biochip performance with representative biological  
                      systems. 
 
 Tasks: 
• Characterization of the biochip performance. 
• Application  
 
 Diagnostics and monitoring of multilayer processes represent the two largest 
and most researched BioMEMS segments. A very large and increasing numbers of 
BioMEMS devices for these applications have been developed using microfabrication 
processes and have been presented by many groups within the last few years. These 
devices differ significantly in their designs and fabrication techniques. These sensors can 
potentially be integrated into array format. Since the mechanical detection method using 
TSM sensors is the most appropriate for investigating and monitoring multilayer 
processes for multi detections, and at the same time, the simplest and least expensive to 
micro-fabricate, devices using this detection method will be designed and micro 
fabricated using modified IC micro-fabrication processes and new design criteria based 
on miniaturization. 
 
3.1 Principle of Operation of the Multi-Frequency Thickness Shear Mode 
(MFTSM). 
 
 The transducer used in the AEBS device is a multi-frequency thickness shear 
mode (MFTSM) device that is composed of arrays of multi-frequency piezoelectric-
based sensors that have properties where applied alternating voltages induce mechanical 
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strains and vice versa. Piezoelectricity and operation of the TSM sensor are described in 
Appendix C.  
 The multi-frequency sensors are fabricated on a single glass quartz substrate 
that is an AT-cut quartz crystal prepared by slicing the quartz wafer at an angle of 35¼º 
to the optical z-axis. By exciting the sensors with alternating voltages, standing acoustic 
waves are produced within the sensors, and they behave as resonators. Amplitudes 
represent magnitudes of S21 responses of the MFTSM sensors (|S21| = 20 log 
(100/(100+Zt)), where Zt = total impedance of the TSM sensor). The magnitude of each 
TSM response in the vicinity of their fundamental resonant frequencies αR (the 40, 60 
and 120 MHz TSM sensors are used here as examples) are given in Figure 19.  
 
αR1 αR3 αR2
 
       Figure 19: Typical frequency dependent reponse curves for TSM sensors in the vicinity of their  
                    fundamental frequencies. 
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 When electrically excited at their resonant frequencies, the multi-frequency 
TSM sensors built on the same substrate induce acoustic shear waves that penetrate the 
adjacent medium at different depths of penetration (see Figure 20).  
 
 
 
MFTSM sensors
Common Back Electrode 
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Figure 20:  Penetration depths of three different frequency TSM sensors in a medium. 
 
 
 This figure shows different penetration depths (δ) of three sensors with 
different frequencies built on the same substrate. The resonant frequency ƒ0 of each free 
resonator is established when a standing transverse acoustic wave condition is fulfilled. 
It increases with decreasing crystal thickness according to: 
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where μq and ρq are the shear modulus and the density, respectively, and tq is the 
thickness of the quartz resonator (μq = 2.947.1011 g.cm-1.s-2, ρq = 2.648 g.cm-3) [45]. 
 
 The dependence of the resonant frequency on the thickness enables the 
determination of mass changes in thin films at the resonator surface, leading to the term 
quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). Sauerbrey first derived the following relationship 
[64]. 
 
Mass detection in ambient gas: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
where Δƒ is the measured frequency shift, Δm is the mass change, and Apiezo is the 
piezoelectrically active area. It is also possible to operate a QCM in liquids. In this case, 
the resonant frequency also depends on the viscosity, ηL and density ρL of the liquid in 
which the crystal is immersed. 
 
Liquid property detection: 
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 Equation 3 gives the theoretical frequency shift for the viscosity-density 
effect without additional mass loading [65]. In the case of operating a coated resonator 
in a liquid, Equations 2 and 3 have to be superimposed. The equivalent circuit of a 
coated resonator in water is shown in Figure 21. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21: Butter Van Equivalent Circuit Model: Mass and Liquid Loaded Case. 
 
 
 
 The inductance L1 corresponds to the energy storage in the vibrating quartz 
mass, the capacitance C1 is related to the mechanical elasticity, and the resistance R1 
contains the energy losses due to various processes. A static capacitance C0 appears, 
formed by the dielectric quartz substrate between the electrodes. The liquid loading is 
related to the equivalent circuit elements with the subscript  2. The inductance L2 relates 
to the vibrating liquid mass and the resistance R2 to the viscous losses. This model is 
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only valid for one side contact of the quartz with liquid; otherwise, another parallel 
conductance and capacitance has to be added. For the use as a chemical sensor in 
liquids, a sensitive coating is added, resulting in another complex impedance, which is 
purely inductive for thin rigid layers, here named L3. In the case of rubbery coatings, a 
complex variables Z3 has to be implemented [45, 66]. 
 Figure 22 shows that the fundamental frequency of each TSM sensor can be 
used to obtain additional information about a measurand. It is then an efficient method 
for interfacial process monitoring. Also the acoustic waves of these different frequencies 
can interrogate different layers of a medium simultaneously. Table 2 shows penetration 
depths for different frequency TSM sensors in air, Di water, and a solution composed of 
80% Di water and 20% glycerin. 
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Figure 22: Penetration depths of acoustic wave changes with the operating frequency of the sensor 
(interrogating different layers). 
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 Penetration Depth δ (nm) 
Frequency (MHz) Air Water 20% Glyc. 
1 2200 570 759 
10 700 180 240 
100 220 6 0 76 
1000 70 2 0 24 
 
Table 2: Penetration depths of acoustic wave with different operating frequencies for air, DI water and 
20%  glycerine. 
 
 When a TSM sensor is loaded with a biological media, there will be a shift in 
its resonant frequency and a decrease in the magnitude. These changes can be correlated 
with changes in the mechanical properties of the medium, such as viscosity, density and 
stiffness. Depending on the changes in the mechanical properties of the sensor surface-
medium interface, a positive or negative shift can be seen in the frequency response 
(Figure 23). In this work, the changes in magnitude and frequency response were 
monitored in parallel and represented by Δα (Δα = αRI-αR) and Δf (Δf = fRI-fR), 
respectively.  Both Δf and Δα can be measured very accurately with simple, portable 
measurement systems that make this technique attractive. 
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Figure 23: In the case of both positive and negative frequency shifts throughout the experiment, αRI, 
αRII = instantaneous maximum magnitudes of loaded TSM sensor at time t1 and t2, respectively, fRI, fRII= 
instantaneous resonant frequencies of the loaded TSM sensor at time t1 and t2, respectively 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Development of the MFTSM Sensor Transducer 
 
 
 A conceptual view of the proposed MFTSM biochip was shown in Figures 
14 and 15 in Chapter 2. A conceptual cross-sectional view of a single TSM in a module 
is shown in Figure 24. The biochip includes arrays of single/multi-frequency TSM 
sensors, a microfluidic system made of a single line or multi lines (shown in Figures 10 
and 12, respectively in Chapter 2) for delivering samples on the sensing electrodes 
(Figure 25), an electronic system to excite the resonant transducers and measure the 
changes in the operational parameters of the transducers, as well as a signal processing 
and a display unit.  
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Figure-24: A conceptual view of one sensor 
 
 A – Gold Electrode I- Micro-Changes  
    (Biological, Chemical). 
 B – Transduction Process J- Sensor Output Signal 
 (Physical Transducer).   (Frequency, Phase & Attenuation) 
 C – Input/Output Metal Electrode Configuration K- Signal Conditioning, Signal 
Processing  
    and Control 
 D – Micro-Fluidics Channel L - Display 
 E – Inlet of Micro Channel M- Signal to Processing 
 F – Outlet of Micro Channel N-  Signal to Sensor 
 G – Membrane (Macro-Changes-Physical) O- Signal to Transducer 
 H – Bio-Measurand P – Pre-Processing 
 (Fluid in this case)   (Selective Membranes/Films) 
 
 
 This thesis concentrates only on the design, process development, 
fabrication, and testing of the multi-array/multi-frequency transducer, as well as the 
fabrication of the micro fluidic channel of the biochip. The display, IC chip, microfluidic 
line and the sensing Cr/Au electrodes of the transducers are placed on the top surface of 
the quartz crystal substrate of the biochip. On the other side of the quartz are the 
different wells with different depths connected together by a common Cr/Au electrode. 
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Figure-25: Bio-chip – Array of sensors with same and different frequencies connected by micro-
fluidic channels. 
 
 
 
 A cross-sectional view of the AA’ cut from Figure 15 in Chapter 2 is shown 
in Figure 26. This figure shows few membranes with different thicknesses that 
correspond to different fundamental frequencies. The enlarged view of the deepest well 
shows that a smooth and nicely tapered sidewall must be obtained for good metal step 
coverage to prevent metal disconnection at the bottom of the wall. As will be shown 
later, the tapered sidewall profile can be obtained using a wet/dry/wet hybrid etch 
process. 
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ElectrodesMicrofluidic 
Figure 26: Cross section AA’ of Figure 15 in Chapter 2, showing 
how the sidewall profile should look after the wet/dry/wet process. 
Membrane 
Electrodes
 
 
 
 Most TSM sensors have been fabricated on single substrates. More attention 
is being placed today on the design of the multi-frequency arrays (see Figure 27). The 
novelties in the development of this system are the determination of the design criteria 
for developing the quartz biochip and the development of processes to fabricate such 
arrays of multi-frequency sensors on the same substrate. The sensor frequencies in this 
work vary from 5 – 500 MHz, creating hence a wide range of membrane thicknesses that 
is a challenge processwise. This chapter focuses on the design of the biochip, 
development of microelectronic processes to miniaturize the MFTSM transducer, and 
the fabrication and testing of the biochip. How this is accomplished is explained in the 
following sections and detailed in Figure 28. 
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Figure-27: Cross-section of an area of the AEBS showing three cells in series. 
 
 
The main sections are: 
a) In section 3.3, the penetration depths, frequencies of operation, and 
membrane thicknesses are determined (e.g., for wide frequency range of operation of 5 - 
500 MHz, membrane thicknesses of 334 - 3.3μm are obtained). New design criteria are 
developed for electrode size, distance between TSM sensors, and the aspect ratio of the 
trenches that will form the microfluidic lines. 
b) Modified semiconductor technology processes are detailed in Section 3.4. 
Special etch processes are developed to miniaturize the transducer of the biochip. These 
developed processes must provide flat and smooth membranes, as well as good sidewall 
profiles to obtain low noise, low loss and high Q-factor (e.g., developed special etch 
sub-processes for membranes ranging from 334 - 3.3μm with surface flatness finished at 
approximately 2 – 10 nm). Also, because the membranes are very thin, the defect 
density must be low. Special photo and metal deposition processes were also developed. 
c) Section 3.5 focuses on the fabrication and packaging of the prototyped 
biosensor using the new developed processes and design criteria. 
Sensing 
Well-2 
Metal 
Electrodes 
Liquid  
Inlet 
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d) In Section 3.6, the biochip was tested with representative biological 
systems. Also the sensitivity and dynamic range of the TSM sensors were enhanced by 
developing new structures. 
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Design 
 
Figure 28: Design and  fabrication of a multi-frequency TSM biochip 
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3.3. Specific Aim 1:  Determination of the Design Criteria for Developing Quartz  
 Biochips.  
  
 Due to the fact that quartz provides the unique combination of mechanical, 
electrical, chemical, and thermal properties, and AT-cut crystals (TSM) show a 
tremendous frequency stability of Δƒ/ƒ≈10-8 and a temperature coefficient that is close 
to zero between 0 and 50°C, the quartz crystal (AT-cut) is the substrate of choice for our 
biochip. Compared to SAW- and FPW-elements, TSM devices have lower mass 
sensitivities, but SAW-devices are not suitable for the application in liquid media 
because of their high damping. TSM devices show the lowest temperature dependence 
of the resonant frequency among the acoustic sensors, providing AT-cut quartz crystals 
are used. Furthermore, their signal-to-noise ratio is excellent (i.e., low limits of detection 
can be achieved). This section focuses on the design aspect of the MFTSM Biosensor 
Transducer. To determine the design criteria for developing the quartz biochip, we need 
to: 
• Determine the optimal membrane thickness of the sensing elements. 
• Determine the optimal diameter and distance between sensing elements. 
 
3.3.1. Determination of optimal membrane thickness 
 
 Depending on the size of the particles to be detected at the interface, or the 
analytes involved in the surface binding and the number of layers in the biological 
medium (Newtonian or viscoelastic) to investigate, the depth of penetrations can be 
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estimated. The depth of penetration (δ) of a shear wave varies with medium and in a 
Newtonian liquid can be calculated using Equation 4 [56, 60, 67]. 
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where ηL is the viscosity of the medium (kg/m.s), ρL is the density of the medium 
(kg/m3), and ƒ is the resonant frequency (Hz). Using Equation 4, the graph of 
fundamental frequency vs. penetration depth was obtained (see Figure 29). 
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Figure-29: Penetration Depth vs. Frequency (ƒ0)
 
 
 The depth of penetration of a shear wave in a viscoelastic medium, though, is 
determined using Equation 5:  
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where ρm, ηm, and Cm are the density, viscosity and stiffness of the medium, 
respectively, and ω the angular frequency. Throughout this work, only Newtonian 
liquids were used.  
 
Equation 4 shows that the square of the depth of penetration of an acoustic 
shear wave in MFTSM sensor, in a Newtonian liquid, is directly proportional to 
medium viscosity and elasticity, and is inversely proportional to liquid density and the 
frequency of the wave. Knowing the penetration depths, the fundamental frequencies 
can be calculated using Equation 4, and the membrane thicknesses are obtained from 
Equation 6 [68]. 
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where µq and ρq are the shear modulus and the density, respectively, and tq is the 
membrane thickness  of  the  quartz  resonator  (µq = 2.947 X 1011 g.cm-1.s-2,  ρq = 
2.648 g.cm-2). A graph of frequency vs. membrane thickness (see Figure 30) was 
obtained using Equation 6. 
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 Figure 30: Quartz Membrane Thickness vs. Frequency (ƒ0) 
 
 
Figure 31 below is an example of a multi-frequency sensing device. An 
antibody is immobilized on the surface of the evaporated Cr/Au electrode and 
deposited, thus forming a layer on the surface of the TSM sensor; antigens are then 
attached to the antibody, thus forming a second layer on the sensor. The sizes of the 
antibody and antigen are in the range of 20–40 nm.  
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To investigate the binding between the antibody and the sensing electrode 
surface and, at the same time, the binding between the antigen and the antibody, two 
different TSM sensors with different penetration depths should be built on the 
substrate. One TSM should have a penetration depth of around 20 nm and the other 
around 40 nm. The frequencies corresponding to these penetration depths are 650 
MHz and 200 MHz respectively, calculated using Equation 4. These two frequencies 
can be obtained by thinning down the membranes to approximately 3μm and 8.3μm. 
 
Other Design Criteria 
 
  In the design layout, the electrodes are aligned along the x-axis for maximum 
displacement. There is no available theory, however, allowing calculation of the 
optimal size of the electrodes and membranes. The example below shows how these 
parameters are currently being estimated. 
 
1 – Knowing the Membrane Thickness   
       Example: For ƒ0 = 40 MHz, we obtain tq = 41μm using Equation. 
 
2 – Electrode Diameter 
  The electrode diameter is estimated to be 15 to 20 times the membrane 
thickness. An electrode diameter larger than 20 times its thickness will tear the 
membrane and also will introduce too many spurious modes that will interfere 
with the fundamental frequency of the TSM. 
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 Electrode diameter Æ   15tq ≤ de ≤ 20tq 
 
For a 40μm membrane thickness, the electrode diameter should be between 
600μm ≤ de ≤ 800μm. 
 
 In later chapters, studies were done on how small the electrode diameter can 
be. The studies show that this value depends on the environment surrounding the 
sensor. 
 
3 – Membrane Diameter  
 The metal should cover approximately 70% of the membrane. For an 
electrode with a diameter of 600μm, the membrane diameter would then be:  
  Dm = de /0.7 = 600/0.7 = 857μm 
 
Based on these design criteria, Figure 32 and Table 3 were obtained. Figure 
32 shows the relation between sensing electrode diameter and membrane thickness, 
and Table-3 shows the piezo-transducer design parameters for different frequencies. In 
the next sections, techniques to determine the minimum electrode size and smallest 
distance with no interference between electrodes are explained. 
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Figure 32: Minimum and Maximum Electrode 
Diameter vs. Membrane Thickness (5 – 50μm).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-33: Minimum & Maximum Electrode Diameter vs. Membrane Thickness (0 – 350μm). 
Enlarged view
bottom of the cu
 of the 
rves 
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AT Quartz Piezoelectric Bio-sensor (Geometry – disk) 
 
Operating Frequency Fr (MHz) 10 50 150 200 500 1000 
 
Thickness (μm) 166 33 11 8.3 3.3 1.6 
 
Depth of Penetration (nm) 189 84 49 42 27 19 
 
Outer Diameter (μm)  11000 1100 366 275 110 55 
 
Electrode Diameter (μm) 5500 550 183 137.5 55 27.5 
 
Static Capacitance Co (pF)  5.7 0.28 0.094 0.071 0.028 0.014 
 
Series Dynamic Inductance (μH) 7.12 5.70 1.90 1.42 0.57 0.28 
 
Series Dynamic Capacitance (fF)  36 1.78 0.59 0.44 0.18 0.089 
 
Absolute Resonant Frequency  -2135 -23871 -124039 -190970 -754878 -2135118 
Shift (Δf) (Due to H2O loading) (Hz)  
 
Resonant Resistance (Ω) 191 1709 2961 3419 5406 7646 
(Due to water loading) 
 
Table-3: Piezo-Transducer Design Parameters                           
 
 
 The microfluidic channel also plays an important role in the design of the 
device. We need to make sure that the measurands do not concentrate in the middle of 
the flow, but instead pass exactly on the surface of the sensing electrodes to increase 
the probability of attachment between particles and sensing electrodes. We designed 
the microfluidic line in way such that half of the channel is etched in the quartz 
substrate. The inside surface of the etched channel should be smooth, flat and have 
minimum defect density to reduce surface friction. The other side of the channel is 
etched in the cover with a bump located on top of each electrode to allow the flow to 
arrive at an angle on the surface of the sensing electrodes. This microfluidic structure 
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should increase the attachment mechanism between the analytes and the sensing 
surface.   
 To miniaturize the device and hence increase its packing density, we need to 
determine how small the electrode diameters of each different frequency TSM sensor 
can be. In the following section (Section 3.3.2), the transducer was designed in a way 
to experimentally determine the minimum electrode diameter.  
 Since interference between electrodes is a well-known problem, to 
miniaturize the device, the metal mask of the transducer was laid out with certain 
structures. A technique was developed using these structures to obtain the optimum 
distance between electrodes for no interference. Both of these above techniques are 
described in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 
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3.3.2 TSM Transducer and Metal Mask Design Layouts 
 
 The biochip should be small, low cost, and accurate. The size of the 
electrodes on a TSM sensor is usually larger than it should be. The idea behind that is 
large electrodes in parallel with a small membrane in between will create a uniform 
field at the center of the TSM. This is not advantageous for designing miniature 
biochips because they require high packing density (high number of electrodes/mm2). 
To obtain high packing density, we need to determine the optimum electrode diameter 
of the sensors and also the minimum distance with zero interference between 
electrodes. Many multi frequency/multi-array test devices similar to the one shown in 
Figure 34 were designed to determine these critical parameters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Large 25μm membrane Large 40μm membrane 
Top View 
Cross-sectional View 
Figure 34: Composite Plots of the Test chip 
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  As we are reducing the size of the sensor, the physics applied to these 
devices change. Designing the first experimental quartz transducer requires special 
structures to answer questions concerning the physical, mechanical and electrical 
changes. The first transducer was thus designed with different structures that are 
explained below: 
 
• Two different arrays of TSM sensors. Each array has a specific fundamental 
frequency.  
• One array of multi-frequency sensors (frequency range: 5 – 70 MHz – this 
range of frequency is used to study interfacial biolayers using fundamental 
instead of harmonic frequencies, and also to determine the best frequency for 
an unknown measurand, as well as for multi-detections) 
• Identical TSM sensors placed at different distances from each other to study 
the effect of coupling between them, and to determine experimentally, the 
closest distance with no interference between electrodes. This is important 
for miniaturization. 
• Same frequency TSM sensors with different electrode sizes (to find out how 
small the electrode can be, and also to study the effect of electrode areas on 
TSM sensor sensitivity, dynamic range, f0 and Q-factor). 
• Microfluidic lines for dispensing the analytes directly on the sensing areas 
(electrodes of the TSM sensors). 
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 The device was designed to be used in gas and liquid environments. To make 
the fabrication process easier to understand, we show the design and layout details of a 
two-frequency (41 and 61 MHz) biochip. The mask layouts to obtain the desired 
arrays of TSM sensors on a single quartz substrate are shown below. 
 
 The quartz substrate used is a 2.4 in. x 1.2 in. rectangular A-T cut quartz 
crystal, 100 microns thick (see Figure 35). Both sides of the substrate are polished.  
 
 
 
        2.4 in. 
 
 
   
  
   
   
 
  
   A-T Cut Quartz Crystal (35˚ cut)   
1.2 in. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
     Figure 35: Top view of the quartz crystal substrate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 A rectangular mask (Mask 1) was generated to form the bottom well (mesa) 
in the substrate. This bottom mesa is used for two reasons: i) to reduce the quartz 
thickness at the center of the substrate and ii) to form the micro-fluidic lines to allow 
the flow of liquids on the surface of the electrodes of the sensors. The mask has four 
alignment targets, with one located at each corner of the substrate. The two targets 
located at the top of the mask are 5 microns wide (L = 5 microns and M = 50 microns) 
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and the two at the bottom are 10 microns wide (L = 10 microns and M = 50 microns). 
These targets will be etched in the substrate to be used later as alignment targets to 
align the subsequent layers in the process. Mask 1 is shown in Figure 36. The 
dimensions are: A = ¼ in., B = 3/16 in. 
 
 
  L 
  M 
  Target 
 
 2.4 in. 
 
 
  B 
  
   
   
 
 A 
 1.2”   
 
 M 
 
 
 
 
    
   Figure 36:   Mask 1 is used to form the mesa on the back of the substrate and will be used as a  
 micro-fluidic line. 
 
 
 
 
 
Mask 1 was also used to form a mesa in the front of the substrate. Half of that 
mesa will form a large, rectangular 40-μm membrane for the 40-MHz QCM devices, 
and the other half will be used to form a thinner membrane (≈ 25μm) for the 61- MHz 
devices by exposing a smaller rectangular mask (Mask 2, see Figure 37). Mask 2 
should be aligned to the Mask 1 targets using solid crosses that are aligned inside the 
etch targets (large crosses) of Mask 1. The dimensions are: A = ¼ in., B = 3/16 in. and 
D = 1/16 in. 
A 
B 
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 Opening of Mask 1 
 for reference 
          2.4 in. 
1.2 in 
 
 
  B 
  
  D 
   
  
  0.7 in. 
 0.9375 in. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
   D 
 
    Figure 37: Mask 3 to form the rectangular 25-μm membrane for the 63- MHz devices. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 38 shows how the top view of the crystal substrate would look after 
the three mesas are etched. Figures 39 and 40 show the cross sections of the side and 
the front views, section A-A’ and B-B’, respectively, after the substrate etch. 
 
 
 
 
           
 
 
   
  
   
   
  
   
  
   
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
    Figure 38: Top view of the quartz substrate after etch. 
 
 
A 
0.9 in 
A A’ 
40-μm Membrane 25-μm Membrane 
B 
B’ 
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 10 microns 
  
  25 microns 
 100 μm  
 35 μm 
 
 
Figure 39: Cross-sectional view of processed crystal substrate (section A-A). 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
100µm  
 
 35μm 
 
 
Figure 40: Front view of etched crystal (section B-B). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The next three pages show the final AutoCAD layout of the complete mask 
set. Figure 41 shows the exact dimensions and locations of the quartz substrate, the 
mesas, and the alignment targets. Figure 42 shows, on the right side, the proposed 
etching sequence to build the substrate. Figures 43 and 44 show the top and bottom 
electrode masks that are made out of thin chrome plates. The opening patterns in the 
metal plates were made with a laser. No photolithography process is therefore 
necessary to create the metal electrodes on the substrate when using these metal 
masks. The chrome masks were placed directly on the substrate during the evaporation 
process of the chrome/gold under the same vacuum and removed after deposition. 
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Figure 41: AutoCAD Layout-1  
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Figure-42: AutoCAD Layout-2  
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 ¼ “ 
Figure 43: Top metal plate (L14). 
 
 
 
 ¼ “ 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 l =1.2” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   L = 2.4 “ 
 ¼ “ 
Figure 44: Bottom metal plate (L16). 
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 To study the effect of electrode sizes and distance between electrodes, many 
different metal masks with different electrode diameter ranges and distance between 
sensors ranges, similar to the one shown in Figure 45, were generated. Table 4 shows 
the complete ranges that were used for the whole experiment. 
 
 
 
 
Spacing 
50μm 
Electrodes to 
study edge effect 
2000μ
160μm electrode 
diameter 
640μm electrode 
diameter 
2960μm electrode 
diameter 
320μm electrode 
diameter 
Metal Mask
Figure 45: Metal mask showing different size electrodes, different spacing between 
electrodes, and electrodes placed at the edges to study the effect of the rounded edges 
of the membranes on the response of the TSM sensors.
 
Fundamental Frequency (MHz) 40     60 
Electrode Diameter Range (μm) 370-2960  160-960 
Distance between Sensors (μm) 50-2000  50-2000 
Number of Electrodes 26 
 
Table-4: Range of diameters and distances used for the experiments. 
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 3.3.3 Influence of the Size of Electrode on the TSM Frequency Shift 
 
 
 To understand the effect of electrode size on the frequency response of a 
TSM sensor, test chips composed of arrays of different frequency sensors were 
designed. Each array of same frequency TSM has many different size electrodes that 
are placed at 500μm apart from each other (see Figure 46).  
 
Sensor performance in de-ionized (DI) water loading using air load as reference 
  
The frequency shift from air to when the TSM sensor is loaded on one side with DI 
water (∆ƒ = ƒAir – ƒDI Water) as a function of electrode diameter was measured. The 
results are shown in Figure 47. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 46: TSM sensors used to study the effect of electrode diameter on different parameters. 
Electrode #    4    3     2     1 
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Figure 47: Resonant frequency shift as a function of electrode diameter for MFTSM (ƒR=21MHz and          
    ƒR=63MHz) loaded with DI water. 
 
 The data show that the frequency shift of the TSM from air (no load) to DI 
water loading is related to the electrode size. As the electrode diameter is reduced, the 
frequency shift increases, and as the electrode size increases, the frequency shift is 
reduced towards the results evaluated from Kanazawa's equation [69]. According to 
Kanazawa, who had assumed infinite electrode size, the frequency response of the 
TSM sensor is independent of electrode size. 
 The experiment was repeated at different frequencies and identical curves 
were obtained. According to Lu et al. [70], the reason for these results is that a larger 
amount of vibration energy is dispersed into the surrounding quartz plate outside of the 
electrode region when the electrode width is smaller. The wave, instead of having one 
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horizontal component, has also a vertical component that becomes wider as the size of 
the electrode is getting smaller. The critical electrode diameter can be approximated 
from Figure 47, which is approximately at the bottom of the knee of the curve. When 
taking a measurement in a gaseous environment or when air is used as the baseline, 
electrode diameters larger than the critical electrode diameter are recommended, since 
the frequency shift is independent of electrode size.  
 
 
Sensor performance in a Newtonian liquid 
 
 To find out how electrode size affects the sensitivity of the TSM sensors in 
liquid, we measured the frequency shift, ∆ƒ = (ƒglycerin - ƒDI Water) for different glycerin 
concentrations as a function of electrode diameter. Two glycerin concentrations were 
measured, 20% and 40%, on two different TSM sensors (40 and 20MHz). The results 
are shown in Figure 48A, where air is used as the baseline, and in Figure 48B, where 
DI water is used as the baseline. The data show that as the electrode size decreases, the 
frequency shift increases slightly up to a critical diameter when using air as the base 
line. For an electrode diameter lower than this critical diameter, the frequency shift 
increases to a large number. Under liquid loading, however, the size of the electrode 
does not matter. Under liquid loading, the TSM sensors with diameters lower than the 
critical diameter behave normally. The sensitivity in Newtonian liquids is thus mostly 
unchanged for electrode diameters around 2500μm and smaller. For this biochip, it is 
then safe to use a minimum electrode size of 2.5mm until more experiments are run to 
understand more about the field distribution around electrodes smaller than 1.00 mm. 
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The data show that in liquid environment the electrode of the device can be shrunk 
further. 
 
In gaseous environmentIn liquid environment
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the design point of view, it is a big advantage to use small electrodes.  
The reasons are: a higher Q can be obtained, less spurious modes are present, and the 
device becomes more sensitive to mass change in a gas environment, whit higher 
packing density of devices is possible. Another advantage is related to the fact that 
with a very small electrode area, there is less chance of covering crystal defects that 
may affect the membrane of the TSM sensor, and hence, its performance. 
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Figure 48: A) Frequency Shift as a function of electrode diameter of MFTSM arrays (ƒR=20MHz and 
40MHz) for different glycerin concentrations using air as the base line – B) : Frequency shift as a function 
of electrode diameter of MFTSM arrays (ƒR=20MHz and 40MHz) for different glycerin concentrations 
using DI water as the base line. 
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3.3.4 Influence of distance between electrodes on the performance of the sensors. 
 
 The frequency interference between two adjacent TSM sensors is one of the 
key problems for MFTSM biochips [71]. To better understand the interference 
between adjacent electrodes as well as their operation when activated in parallel, a 
Finite Element Analysis (FEM) was carried out using a Drexel University license of 
ABAQUS. Here, a simplified structure, 25μm thick membrane corresponding to a 
resonant frequency of 63 MHz, and consisting of three 320μm-diameter electrodes 
was simulated. A steady state analysis was performed and the resonant frequency 
extracted. The analysis was carried out for three electrode separations, namely 50, 100 
and 200 μm, and the effect of electrode separation on their interference was plotted 
and shown in Figure 49. 
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Figure 49: Simulation of interaction between TSM sensors using FEM technique. This graph shows that 
the coupling between electrodes decreases with an increase in seperation of electrodes. 
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 The points plotted correspond to the displacement of the midpoint between 
two electrodes. As seen in Figure 49, there exists strong coupling between electrodes 
separated by 50μm, with the coupling owing to which of the three electrodes operate 
as a single electrode; however, when the electrode separation is increased to 200μm or 
more, the coupling is weak and the electrodes vibrate as isolated electrodes. Figure 50 
shows a contour line plot for electrodes separated by 50 and 100 μm.  
 
 
 
 
 
50μm apart 100 microns apart
 
Figure 50: Contour line plots representing the constructive interference between electrodes separated by 
50 and 100μm, respectively.  
 
 
 As is seen in Figure 50, there is a strong constructive interference between 
electrodes separated by a distance of 50μm, and this constructive interference is 
reduced when the separation is 100μm wide.  
 Using the multi-frequency/multi-array TSM test devices with electrodes 
placed at different distances from each other, two structures (cluster of TSM sensors 
placed 50 and 80μm apart and three identical isolated TSM sensors placed around 
1,000 to 2,000μm apart) were tested. These two structures are shown on one of the test 
devices that were constructed (see Figure 51). One of the structures is composed of 
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three 61-MHz QCM sensors with electrodes e7, e8, and e9 placed very close to one 
and other (approximately 50μm and 80μm apart), and the other is made of four 41-
MHz TSM sensors with electrodes e18, e19, e20, and e21 placed very far (>500μm) 
apart from each other. Electrode e7 is 50μm away from e8, which is 80μm away from 
e9. Next to e9 is electrode e10, which is located at a distance greater than 500μm from 
the cluster of three identical electrodes. 
 
 
 Four Isolated 41-MHz QCMs Three closely packed 61-MHz 
(e18, e19, e20 and e21) QCMs (e7, e8 and e9) e10 isolated 
electrode 
    
 
 
Figure 51: Picture of the multi-frequency/multi-array TSM device. 
e21 e20  e19 e18 
e9   e8   e7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These TSM 
sensors were used 
for Experiment 1 
 
 
 
 
 Since from the simulation we discovered that when the electrodes are around 
50μm apart, there is strong interference, and when they are at a distance greater than 
200μm, there is no interference, we measured these two structures first to verify the 
results. Each electrode from each structure was measured separately in air, and the 
signal’s amplitude and frequency were recorded. The effect of interference should 
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reduce the frequency of the TSM sensor. After, these electrodes were connected in 
parallel; the amplitude and frequency of the signal were again measured in air. This 
time, if there is strong interference, the frequency of the group will decrease and the 
amplitude will increase. 
 
• Frequency Response in air of each TSM sensor from the two groups.  
 
 
      The fundamental frequency and amplitude of an isolated 61-MHz TSM sensor 
and those of each TSM in the group of closely placed identical 63-MHz TSM 
sensors (50 - 80μm apart) measured in air were plotted in Figure 52. The same 
measurements were taken on each TSM sensor of the other structure (four isolated, 
identical TSM sensors); these results are shown in Figure 53.  
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Figure-52: Amplitude vs. Frequency measurements on each identical TSM from the cluster 
electrodes compared to that of an isolated (500μm away) TSM that is identical to the clustered 
TSM. Due to interference between the closely placed electrodes, their frequencies shifted by ≈ 
170,000 Hz from the isolated electrode. 
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Figure-53: Amplitude vs. Frequency measurements on single identical electrodes placed 
far (≈500μm) apart from each other. There are three distinct peaks because of process 
variation not because of interference between the electrodes. 
 
  Distinct frequency peaks were obtained because of process variation (see 
Figures 52 and 53). In Figure 52, we noticed that the frequency responses of the 
clustered TSM sensors (e7, e8 and e9) were affected by interference between them. 
Compared to the isolated identical TSM sensor (e10), their frequency responses are 
lower. The TSM sensor (e8) placed at the center of the cluster of the three is the 
most affected. 
 
• Frequency Response of TSM sensor from the two groups in air when their 
electrodes are connected in parallel.  
 
  After measuring each TSM sensor of the two groups, the electrodes of each 
group (cluster of three identical 61-MHz and three of the four isolated 41-MHz 
groups) were connected in parallel. The same parameters (frequency shift and 
amplitude) were measured again in air. The data are shown in Figures 54 and 55. It 
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is noticed that when the interference is weak or non-existent (meaning the TSM 
sensors connected in parallel are far apart), the group of three TSM sensors 
connected in parallel showed three distinct peaks very close to each other (Figure 
54). The dotted lines represent separate measurements from each sensor when they 
are not connected in parallel. 
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 Figure-54: Frequency Responses obtained when the electrodes of the three 
isolated identical TSM sensors group were connected in parallel.  
 
 
 
 
 On the other end, when the interference is large (meaning the three TSM 
sensors connected in parallel are very close to each other), the peaks merge into one 
single peak and the cluster of three almost identical TSM sensors connected in parallel 
behaves as one single TSM sensor (see Figure 55).  
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Figure-55: Frequency Responses obtained when cluster of 3 TSM sensors are  
connected in parallel. 
 
 
 
 
 After taking measurements of the cluster composed of three closely spaced 
TSM sensors connected in parallel in air, the sensors were loaded with DI water. The 
peaks were still merged into one peak that still had higher amplitude and larger 
dynamic range than the peaks obtained when each TSM was measured separately 
(see Figure 56). Under liquid loading, the fields were still strong enough to create 
coupling between the TSM sensors. 
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Figure 56: Frequency responses of clusters of three closely spaced (50μm apart) TSM sensors 
connected in parallel and not connected in parallel. 
 
 
 
 Figure 54 shows the change in frequency and amplitude measured in air of 
the cluster of three TSM when they are not connected in parallel, when two of them 
are connected in parallel, and when all three connected in parallel. Table 5 displays 
the measured parameters for each configuration. The dynamic range is almost double 
for the three clustered TSM connected in parallel, compared to that of a single TSM. 
The dynamic range is proportional to the amplitude of the response signal. 
 
TSM 
arrangement 
ƒ0 (Hz) S21 (dB) Q-Factor 
Single QCM 63398320.00 - 6.947 6,784.57 
2 TSM 
connected 
in parallel 
63318748.00 - 4.428 4,225.75 
3 TSM 
connected in 
parallel 
63298168.00 - 3.168 3,169.34 
 
 
Table-5: Comparison of frequency, amplitude and Q-factor between a single isolated 63-MHz 
TSM and a cluster of two and three identical 63-MHz TSM connected in parallel. These 
measurements were taken in air. 
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The result of clustering of the TSM sensors is as follows: 
 
 
When not connected in parallel: 
 
• A shift in resonant frequency of each TSM in the cluster (due to coupling). 
• The TSM placed in the middle experiences coupling from both surrounding 
TSM sensors; as a consequence, it has the largest resonant frequency shift. 
 
When connected in parallel: 
• The cluster of sensors behaves as a single improved TSM sensor because a 
larger dynamic range and greater amplitude are obtained, but, with a lower 
frequency. 
• A bigger frequency shift occurs for the cluster peak when loaded, which 
means that the cluster of TSM sensors when connected in parallel is more 
sensitive. 
 
 
 More measurements were taken later on other devices for distances varying 
from 50μm to 2000μm. We found that at around 400 to 500μm, the interference 
between the electrodes was almost zero. Using these measurement techniques, we 
were able to determine approximately the smallest distance between electrodes for 
minimum interference (that is, when the peaks are distinct), which was 18 to 20 times 
the membrane thickness of the crystal piezoelectric TSM sensor. Also, due to the fact 
that the shear motion is maximum along the x-axis and minimum along the y-axis 
[54], the distance between TSM sensors aligned along the y-axis was reduced even 
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more than the critical distance obtained along the x-direction, and hence, the electrode 
packing density became very high. 
 Two FEM simulations were again carried out for two different electrode 
structures, both using the optimum distance for no interference (see Figure 56). The 
first structure consisted of a group of same frequency TSM sensors, but with different 
electrode diameters (Figure 57A). The other structure consisted of a cluster of three 
identical 60-MHz TSM sensors placed 50μm from each other and a fourth identical 
TSM sensor placed at a distance greater than 500μm from the cluster of three TSM 
(see Figure 57B). 
 
500μm 
~ 
80μm 
 ~ 
760μm 
 
Figure 57: FEM pictures of A) Different size TSM sensors placed far apart and connected in parallel B) 
cluster of identical TSM sensors connected in parallel and an isolated same size TSM.  
A - 500 microns apart B - 80 microns apart 
 
 
 The results from the simulations show no interference between electrodes for 
either group when the distance between electrodes is around 500μm, but a strong 
interference occurs when the electrodes are 50μm apart, which confirms the 
experimental results. 
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 Miniaturization is very important. We were able to find out how close 
electrodes could be placed from each other without causing changes in the response of 
the TSM. Obtaining this distance is very important for two reasons: one is related to 
packing density (how many devices can we place on the chip), and the other to 
frequency matching (how close two TSM sensors can be placed to each other for good 
matching with minimum interference). A small distance between electrodes will allow 
a designer to place more TSM sensors on the substrate or shrink the chip size. This 
will also allow good matching between identical sensors by reducing process 
variations. 
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3.3.5. Aim 1: Summary 
1 – The membrane thickness was determined from the penetration depth. 
2 - The minimum electrode diameter was found to be 500μm for a 61-MHz sensor. 
3 – Under liquid loading, the frequency shift was independent of electrode diameter. 
4 - Maximum packing density of sensors operating at 61 MHz was established: 12  
     wells per 110 mm2. 
 
 
A) Cross-Sectional 
500μm 
B) Electrode Packing Density 
11 mm 
10 mm 
150μm
Electrod
Quart
500μ
X
 
X 
Y
Z 35o15’ 
C) AT-Cut Orientation 
Figure 58: A) Cross-sectional view of an array of similar frequency TSM sensors, 
B) Electrode packing density, C) AT-cut orientation. 
AT 
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3.4. Specific Aim 2: To develop an IC-based fabrication process 
 
 
 Microfabrication processes [72] significantly differ from conventional, sequential 
machining processes, such as drilling or milling with mechanical tools. Microfabrication 
uses integrated-circuit manufacturing technology supplemented by its own processes to 
create objects with dimensions in the range of micrometers. Key advantages of 
microfabricated biosensors include small device size or reducing the sensor element to 
the scale of the target species and hence providing a higher sensitivity, small sampling 
volume, which in turn results in reduced reagent volumes and associated cost, reduced 
time-to-result due to small volumes producing in higher effective concentrations, the 
possibility of batch processing, the optional cointegration of electronics, and the 
reproducibility of sensor characteristics due to the precise geometric control in the 
fabrication steps [73]. This chapter is focused on the development of an IC-based 
fabrication process. The tasks are: 
 
1. To develop a process with low defect density. 
2. To obtain membrane flatness, positive slope sidewall, and surface roughness 
(<10 nm). 
3. To develop a robust and high-throughput process. 
 
 The three basic microfabrication techniques for biosensors are identical to those 
used in IC/MEMS fabrication: deposition, patterning, and etching. Well-established 
IC/MEMS fabrication processes were then used in the development of the biochip. The 
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application of combined cleaning, photolithographic, etching and deposition processes 
offers new, promising approaches for the manufacture of quartz resonators with higher 
resonant frequencies of up to a few hundred MHz, smaller diameters, and accompanying 
micro-fluidic systems. Quartz etching, photo/hard etch masking, and metal step 
coverage still remain, however, big challenges because of deep wells, as well as long 
and deep microfluidic line structures. The substrate should provide, at the same time, a 
sufficient mechanical stability for handling, because only the sensor areas are chemically 
thinned down to the desired thicknesses, thus forming thin membranes with thick 
mechanically stable outer areas.  
 
 
3.4.1. Quartz Etch Processes 
 
 
 A good etching process should be repeatable, robust, have high throughput and low 
defect density. Since etching the quartz is the most important step in the fabrication of 
TSM sensors, the important processes are discussed in this section and the best 
combined process for quartz etching is presented. 
 
Wet Chemical Etch 
 
Wet etching can be considered to be a five-step process [74]. The etchant must: 
1. Diffuse to the surface. 
2. Be adsorbed. 
3. React chemically. 
The reaction products must 
4. Be desorbed. 
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5. Diffuse away from the surface. 
 
  The etching rate may be limited by any one of these steps. Different etchants 
can be used to etch quartz. The ones most often used are:  A) Ammonium Bifluoride, 
NH4F.HF (or NH4F.HF2) – white flakes; highly soluble; solubility, in grams per 100 g 
of solution, is 37.6 at 20 ºC and 85.6 at 100 ºC; flakes are hygroscopic at above 50% 
humidity.  B) Hydrofluoric acid, HF – typically sold as 49% HF solution in water; 
partial pressures of HF and H2O vary differently with temperature; difficult to 
maintain constant etching rate; toxic; more dangerous to handle than NH4F.HF.  C) 
Buffered fluoride etchants – mixtures of ammonium fluoride (NH4F) and HF; ratios 
specified are volume ratios of 40% NH4F solution to 49% HF solution; e.g., a 4:1 
solution is 4 volume units of NH4F (40% solution) to one volume unit of HF (49% 
solution).  
  To etch the quartz in this development work, a saturated solution of 
ammonium bifluoride was prepared. The ammonium bifluoride (NH4F.HF) flakes 
were mixed with distilled water, and the solution was heated.  
  The system used to etch the quartz was very complex. The etching apparatus 
consisted of a 1,000-ml glass outer beaker containing water and a floating 400-ml 
TeflonTM beaker, which in turn contains the saturated ammonium bifluoride solution. 
A temperature controlled stirring hot plate with a thermistor sensor was used to control 
the temperature of the water surrounding the TeflonTM beaker. The temperature of the 
ammonium bifluoride solution could thus be controlled to about ± 1.5ºC. A thick 
Teflon ™ disk with a diameter slightly larger than the outer beaker was used as a 
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cover to minimize evaporation from the beaker. The weight of the disc also served to 
push the inner beaker down to assure that the fluid level of the inner beaker was 
always about 3 cm below the water level of the outer beaker. A hole through the center 
of the disc permitted the agitation of crystals during etching [74]. 
 
TeflonTM Beaker 
Hot Plate
Quartz 
C l Water 
Magnetic stirrer 
Saturated ammonium 
biofluoride 
TeflonTM Jig Holder 
Figure 59: Wet Etching Apparatus 
Glass Beaker 
Motor 
 
 The crystals were held in a Teflon ™ jig designed to assure that only point 
contacts existed between the jig and the crystals. The crystals were agitated slowly in 
both directions by means of a constant speed electric motor. The motor was set to 
rotate the etching jig through an angle of approximately 360º before reversing 
direction (see Figure 59). The rate of agitation was about 5 cycles per minute. 
 This is a slow process that requires a mask. This process also etches the 
quartz sideways, which means that the final etching area is much wider than the mask 
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and the corner at the bottom of the wells are rounded. This can affect the Q-factor if 
the electrodes are not too close to the edges. We can, however, obtain a very smooth 
surface using a wet chemical etch process. The surface is etched evenly everywhere if 
the etching is principally determined by the diffusion. It is clear that if a surface 
initially consists of hills and valleys, the probability of an etchant molecule diffusing 
to the top of a hill will be much greater than the probability of it diffusing to the 
bottom of a valley. The hills will therefore be etched faster than the valleys, and the 
surface will become increasingly smooth as the etching progresses. The membrane of 
the TSM will be very smooth and uniform, which is good for the Q of the TSM. 
Because the side walls of the wells are rounded, good metal step coverage can also be 
obtained. The temperature at which the etching is performed does not have a 
significant effect on the final surface roughness in the temperature range of 45ºC to 
90ºC. The temperature does, however, have a significant effect on the rate of etching. 
The wet etch process was used to fabricate the modules designed to study the effect of 
electrode size on frequency shift and the effect of distance between electrodes on 
coupling. This fabrication process is described in section 3.5 of this chapter. 
 To obtain thin membranes for a high-frequency TSM, the wet etch process 
cannot be used alone due to the fact that quartz has poor crystallographic symmetry. 
Its behavior is therefore not the same in the Z-direction and along the perpendicular 
plane, and its surface is never completely free of imperfections, such as scratches and 
pits (Figure 60 shows few pits after the wet etch on the quartz substrate that was used). 
The quality of the final wet etch (to polish the surface) depends primarily on the 
surface finish prior to wet etching, the depth of etch and the quality of quartz used. 
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Also the sidewall shows a re-entrant angle (Figure 61) that worsens with increasing 
well depth. This re-entrant angle prevents good metal step coverage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 60: SEM micrograph showing the most commonly observed defects revealed by wet etching. 
These pits often extend deep into the blanks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 61: SEM micrograph showing a negative slope at the top of the wall. This re-entrant angle 
will prevent good metal step coverage. 
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 Other techniques (etch methods) that are independent of etch pit orientation 
and the crystallographic symmetry of the quartz should be used for the bulk etch of the 
substrate. Three methods of achieving such surfaces before the wet etch process may 
be: 1) laser micromachining, 2) ultrasonic drilling and 3) plasma reactive ion etching 
(RIE). Table 6 on page 119 shows a comparison of the processes. A 5μm mesa in the 
quartz substrate was attempted in all four experiments and then later compared. 
 
Laser Micromachining 
 
 
  Laser micromachining involves the interaction of a laser beam with a 
material. This technique can be used for selective material removal. These systems are 
capable of removing material precisely and selectively, while leaving the base material 
atomically clean. This requires careful control of laser energy and power densities, as 
well as proper choice of laser wavelength. 
  We carried out one experiment at Oxford Lasers Ltd to study the possibility 
of creating small mesas in the quartz substrate. The aim was to mill ~ 5 - 10μm mesas 
in quartz. To achieve the best results, it was important that both the laser and the 
material were set up correctly. The laser must be set to produce the optimum power, 
pulse repetition frequency, and pulse energy. The laser beam must be conditioned to 
produce the correct focal spot size and shape with the appropriate f-number. 
  The CNC must be programmed to produce the correct movement of the 
component for the cutting or drilling operation. Finally, the component must be 
secured firmly to a jig that maintains the flatness of the component and the jig aligned 
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with the CNC axes. The first experiment was carried out on borosilicate and then on 
quartz (see Figures 62 – 64). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  A B 
Figure-62: Optical microscope image of A) 1.5mm diameter (OD), 80μm wide 
channel in borosilicate 
 
(≈20μm deep); B) milled out channel.
Figure 63: High magnification optical microscope 
image of base of channel in borosillicate. 
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 The quartz material did not machine as well as the borosilicate used during 
alignment. It was not possible to achieve the required depth of 5μm in the quartz 
material. The minimum depth was approximately 20μm. The finish was not of optical 
quality for either sample. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 A B 
 
Figure-64: Optical microscope image of base of channels milled 
in quartz (A) and surface finish in quartz (B). 
 
 
 
Ultrasonic Drilling 
 
 
  The use of ultrasonics for machining of hard and brittle materials is known 
since the early 1950s. The technology that has evolved since then, variously termed 
ultrasonic machining, impact grinding or slurry drilling, relies on the cutting action of 
an abrasive slurry flowing between the vibrating tip of a transducer and a work piece. 
All brittle materials – glass, technical ceramics, ferrite, quartz, tungsten carbide, 
sapphire, ruby, and even diamond – can be abraded in this way. The main feature of 
the process is that the shape of the cavity produced by the tool very precisely emulates 
the contour of the emitter tip. Other relevant peculiarities of the ultrasonic cutting are 
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the absence of heating and the extremely low stress levels (less than 2 MPa) applied to 
the work piece, thus making this process unique for high precision machining of 
crystals for applications in optics and in semiconductor technology. 
  The abrasive suspension is fed into the space between the work piece and the 
longitudinally vibrating tool. As the metal tool tip is brought into the vicinity of the 
machined surface, eventually one of the abrasive grains is squeezed between them. 
This grain becomes embedded in both surfaces as the tool moves in closer. The 
embedding of the abrasive particle in the tool material merely produces plastic 
deformation. The embedding of the abrasive particle into the surface of a machined 
brittle material causes a pocket to be chipped out. The surface of such a material 
disintegrates at once, whereas a metal surface requires several cycles to disintegrate. 
  The minute particles of abraded material are removed along the surface 
perpendicular to the direction of the tool vibrations. As the material is removed, a 
cavity is formed in the piece, exactly copying the profile of the tool face. During the 
machining operation, the abrasive particles participating in the operation gradually 
erode; hence, a liquid is fed into the machining zone, where it supplies fresh abrasive 
grains and ensures the removal of the spent grains and material particles. Thus, the 
ultrasonic machine tool must provide for vibrations of the tool at large amplitude 
(20μmpp) and a given frequency (around 20 KHz), and it must supply the required 
static force (a few kg per cm2) to hold the tool against the work piece, as well as a 
continuous flow of abrasive suspension into the machine zone. A diagram of an 
ultrasonic machine tool is shown in Figure-65. 
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 A ceramic stack piezoelectric transducer is the source of the mechanical 
oscillations. It transforms the electrical power received from the power supply (0.5 – 
1.5 kW) into a mechanical vibration power, with a typical 60 -70% efficiency rating. 
However, the amplitude of the resulting ultrasonic vibration is inadequate for 
realization of the cutting process. A waveguide focusing device (“exponential horn”) 
is therefore fitted onto the end of the transducer, where it is designed to enhance the 
vibration amplitude at its output end, with, of course, a corresponding decrease in area. 
The tool attached to the end of the concentrator makes it possible to form a hole 
having a desired shape in the work piece. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enlarged view of tip.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 65: Ultrasonic machine tool schematic 
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Plasma Dry Etch 
 
 
  There are two aspects of plasma that are important in a system 
process: physical and chemical. Any plasma contains positive and negative charges in 
equal number densities. Because electrons have a much higher mobility, any surface in 
contact with the plasma will develop a negative potential with respect to the plasma. 
The resulting electric field reduces the electron current density to the surface until it 
equals the ion current density and the electrical neutrality of the plasma is thus 
maintained. The ions are accelerated to the surface by the electrical field. They arrive 
with energy of up to a maximum value of eVf, where –Vf is the floating potential of 
the surface relative to the plasma. In DC discharge plasmas, Vf is normally a few volts, 
and the effect of these low energy Ar+ ions for example, may be insignificant. 
However, the ion energy can easily be increased by applying a potential –Vb (relative 
to ground) to the surface; the ion energy is then e(Vb + Vf), and this may have a 
significant effect on the surface. In RF discharges, floating surfaces may develop even 
higher negative potentials, such that sputtering may occur, even without deliberately 
supplying a bias to the sample. The actual potential depends on the geometry of the 
system and the frequency of the supply voltage. 
  Many of the physical effects resulting from the plasma are due to the 
arrival of the sample of photons, electrons, and ions. If the charged particles have 
sufficient energy, they may cause significant effects on the substrate, such as 
sputtering or stress generation. In most plasma systems, the electric field will be 
normal to the substrate and ions, thereby reaching the sample at normal incidence. 
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  The chemical effect of plasma results from the chemical activity of a 
species that can be generated by a mechanism within the plasma, such as the ionization 
of electrons colliding with molecules. For example, N2+ ions are very easily produced 
in the plasma. When N2+ impinges on a substrate, it may dissociate into N atoms, 
which are very reactive. While molecular N2 is a very stable molecule, it is unlikely to 
react with any substrate [75]. 
  From these two aspects of plasma, the reactive ion etching system 
was built (see Figure-66). Reactive ion etching (RIE) is a plasma-based dry etching 
technique characterized by a combination of physical sputtering with the chemical 
activity of a reactive species (see Figure 67). This enables the achievement of material 
selective etch anisotropy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-66: Reactive Ion Etching (RIE)  
 
 
  Different gases can be used to etch SiO2 quartz, which are all F-based 
(SF6, CF4, CHF3). Conventional RIE (RF diode and triode plasma systems) are 
commonly used to etch thin oxide films in the semiconductor industry [76]. Where 
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either high etch rate, high selectivity and/or high aspect ratio (HAR) processing (multi-
frequency QCM processing falls in that category) is needed, HDP (high density 
plasma) tools such as ICPs (inductively coupled plasma) are being adopted (see Figure 
68). These systems operate at lower pressure (a few mTorr versus several hundred 
mTorr) and maintain an ion density of up to 1012 cm-3, which is up to a factor of 100 
times higher than the standard systems. The system used for this work operates at 
13.56 MHz in a pressure window of between 1 and 100 mTorr, with ion densities 
exceeding 5x1011 cm -3 (at 1.0mTorr in Ar). The high plasma, which is stable down to 
1.5 mTorr, is made possible by using a strong permanent magnet (Sm-Co). 
Independent ion energy control is achieved by RF biasing of the substrate electrode, 
which is cooled to control the clamped wafer temperature. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 67: RIE Etching Sequence  
 
 
  The etched surface morphology is strongly affected by the pressure and the 
self-bias voltage. A mirror surface appears with decreasing pressure. The high self-
bias voltage and low pressure result in the formation of a flat etched surface, since the 
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ion bombardment removes a contamination on the quartz surface. Very straight walls 
are also obtained using this technology (see Figure 69). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiigure 68: ICP Technology  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 69: Sample of a 25μm deep quartz etch 
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Process Comparison 
 
 
• Laser micromachining: Laser micromachining involves the interaction of a laser 
beam with a material component. The laser machining was done at Oxford 
Lasers Ltd, UK. In this work, the machining parameters (focal position, spot 
size, power, cutting speed, exposure time, and number of repeat cuts) were 
optimized to achieve the basic machining requirements (e.g., a hole of 100-
microns diameter with <5-microns taper or a cut of 20μm-width and less than 1-
degree taper). 
• Ultrasonic Drilling: A 4-inch diameter, 300μm-thick quartz substrate was placed 
on the system. Different linear energies provided by the ultrasonic system were 
used to try to obtain a 5μm-deep well.  
• Plasma Dry Etch: The dry etch was done in an STS (surface technology system) 
advanced oxide etch (AOE) system equipped with an ICP (inductively coupled 
plasma) source [77]. The main etch gas was C4F8. The flows of the gases were: 
C4F8 = 80sccm and O2 = 10sccm. The radio frequency (RF) coil power was 
approximately 1600W and the chamber pressure was 6mtorr. Independent ion 
energy control was achieved via RF biasing (200W) of the substrate electrode, 
which was cooled to 50ºC. 
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Table-6 
Comparison of Various Processes for Well/ 
Microfluidic Etching on Quartz 
Features 
 
Process 
Membrane 
flatness 
Membrane 
Defects 
Repro-
ducibility 
Minimum 
well depth 
Side wall 
Profile 
Throughput 
capability 
Wet Etch Rounded 
edges Few High None Good Medium 
Plasma 
Etch (Dry) Good Very Few High None Poor High 
Laser Micro 
machining Poor Many Low 20μm Poor Low 
Ultrasonic 
Drilling Good Many Poor 25μm Poor Low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6: Process Comparison  
 
• Wet Etch: The wet chemical etch consisted of a saturated solution of ammonium 
bifluoride (NH4F.HF). The ammonium bifluoride flakes were mixed with 
distilled water and the solution was heated up. The etching process was done in a 
double beaker arrangement. A small Teflon TM beaker containing the saturated 
ammonium bifluoride solution was placed inside a larger glass beaker containing 
a controlled, heated water bath. The quartz piece was constantly agitated during 
the etching [66]. 
 
3.4.2. Quartz Etch Processes – Results and Discussion 
 
• For the laser machining, it was not possible to achieve the required depth of 5μm 
in the quartz material. Even though the laser was set to produce optimum power, 
pulse repetition frequency, and pulse energy, the laser beam was conditioned to 
produce the correct focal spot size and shape with the appropriate f-number, and 
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the CNC was programmed to produce the correct movement of the component 
for the drilling operation. The minimum depth that could be achieved by the 
machine was approximately 20μm. The finish was not of optical quality for the 
samples (see Figure 70-C). 
• The main feature of the ultrasonic cutting or drilling process is that the shape of 
the cavity produced by the tool very precisely emulates the contour of the emitter 
tip. Other relevant peculiarities of the ultrasonic cutting include the absence of 
heating and the extremely low stress levels (less than 2 MPa) applied to the work 
piece. But the linear energy provided by the ultrasonic system has a minimum 
effective operating stroke of 25μm, so even when using the minimum linear 
energy of the system, the 5μm-deep thin membrane could not be sustained. 
 
A reproducible well depth and high throughput are impossible to obtain from 
these two sub-processes. Thus, both the laser micromachining and the ultrasonic 
cutting processes are not suitable for etching the quartz (membrane areas) and 
therefore cannot be considered for this work. Nevertheless, wet etch and RIE plasma 
etch processes have high throughput and are reproducible and robust.  
 
• The etched surface morphology was strongly affected by the pressure and the 
self-bias voltage during the dry-etch process. Abe T. and M. Esashi ran a similar 
process [67]. Reactive ion etching technology can etch the quartz crystal 
independent of the crystal orientation and the accuracy of etching is high [68]. 
The high self-bias voltage and low pressure resulted in the formation of a flat 
etched surface, since the ion bombardment removed contamination from the 
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quartz surface. A mirror surface appeared with decreasing pressure (see Figure 
70-A). 
• The temperature at which the wet chemical etching was performed does not have 
a significant effect on the final surface roughness in the temperature range of 
45ºC to 90ºC. The temperature did, however, have a significant effect on the rate 
of etching and the number of etch channels that increases largely above 80ºC. 
The main problems of wet etching are the pinholes and notching defects. Also, 
the usefulness of wet chemical etching is limited to producing uniform miniature 
structures in single crystalline quartz, since the anisotropy of the etching arises 
from the inner crystal axis orientation.  
 
 The last two described processes have bad sidewall profiles that prevent good 
metal step coverage [see Figures 70-A (straight sidewalls from the completely dry etch 
process) and 70-B (arrow edge-shape formed at the top of the sidewall of the well, 
since the quartz etch process has a slower etch rate at the metal mask/quartz substrate 
interface during the wet chemical etch)]. These edge issues (sidewalls with negative 
slope) were overcome by adding a second wet blanket etch process at the end of each 
process. Figure 70-D shows the sidewall profile of the wet process after a second 
blanket wet etch was added at the end. Since both wet and dry etch processes have 
their own issues when used alone, the best crystal etch process turned out to be a 
combination of the two followed by a second blanket wet etch. Figure 70-E shows the 
profile of the wet/dry etch process before the final blanket wet etch step. The final etch 
process has the following step: Cr-Au metal masking / wet chemical etch / RIE dry 
etch / Cr-Au metal mask strip / blanket wet chemical etch (see Figure 71). 
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Æ   Or   Æ 
Metal Connector 
Well 
Quartz
D - Double wet etch –
good step coverage, but 
too long 
Quartz
Well 
E - Best Process – wet/dry and     
finished with a wet etch. Good 
step coverage, fewer defects, flat 
and smooth  
Well
 
 
 
 
B - Wet Etch ProcessA - Dry Etch Process C - Laser Etch Process   
(a) 
Metal mask 
 
 
 
 
 
(b)
 
Figure 70: Comparative SEM pictures of TSM sensing wells. (a) Single etch does not give 
good sidewall profiles. But double etch processes shown in (b) give good sidewall profiles. 
 
 
After wet chemical polishing
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Quartz 
After dry etch 
After wet chemical etch
 
Metal   1 – Cr/Au Metal masking. 
 
 
2 - Wet chemical etch: to taper the top of  
 the sidewall. 
 
 
 
3 – Bulk dry etch (mostly mechanical): to  
reduce defects. 
 
 
 
4 - Wet polish etch: to round off the edges. 
 
 
Figure 71: Etch process step to obtain a well sloped sidewall. 
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The just described hybrid process resulted in clean polished surfaces with 
surface roughness around 2nm (Figure 72), flat membranes, and nicely tapered 
sidewalls for good metal step-coverage. High throughput can also be obtained from 
this process.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 72: Surface roughness of the membrane developed with the hybrid wet/dry/wet etch process 
 
 
 
 
The second blank wet-etch step was very important for obtaining a smooth 
membrane surface that is a requirement for high Q-factor sensors. The theory behind it 
is that when the entire quartz substrate with no mask was placed in the chemical etch 
solution, the probability of an etchant molecule diffusing to the sharp edges was much 
greater than the probability of it diffusing to the other areas. The sharp edges were 
therefore etched faster and the corners became nicely rounded, which helped the metal 
step coverage (refer to the enlarged well view in Figure 26). This developed hybrid etch 
process is also very good for etching the microfluidic lines on the quartz substrate. 
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3.4.3. Quartz Etch Process Comparison 
 
Process Wet Chemical 
Etching 
Plasma Dry Etching Laser 
Micromachining 
Ultrasonic 
Drilling 
Details Etching results in 
“Multiple product 
species”. Etching 
chemistry is not well 
understood. Etching 
rate depends on 
concentrations of 
 and of HF, 
but not on F- ions. 
Aqueous H2SiF6 
(Fluosilicic Acid a 
by-product) will 
itself dissolve up to 
20 mole percent of 
SiO2. Etching quartz 
is probably an 
“autocatalytic” 
reaction, i.e., a 
product of the 
reaction promotes 
the reaction. 
−
2HF
The plasma generates: 
1 - ions (for 
sputtering-dislodging 
atoms from the 
surface of the 
substrate), 2 –
activated neutrals 
(enhance chemical 
reaction). The process 
of dry etching of 
quartz can be carried 
out in an inert gas 
medium (most often 
Ar), as well as 
reactive gases such as 
CHF3, CF4 and other 
fluorine-based gases 
by the well-known 
method of RF reactive 
ion etching (RIE). 
Laser systems are 
capable of 
removing material 
precisely and 
selectively, while 
leaving the base 
material atomically 
clean.  They can 
selectively clean 
and strip materials, 
devices, chips, 
wires and 
substrates cost 
effectively and 
non-destructively. 
The use of 
ultrasonically-
induced vibrations 
delivered to a tool. 
When combined 
with abrasive 
slurry, ultrasonic 
machining allows 
the tool to create 
accurate cavities of 
virtually any shape 
in hard, brittle 
materials. This 
machining process 
is nonthermal, 
nonchemical, and 
nonelectrical.  It 
does not change the 
metallurgical, 
chemical or 
physical properties 
of the workpiece. 
Pros Wet etch produces 
smooth surfaces that 
give a high Q-factor; 
Etch rates depends on 
temperature that has 
no effect on the final 
surface roughness; 
tapered sidewalls, 
which are good for 
metal step coverage; 
good depth control; 
can obtain very thin 
Can obtain reasonable
mirror surface by
decreasing pressure; can
obtain very flat etched
surface and straight
walls; good depth
control; corners at the
bottom of the wells are
not rounded, which is
good for obtaining high
Q-factor; there is no
Low heat input; 
introduce low 
stress in the 
substrate; clean 
process. 
Entry edges of 
cavity are slightly 
rounded; 
perpendicularity is 
better than 
technologies of 
chemical etching, 
laser; can obtain 
flat etched surface; 
the shape of the 
cavity produced by 
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membranes. side etching because the
side walls are coated
with polymer. 
the tool very 
precisely emulates 
the contour of the 
emitter tip; absence 
of heating and 
extremely low 
stress levels; wall 
profile is slightly 
tapered. 
Cons Surface contamination 
can introduce uneven 
etching; impurities in 
the etchant can be 
adsorbed and can 
produce uneven 
etching or can change 
the etched surface 
topography; difficult 
to maintain constant 
etching rate; toxic; 
dangerous to handle;  
wet etching attacks 
scratches 
preferentially. The 
edges at the bottom of 
the well are rounded, 
which affects the Q-
factor of the QCM; 
very slow process; 
other problems are 
pinholes and notching 
defects on edges that 
can be observed after a 
certain etch time as a 
result of interaction 
between etchant and 
mask. 
Radiation damage due 
to UV and X-rays; low 
selectivity to resist; 
when using metal 
masks, the sputtered 
metal will redeposit 
onto other surfaces in 
the reactor vessel and 
possibly the wafer 
surface. Any such 
redeposition of metal 
onto the etching oxide 
surface can result in 
‘micro-masking’ 
residues and thus cause 
a very rough surface 
topography; 
redeposition of 
material sputtered 
from the samples, 
masking coatings, 
substrate holders, etc, 
onto the quartz 
surface being etched 
leads to inadmissible 
changes in its 
morphology; slow 
etch rate.  
Flatness of the 
membrane depends 
on the operator’s 
setting; bad depth 
control; very low 
throughput since 
each well has to be 
etched separately; 
final surface 
membrane is 
rough; focused 
point is very small; 
very small round 
feature spiraling 
the beam. 
Need to machine 
each well in the 
crystal separately – 
low throughput; 
bad depth control; 
the opposing 
cavities at the 
depths we want are 
not practical;  
depth control 
preferred is target 
+/- 75μm; the 
linear energy 
provided by the 
ultrasonic system 
has a minimum 
effective operating 
stroke of 25μm; 
thin membrane 
cannot be 
sustained. 
 Table-7: Different processes to etch quartz
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3.4.4. Quartz Etch Process Final Selection 
 
  A good etching process should be repeatable, robust, and have high throughput 
and low defect density. As a result, the laser machining and the ultrasonic cutting or 
drilling are not suitable for etching quartz SiO2 and therefore cannot be considered for 
this work.  Obtaining a repeatable well depth, a flat membrane, and a smooth surface 
finish are almost impossible to achieve using these two processes. In addition, a high 
throughput is not possible, since each well from the multi frequency TSM device has to 
be etched separately.  
  On the other hand, either the dry or the wet etch process would be good to use 
as a manufacturing process. Both can provide flat and polished membranes that are very 
important for the Q-factor. They are repeatable and robust processes. The wet process, 
however, requires much time. The dry etch process is faster, but the straight sidewalls 
obtained from this process can be tapered by using additional masking, with the 
consequence, however, of increasing the process throughput slightly. Both processes can 
provide a taper side wall that will allow good metal step coverage. 
  The best process would be a combination of dry etches and wet etches (a 
hybrid process), such that clean polished surfaces, flat membranes, and nice tapered 
sidewalls for good metal step-coverage and high throughput can be obtained. 
 
3.4.5. Photolithography Process 
 
 A large number of process steps impact yield and reliability. Even though the 
quartz photo/etch process was optimized and reduced to a minimum of 13 steps, it was 
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still by far more complicated than the IC photo/etch process that requires only nine 
steps.  
 
 
Table 7: Comparison between Si and Quartz Photo/Etch process 
(wet/dry/wet) 
IC Process (using photoresist mask) Quartz Process (using hard  mask) 
• Clean/HMDS • Clean 
 • Sputter Deposition (Cr/Au) 
• Resist Coat/Exposure/Harbake • Resist Coat/Exposure/Harbake 
 • Metal sandwich etch 
 • Rinse/Dry - harbake 
• Wet oxide etch • Wet oxide etch 
• Clean/Rinse/Dry - Hardbake • Clean/Rinse/Dry - Hardbake 
• Dry oxide etch • Dry oxide etch 
 • Resist strip 
 • Metal strip 
• Rinse/Dry • Rinse/Dry 
• Second wet oxide etch • Second wet oxide etch 
• Clean/Rinse/Dry • Clean/Rinse/Dry 
• Resist strip  
Number of steps = 9 Number of steps = 13 
 
Table 8: Quartz photo/etch process comparison  
 
 
 
Table 8 shows a step-by-step comparison between the IC and the quartz 
photo/etch processes. The clean/rinse/dry steps for the quartz process also have 
additional steps, such as an etch termination step and others that were not even 
mentioned in Table 8, as compared to the IC clean/rinse/dry steps. Special attention 
should be placed on the metal masking layer to create low tensile stress and good 
adhesion on the quartz substrate. Stress and bad adhesion could create notching defects 
on the edges of the photo resist lines. It is preferable to sputter-deposit the metal mask 
instead of evaporating it on the surface of the quartz substrate for good adhesion. 
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3.4.6. Specific Aim 2: Summary 
 
1 – The quartz etch hybrid process (wet/dry/wet) resulted in clean polished surfaces 
with surface roughness of 2 nm. 
 
2 – Flat membrane, positive sloped sidewall for good metal step coverage, and high 
throughput were obtained. 
 
3 – Less crystal and pit defects were obtained by using a dry etch as the bulk etch. 
 
4 – Using deposited plasma instead of evaporated metal mask provides better 
adhesion and hence eliminated notching defects. 
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3.5. Specific Aim-3: Fabrication of the Biochip 
 
 Etching quartz and protecting areas on the substrate from being etched during 
quartz etch are the most difficult steps in fabricating the transducer of the biochip. Since 
quartz is very hard to etch, the wet chemical etch process is time consuming even though 
sometime it is done at higher than room temperature; and dry etch process requires a 
high mechanical bombardment to increase throughput for the bulk etch. Both processes 
have strong effects on the photoresist. Quartz etch and photolithography processes were 
developed in the previous section. The developed etch process is a hybrid (combination 
of wet and dry) process. It starts with a wet chemical etch followed by a high energy 
RIE etch step and finishes with a blanket wet chemical etch. The masking process makes 
use of a metal mask instead of photoresist. The metal is sputtered on the substrate 
instead of evaporated for good adhesion. In this section, a fabrication process was 
developed using wet chemical etch only to etch the quartz. The process flow chart for a 
two-mesa (two large wells of different frequencies and a microfluidic line on the other 
side) substrate with arrays of different size electrodes placed in each mesa (well) is 
shown in Table 9 and the process step details on page 130. The same photo/etch process 
steps (with adjustments in the mask layouts) will be repeated if additional mesas are 
required. The final process details using the developed hybrid quartz etch process is 
shown at the end of this section. The tasks for this specific aim are: 
 
1 – To develop the process step details 
2 – To fabricate the test Biochip 
3 – To design the substrate holder 
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3.5.1 Process Step Details 
  
Metal Mask Pre-clean 
Start  Dry/Wet 
Substrate Cleaning 
Metal Mask Deposition 
Front side Dep.  
Cr/Au 
Metal Mask Photo  
Backside 
(Mask-1) 
Ct-Ex-Dev. 
Back Metal Mask Etch 
Wet or Dry 
Metal Mask Deposition 
Backside Dep.  
Cr/Au 
 
Quartz Well Etch 
Back Mesa wet Etch 
Stop Etch/Clean Solution 
Resist Strip 
Rinse & Dry 
Metal Mask Photo  
61 MHz Front side 
(Mask-2) 
Ct-Ex-Dev. 
Front Metal Mask Etch 
Wet or Dry 
61 MHz mesa 
Both Sides Quartz Well Etch 
Front Mesa & 
Back Mesa 
Stop Etch/Clean Solution  
Resist Strip 
Rinse & Dry 
Metal Mask Photo  
42 MHz Front side 
(Mask-1) 
 Ct-Ex-Dev. 
Front Metal Mask Etch 
Wet or Dry 
42 MHz mesa 
 
 Both Sides Quartz Etch 
Front Mesas &   
Back Mesa 
 
Stop Etch/Clean Solution 
Resist Strip 
Rinse & Dry 
Metal Mask Strip 
Rinse & Dry 
Metal Electrode Pre-clean 
Dry/Wet 
Substrate Cleaning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Place Front Metal Mask 
 Evaporate 
Cr/Au (Electrodes)  
 
 
Place Back Metal Mask 
 Evaporate 
Cr/Au (electrodes) 
 
 
 End 
 
 Table-9: Illustration of a few sub-processes used to fabricate multi-well quartz crystal devices. 
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 The process detailed below to fabricate a dual frequency transducer uses: wet 
chemical etch process (to etch the quartz), photolithography and metal deposition 
(evaporation) processes. 
 
1- SUBSTRATE: We began with an AT-
Cut 2.4” x 1.2” quartz plate (both sides 
polished) of 100μm thick. The quartz cut 
angle is 35º15”. 
Quartz Substrate 
Step 1 
  
2 -  Metal Mask Pre-Cleaning: The 
substrate went through a Piranha Cleaning 
(H2SO4/H2O2 – 2:1) – and then rinsed in 
DI water rinse – and N2 dry with a gun. 
(The quartz must be extremely clean prior to 
metallization.) 
 
Cr Au 
3 – Metal Mask Depositions: The metal 
mask is Au over Cr – Thicknesses are 100 
Aº of Cr, 1000 Aº of Au. The Cr is used 
for adhesion of the Au to the quartz 
substrate. A standard rf multi-target metal 
sputtering system was used for depositing 
the metals on both sides of the substrate. 
Au was deposited right after depositing Cr 
Quartz Substrate 
Step 3 
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without breaking vacuum. Cr/Au is the 
most commonly metal mask used for 
quartz etch. Au is an inert material in HF 
solutions. 
(A quartz substrate to be processed 
photolithographically is typically metallized on 
both sides.) 
 
4 – Metal Mask Photo: Ct – Ex – Dev.: 
This step is to open the microfluidic area 
in the back of the substrate. Before coating 
the substrate with photoresist, an adhesion 
promoter (HMDS) was put on it. Mask 1 is 
used. This mask is used to open the large 
mesa (used as a microfluidic line to 
transport the solution on top of the 
electrode of the QCMs) on the back of the 
substrate. This mask also has a set of 
targets that are exposed to allow the 
alignment of the subsequence levels. The 
thickness of the photoresist was 2μm. A 
hard baking process on a hot plate at 
140ºC for 10 min. was performed. 
Photoresist 
Quartz Substrate 
Step 4 
Photo resist
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(Positive photoresist AZ7220 from Clariant was 
used. This resist must withstand gold and 
quartz etches.) 
 
 
5 – Back Metal Mask etches: Both the 
gold and the chrome films are etched using 
a commercial Au etchant (type TFA) and a 
Cr etchant (type A) respectively, from 
Transene Inc. The gold could also be 
etched using aqua regia, which is a 
mixture of HNO3 and HCL and chrome 
using a saturated potassium ferricynide, 
which is a K3Fe (CN)6 solution in 
deionised  water. The substrate was 
washed for one minute in a heated 
ultrasonic with 2% solution of DI water 
and Oak VerseDet detergent. Then 
agitated rinse in heated and over flowing 
DI water for one minute. 
Photoresist 
Au 
Step 5 
Quartz Substrate 
Cr 
 
6 - Photoresist Hardbake: After the 
metal etches, the photoresist is again 
hardbaked. 
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(The thickness of the gold layer and the hard 
baking of photoresist play an important role for 
deep wet etching of glass using Cr/Au mask.) 
 
 
7 - Quartz Etch: A well around 15μm 
deep was etched off the back of the quartz 
substrate. The etching procedure consists 
of the following steps: 
Quartz Substrate 
Step 7  
i) A saturated solution of ammonium 
bifluoride is prepared in a Teflon ™ 
container. The ammonium bifluoride 
(NH4F.HF) flakes are mixed with 
distilled water, and the solution is 
heated to the desired temperature. 
ii) The crystals are cleaned thoroughly. 
To assure that the surfaces are etched 
evenly, it is particularly important to 
remove all contaminants such as 
waxes and greases, which may be 
impervious to the etchant [74]. We 
have used oxygen plasma to clean the 
surface. 
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iii) From the final rinse, the crystals are 
transferred, while wet, into the 
etching bath, and are jiggled around 
to make sure that there are no trapped 
air bubbles in the etching jig. During 
etching, the crystals are agitated in 
both directions to assure even etching 
on both sides. The etch process was 
timed. 
iv) After the timed etch, the etching jig is 
removed rapidly from the etch bath 
and placed in a stop etch by placing it 
in saturated baking soda and DI water 
until reaction stops. It is then 
immersed immediately into a 
container of hot water, given a 
thorough rinse under running hot 
water, then agitated ultrasonically in a 
solution with 2% solution of DI water 
and Contraed 70 liquid detergent, 
then given another rinse in running 
distilled water, then dried with an 
argon gun. 
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 9 -  Resist Strip: 922 Clean - Water Rinse. 
 
Step 10 
Quartz Substrate 
 
10 – Front/Back Metal Mask Photo:  
 Ct – Ex – Dev.: 
HMDS (adhesion promoter) was coated on 
both front and back of the substrate. Wet 
resist was applied by spraying this time. 
Both sides of the substrate were covered 
with a photoresist by spraying and then 
followed by a short air bake allowing for 
double-sided processing of the devices. The 
thickness of the resist was approximately 
2μm. An air bake is required to remove the 
volatile vehicles from the applied 
photoresist. Mask 2 was used to open the 
area for the small mesa located on the front 
to be etched (this mesa is made for the 61-
MHz devices) and Mask 1 was again used to 
open the microfluidic line. This microfluidic 
channel is again reopened to allow further 
etching of the quartz. Mask 2 also contains a 
set of alignment targets that should be used 
to align the next levels. 
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Step 11 
Quartz Substrate 
Photo Resist 
11 – Front Metal Mask Etch 1:  
The metal etch processes used in this step 
are identical to the ones used in Step 5. Only 
the metals that were covering the areas 
where the 61-MHz device will be fabricated 
were removed.  
Step 13 
Quartz Substrate 
Photo Resist 
 
12 - Photoresist Hardbake:  
This step is similar to Step 6 
 
13 - Quartz Etch:  
The procedure used at this step is similar to 
the one used in Step 7. This time, the quartz 
is etched on both sides of the substrate. 
Wells of 15μm deep were etched on the 
front of the substrate. A 15μm depth was 
added to the previous 15μm deep 
microfluidic line etched on the back of the 
substrate. 
  
 
14 -  Resist Strip: 922 Clean - Water Rinse. 
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Quartz Substrate 
Step 17 
Quartz Substrate 
15 – Front Metal Photo: Ct – Ex – Dev., 
Mask 1 is again used, this time in the front 
of the substrate. This mask is used to open 
the big mesa (for the 41-MHz devices) on 
the front of the substrate. This level is 
aligned with the previous level. The coating, 
exposure and baked procedures used in this 
step are identical to those used in Step 10. 
This time only the front of the substrate is 
coated and exposed.  
Step-15 
 
16 – Photoresist Hardbake: 
 This step is identical to Step 6 
 
17 – Front Metal Mask Etch-2:  
The metal etch processes are identical to the 
ones used in Step 5. In this step, metals 
covering the big mesa area in the front of the 
substrate are etched off. The big front mesa 
is for the 41-MHz devices. The small front 
mesa and the microfluidic areas were 
already open and were then exposed to more 
etching. 
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18 - Photoresist Hardbake:  
 This step is similar to step-6 
 
19 - Quartz Etch:  
Figure-73: Cross-section of the substrate after processing. 
40μm 25μm 
The procedure to etch the quartz is similar to 
the one used in Step 7. The quartz is etched 
on both sides of the substrate. The etch 
depth is again 15μm. After this etch step, the 
microfluidic area is 45μm deep, where the 
small and big front wells are 30μm and 
15μm deep, respectively.  
Step 19 
 
20 -  Resist Strip: 922 Clean - Water Rinse. 
 
21 – Metal Mask Strip: Both the gold and 
the chrome were removed using the wet 
chemical etchants used in Step 5 of  
process 1. Figure 73 shows the transducer 
without the electrodes. 
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22 -  Pre-metal Electrode Clean:  
Piranha Clean (H2SO4/H2O2 – 2:1), – then 
place in DI water rinse – and dry with a N2 
gun. 
 
23 -  Front Metal Electrode Deposition:  
A multi-crucible evaporator system was 
used to deposit the front electrode. The front 
electrode consisted of a solid piece of metal 
that covered or shorted all the TSM sensors. 
The metallization consisted of two layers: 
Au (50nm) on top of Cr (10nm). Both 
metals were evaporated under the same 
vacuum. We have used a lift off process. 
This lift off process does not use a 
photoresist, but a bronze metal mask in 
which the electrode shapes made were 
achieved via a laser cut. 
 
24 -  Back Metal Electrode Deposition: 
The back electrodes were evaporated in a 
similar manner as the front electrode. 
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  A final cross section of the processed substrate is shown in Figure 74. 
 
 
 
Figure 74: Cross-section of a completely processed device 
 
40μm 25μm 
Electrodes 
41-MHz devices 63-MHz devices  
 
Micro-fluidic channel 
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3.5.2. MFTSM Transducer Final Fabrication Process 
 
 Many test structures, similar to the one designed in Section 3.3.2, Figure 33, 
composed of two-array/two-frequency TSM devices were designed. Figure 75-a shows 
the cross-section of one of them. In this test chip, same frequency TSM sensors share 
common wells. Many metal masks were designed with different size electrodes 
(sensing areas of the TSM) and placed at different distances (50μm as the smallest 
distance between electrodes and it is increased by increments of ten, up to 2000μm) 
between them (Figure 75-b). This multi-array metal mask with various electrode 
diameters is photo lithographically transferred onto the front of the wafer where the 
fluidic channel was etched. The sensing electrodes will then be deposited at the bottom 
of the fluidic channel. On the other side of the quartz, the mesas of the different 
frequency TSM sensors are sharing a common electrode. 
 To fabricate these test structures using the developed processes, we started 
with a 2.4 X 1.2 AT-cut quartz substrate 100-microns thick. Here, for simplicity, the 
process for a 40 and 60 MHz biochip device is described. The developed hybrid quartz 
etch process and the developed photolithography/metallization etch process were used. 
The detail process steps are shown in Figure 75-c and are described below.  
  
 Step 1 – The substrate was first cleaned and then a sacrificial thin film metal 
(Cr/Au) layer was deposited by means of e-beam evaporation on both sides of the 
quartz. An adhesion promoter layer and then a 1.4μm-thick positive photoresist film 
were coated on both sides of the wafer.  
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Initial wafer 75μm 
 
 
   
 10 microns 
  
  25 microns 
 100μm  
 35μm 
 
D 
A 
Final transducer etch 640μm electrode 
320μm electrode 
diameter 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Step 4 
Step 5 
(A) Cross-Sectional view of a dual frequency transducer 
diameter 
(C) Detail Process Steps (B) Metal Mask
Figure 75: Design and fabrication of biochip test structure, (a) cross-section showing the membranes 
and microfluidic line, (b) metal mask, and (c) process steps. 
 
 
 Step 2 – Process sequence: photolithographically transferred the microfluidic 
channel onto the back of the wafer / hard bake the photoresist / metal mask etch / 
timed quartz wet chemical etch / wet chemical etch stop / clean and dry / hard bake / 
timed RIE dry etch / resist strip / final clean.  
 
 Step 3 – Similar to step 2, but this time the membrane areas of the 60-MHz 
devices were photolithographically transferred to the front of the substrate. During the 
timed wet chemical etch process, the quartz membrane’s areas of the 60-MHz devices 
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and the microfluidic channel areas were partially etched. Just the 60-MHz device areas 
were exposed later during the dry etch step 
 
 Step 4 – Similar to step 2 again, though during the timed wet chemical etch 
process, the membrane areas of the 40-MHz and the 60-MHz devices, as well as the 
microfluidic channel, were partially etched. During the dry etch step the 40-MHz and 
the 60-MHz membrane areas were exposed to the plasma.  
 
 Step 5 – The photoresist and the metal mask were stripped off. The substrate 
was cleaned and went through a final timed blank wet chemical etch, followed by 
steps for a wet chemical etch-stop and a substrate cleaning process. The metal 
electrode was deposited and patterned. A complete biochip test device is shown in 
Figure 76. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13 (40 MHz) TSM sensors 
Multi-electrode areas 
Different spacing between electrodes 
Cluster of two electrodes
13 (60 MHz) TSM sensors 
Multi-electrode areas 
Different spacing between electrodes 
Cluster of three electrodes 
 
 
 
 
 
 (b) (a) 
            Figure 76: Prototype of the test biochip enclosed in a holder 
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 Table 10 shows the ranges of diameters and distances between the electrodes 
used to determine the critical minimum diameter and the distance between devices 
for no interference. 
 
 
Table 10: Range of diameters and distances between electrodes used in 
the test biochip prototypes. 
Fundamental Frequency (MHz) 40 60 
Electrode Diameter range (μm) 370 - 2960 160 - 960 
Distance between sensors (μm) 50 - 2000 50 - 2000 
 
Table 10: Diameter and distance ranges used  on the transducer prototype 
 
 
 
 
3.5.3. Substrate Holder Design-1 Lay-out 
 
 A substrate holder was designed and built to protect the transducer, to complete 
the other side of the microfluidic channel, and to also to allow connections with the 
electronics. The design layout of the substrate holder is shown in the next few pages. 
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Opening Pads (Open Circles) 
Alignment         
Hole
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
Screw 
L = 3.39” 
3/8” 
L=2.2” 
D=1/16”
Opening 
1.775”
0.7” 
0.75” 
Top View 
3/8” 
3/8” 
0.75” 
#8 
0.812” 
0.812” 
0.225” 
0.225” 
#1 #6 
#0 
3/8” 
1.32” 
0.725” 
D=1/16” 
D= 1/8” 
 
 
Opening Pads (Open Circles – D=0.0334” Tol.  +0.01 / -0.000)  
 
 
  
 
L = 3.39” 
3/8” 
3/8” 
D=1/16”
Opening 
0.312” 
1.775”
0.7” 
0.25” 
0.812” 
0.25” 
0.312” 
#6 #13 #1 
#0 
0.75” 
L = 1.2” L=2.2” 
½” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Corners do 
not need to 
be squared 
 
 
 
 
   2.4” 
 ½” 
Bottom View 
 
Figure 77: Top Plexiglas plate (L14) 
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Side View 
 
Figure 78: Top, bottom and cushion plates  
0.002953” 
0.032” 
0.043” 
0.012” 0.106” 
1.775”
2.4”
Top Holder 
Bottom Holder 
Plastic cushion 
Piezoelectric Crystal (This part is already made) 
3/8” 
1 
Din=1/16” 
0.118” 
Corners can have 
that shape 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
0.1” Plastic cushion 
 
 
 
 
L=1.2 in.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.4 in.  
 
Figure 79: Cushion (preferably Millar) 
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 Æ Dimensioned to allow fit of crystal also top and bottom holders to mate1 
 Corners can have 
that shape  
 
 
  
#0  
0.312” 
0.312” 
0.25” 
0.25” 
L = 1.2” 0.5” Opening 
1.775” 
0.7” 
#5 
L=2.2” 
L = 3.39” 
½” 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
½”  
  
2.4”  ½” ½” 
Top View 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
0.75” 
0.5” Opening 
1.775” 
0.7” 
L = 3.39” 
0.75” 
#5 #1 
0.812” 
#0 
0.85” 
0.812” 
L=2.2” 
 
Bottom View 
 
Figure 80: Bottom Plexiglas plate (L16). 
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 After a deep wet chemical oxide etch, the bottom inside corners of the wells 
usually have a rounded shape. As a consequence, the membranes of the TSM sensors 
are not completely flat at the edges and this will affect certain device parameters most 
importantly will affect the Q-factor of the device. To determine how far away from the 
rounded edges the electrodes should be placed without affecting the response of the 
TSM sensor, few of them were placed at different distances (few microns) from the 
bottom edges of the wells. The response curves obtain from TSM sensors placed  at 
short distances from the rounded edges of the wells will then be compared to the one 
placed at the center of the fluidic channel. The first holder was designed with a wide 
channel (Figure 81) to allow us to evaluate the TSM sensors on the side of the 
microfluidic channel. After testing the device using Holder 1, it was noticed that the 
TSM sensors placed 100μm away from the edges of the channel did not differ from the 
ones placed at the center of the mesas. The substrate holder was then redesigned with a 
smaller channel width so that only the TSM sensors placed at the center of the channel 
would be used. The smaller channel uses less fluid and makes the device more robust.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Electrodes placed 
100μm away from the 
side 
Connections 
to outside 
circuit 
Figure 81: Transducer inside of substrate Holder 1 
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 A second holder was then designed with a smaller channel width to prevent 
quartz substrate breakage. Since different sections at the center of the substrate are 
only 40μm and 25μm thick, a wide fluidic channel is not recommended because it will 
leave these areas exposed. The layout of the second holder (called Substrate Holder 
Design 2) is detailed out in the next few pages. 
 
 
Substrate Holder Design Layout 2 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Top Holder 
Bottom Holder 
Bottom Cover 
 
 
A - Top and bottom holders, bottom cover and two gaskets  
Side-View 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B - Top and bottom holders, bottom cover and two gaskets Front-View 
 
Figure 82: Side and front views of  holder 2. 
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0.0960”,  
10 places    
  
 
 
  
0.8075” 
2.582” 
0.25” 
 
 
 Side View, Section A-A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
0.25” 
 
D=0.086” 
2.2” Opening 0.25” 
0.8075” 
1.695” 
0.375” 
3/8” 
Top View 
Screw 2-56UNC
2.587” 
3.024” 
B 
B 
AA 
0.475” 
⅛ R 
0.375” 
1.275” 
0.375” 
0.75” 
1.45” 
2.2”
L = 3.39” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Front View, Section B-B 
 
Figure 83: Top Plexiglas Holder 2 
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2.695”
0.695” 
0.5” 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Side-View, Section A’-A’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Top View 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Front View, Section B-B 
 
Figure 84: Bottom Plexiglas Holder 2 
 
2.00” 
2.2” 
1.695” 
0.25” 
0.5” 
0.375” 
0.575” 
0.695” 
A’ 
A 
A’ 
A 
For 2-56 screws 
0.25” 
B 
B 
+
⅛ R 
Opening 
0.375” 
0.750” 
0.975” 
Side View, Section A-A 
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Side-View, Cross-Section A-A 
0.25” 
0.2” 
0.2” 
A A 
B
B
Top-View 
1.1” 
0.9” 
2.64” 
1.32” 
0.0960” Free fit, 
6 of them 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Front View, Cross-Section B-B 
 
 
Figure 85: Bottom Plexiglas Cover 
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 Figure 86 shows the transducer inside holder 2. Part of fluidic line is made in 
the cover and the other part etched in the quartz substrate. The picture on the right side 
shows the holder with the top cover that seals the fluidic line preventing the liquid to 
leak out and to clean and immobilize the electrodes before testing. 
 
Fluidic Line 
Figure 86: Transducer inside of substrate holder 2 
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3.5.4. Aim 3 Summary 
1 – The pictures below show that after the quartz etch the number of defects  
       is completely reduced 
2 – Better sidewalls are obtained when using the second blank wet etch process (Figure 
87). 
Defects & rough surface Defect-free surfaces 
40 MHz  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 –The device was tested:  The fundamental frequency of the 40 and 60 MHz TSM sensors were  
      measured and compared to the theoretical values: 
 
   40 MHz (Elect. Diameter = 740μm)                      60 MHz (Elect. Diameter = 320μm) 
     ƒ0 = 40 MHz (ideal)                                                 ƒ0 = 60 MHz (ideal)    
    ƒ0 = 40.94 MHz (experimental)                             ƒ0 = 63.29 MHz (experimental)   
          = 2.35 % difference                                                  ≈ 5.48 % difference 
 
Initial surface 
membrane before etch 
surface 
60 MHz  40 MHz 
membrane membrane 
surface surface 
A B
Figure 87: After quartz etch smooth and defect-free surfaces are obtained for both (40 and 
60 MHz) membranes. Top edge of the sidewall profile not rounded when the second wet 
etch step is not used (A), but smoother and more rounded when the second wet is used (B). 
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3.6 Specific Aim-4: To Test Biochip Performance with Representative 
Biological Systems 
 
 
 Thickness shear mode (TSM) sensors have been widely used for the 
detection of viruses, pathogens and biological entities. Sensitivity and dynamic range are 
two important parameters used to characterize the TSM sensor performance. High 
sensitivity is important for the detection of small quantities of biological molecules in 
highly viscous media such as blood, urine and saliva. It was demonstrated in previous 
experiments that reducing the effective electrode size lead to an increase in the sensor 
sensitivity; however, that reduction in electrode area also to a reduction in sensor’s 
dynamic range when loaded with highly viscous media. In this section, a novel approach 
to simultaneously increase the sensor sensitivity and dynamic range is addressed. The 
sensitivity of the sensor is improved by reducing the effective size of the active electrode 
of the TSM sensor, and the dynamic range is increased by grouping many sensors 
together to form a cluster of sensor.  
 This section then covers: 
1. Characterization of the biochip performance 
 
2. Applications 
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3.6.1 Characterization of the biochip performance 
 
A - Enhancing the Sensitivity and Dynamic Range of a TSM Sensor. 
 
It was previously shown that as the size of the electrode of a TSM sensor is 
being reduced to increase packing density and as the sensors are incorporated onto a 
single chip several interesting phenomena were observed, such as: 
 
•  As the electrode diameter is reduced the sensitivity of the sensor is 
improved, however, the dynamic range is greatly reduced. 
• When the electrodes are in close proximity of each other there exists a 
coupling between resonators. 
 
 The two phenomena addressed here are sensitivity and dynamic range. The 
current approach presented in this section simultaneously improves both sensitivity 
and dynamic range by modifying the sensor electrode dimensions, clustering them 
and connecting them in parallel. To demonstrate this, few experiments were run 
using the two-frequency/multi-array device, shown in Figure 51. 
 
EXPERIMENT I: Sensitivity analysis (effect of electrode size on frequency shift). 
 
 The aim of this experiment is to show the increase in the frequency shift of 
the sensor as the electrode size is decreased. Figure 47 from previous Section 3.3.3 
and Figure 88 below show that, as we are reducing the size of the electrode, greater 
shifts in frequency are observed and hence more sensitive devices could be designed. 
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These measured frequency shifts were compared with the Δƒ calculated using 
Kanazawa formula. In deriving his equation, Kanazawa had assumed infinite 
electrodes to have a very uniform film across the two plates. When used as a sensor 
we want more fields to be radiated into the surrounding and this can be accomplished 
by reducing the size of the electrodes. As the electrodes are getting smaller a vertical 
component is being added to the field. In this experiment the TSM sensors were first 
measured in air and then under DI water loading. The frequency shift is the 
difference between these two measurements. 
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Figure 88: Effect of electrode size on 61MHz TSM sensors 
 
 Figure 89 shows the effect of electrode size on two other important 
parameters, the amplitude of the signal and the Q-factor. As the electrode size is 
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reduced, the amplitude of the signal is decreased and the Q-Factor is increased. It is 
also noticed that the number of spurious modes is reduced as the size of electrode is 
getting smaller. When the large TSM sensors are excited in air, the large spurious 
modes interfere with their fundamental frequencies and affect their Q-Factor. This 
explains the reason why the smaller electrodes when measured in air have a larger Q-
factor than the larger electrodes. 
 
 
 
 But under liquid loading, the spurious modes disappear. As a consequence, 
the fundamental frequencies of the larger TSM sensors are no longer interfering with 
the spurious modes and hence the sensors with larger electrodes have now higher Q-
factors than the smaller ones, see Figure 90. 
Figure 89: Effect of electrode diameter on different parameters 
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Figure 90: Drawback of reducing electrode size – Reduced dynamic range 
 
 
EXPERIMENT II: Effect of small electrodes on mass sensitivity 
 
 In order to show the effect of mass on the electrode size of a TSM sensor, an 
experiment was run to detect anthrax spores in DI water solution using the gold 
sensing electrodes of three different size TSM sensors with same membrane thickness. 
The results are shown in Figures 91 and 92. 
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The procedure to detect anthrax spores on gold surface is detailed below: 
 
• Establish the base line using DI water. 
• Inject the DI water solution containing anthrax spores onto the TSM gold 
electrode surfaces 
• Measure the sensor frequency responses and compare them with the baseline 
measurements. 
 
 
 Since anthrax spores attach very well to gold surface, and then as they are 
attaching on the surface of the electrodes, larger frequency and bigger amplitude shifts 
of the signal with respect to time are registered, see the enlarged view in Figure 91B. 
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Figure-92 (A) shows as the diameter of the TSM is reduced, the fundamental frequency and Q-factor 
increase but the amplitude of the signal decreases. When loaded with liquid, as the diameter is reduced the 
Q-factor and the dynamic range decrease but the sensitivity increases. (B) Shows that the sensitivity 
increases as the electrode size is reduced (larger frequency shift in the response signal of smaller sensors). 
 
 
 The results of Experiments I & II were combined and plotted in Figure 92.  
Figure 92A shows that as the diameter of the TSM is reduced, the fundamental 
frequency and Q-factor increase but the amplitude of the signal decreases largely. But 
under liquid loading Figure 92B, the Q-factor and the dynamic range decrease (the 
response curve is flatter for the smallest electrode diameter) while the sensitivity still 
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increases.  The sensitivity is defined as the difference between ƒW and ƒA per micro 
liter, where ƒW is the frequency measured under DI water loading and ƒA is the 
frequency measured, 45 minutes later after the liquid containing the anthrax spores 
was deposited on the surface of the gold sensing electrodes. In Figure 92B, where only 
the frequency response curves after loading the sensing areas are plotted, it can be 
observed that, when the electrodes are loaded with DI water containing anthrax spores, 
the frequency shift increases as the electrode size is reduced. In both figures, the solid 
lines represent the responses obtained when the sensors are loaded with DI water (used 
as baseline) and the dotted lines, the responses obtained when the sensors are loaded 
with a solution composed of DI water and dead anthrax spores. Figure 93 is a plot of 
frequency shift vs. electrode size using DI water as baseline, and Table 11 shows the 
experimental data.  
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 Figure 93: Frequency shift (due to mass) increases as the electrode size is decreasing 
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Electrode 
Size (μm) 
Time 
Min. ƒ0 (MHz) ∆ƒ (Hz) Ave Std 
160 15 61 28360 27810 29140 28226.7 986.8 
320 15 61 8952 8560 8430 8647.3 271.7 
640 15 61 1992 1600 1780 1790 196.2 
740 20 41 2240 2156 2080 2156 80.21 
 
 
 
 
Table 11: Frequency shifts obtained when a solution containing Anthrax spores was added 
on different size gold electrodes after 15 minutes of exposure. Size 740 shows a wider shift 
than 640 because the measurement was done after 20 minutes, then more anthrax spores 
attachment. 
 
 
 Figure 94 below shows the surface of the control electrode and electrode 
covered with anthrax after washing the surfaces with DI water. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 Control Anthrax spores 
 
Figure 94: Electrode gold surfaces of control and anthrax after the experiment was run. The 
anthrax spores can be clearly detected on the surface. 
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EXPERIMENT III: Effect of clustered small TSM electrodes connected in parallel on  
 sensitivity and dynamic range.  
 
 
 The hypothesis is clustering small TSM electrodes and connecting them in 
parallel, improves both sensitivity and dynamic range of a TSM sensor.  
 
 The aim of this experiment is to increase the dynamic range and improve 
further the sensitivity of a reduced electrode size TSM sensor. A reduced electrode 
size is considered as an electrode with a diameter over thickness ratio (d/t) smaller 
than that of Kanazawa whom had assumed infinite electrode. 
 
 From previous results, it was clear that the sensitivity of the device can be 
increased by reducing the electrode diameter. The problems with this approach are: the 
signal becomes too small and the dynamic range decreases quit largely. In this section 
we will show how to improve the response signal and at the same time increase the 
dynamic range of a reduced electrode size TSM sensor. 
 
 In section 3.3.3 it was demonstrated that small sensors grouped in form of 
clusters (placed at 50μm apart from each other in the x-direction) and connected in 
parallel behaved as a single TSM sensor. The frequency response of each TSM sensor, 
even though they are not identical because of process variation, merges into one single 
frequency response because of strong couplings between them. This single frequency 
response obtained from the cluster of small electrodes has higher amplitude, greater 
dynamic range than that of a single identical TSM sensor. Figure 95 displays:  
• The frequency response of a cluster of three small TSM sensors connected in 
parallel refers to as ƒRc. 
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• The frequency response of each sensor from the cluster when they are not 
connected in parallel refers to as ƒRn. 
•  The frequency response of a single identical TSM sensor located far from 
the cluster refers to as ƒRs.  
 
 This figure shows that the amplitude of the frequency curve of each of the 
three clustered TSM when not connected in parallel is identical to that of the isolated 
TSM sensor. 
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Figure 95: Comparison between frequency responses of two cluster configurations (connected and 
not connected in parallel) to that of a single isolated TSM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 The amplitude (S21) of ƒRc measured in air is greater than that of ƒRs. 
Another good observation is that ƒRc and ƒRn are lower than ƒRs because of the 
coupling effect between the electrodes. There is a wider shift in frequency for the three 
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TSM sensors connected in parallel structure. Figure 96 compares ƒRc to ƒRs in air. 
Figure 97 not only displays ƒRc and ƒRs measured in air but also their values under DI 
water loading (solid line) and DI water + anthrax loading (doted line). It can be 
observed from the graph that the frequency and amplitude shifts are larger when the 
sensing areas are loaded with DI water + anthrax solution than pure DI water solution 
because of the extra mass attachment (anthrax) to the surface of the gold sensing 
electrodes. 
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 To determine which one of the two structures has the largest frequency shift 
due to anthrax spore’s attachment to the gold electrode, the differences between the 
peak of each frequency response curve (S21) when loaded with the solution containing 
anthrax and that measured when loaded with DI water were calculated. These 
differences are shown as S (S = ƒDIwater – ƒDi water + anthrax) in Figure 98 (where only the 
frequency responses after liquid loadings are plotted). The largest S is obtained from 
the cluster of three-sensor connected in parallel. The difference in dynamic range 
between the two TSM configurations can also be seen from Figure 98. The dynamic 
range D1 of the cluster of three-TSM sensors connected in parallel is greater than that 
of the single TSM sensor. 
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Figure 97: Comparison between frequency responses of a cluster of TSM connected in parallel to 
that of a single isolated TSM measured in air and under liquid loadings (solid lines represent 
measurement taken when loaded with Di water and dotted lines when loaded with Di water + 
anthrax spores). 
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Figure 98: Comparison between frequency responses of a cluster of TSM connected in parallel to 
that of a single isolated TSM measured under liquid loading (solid lines represent measurement 
under Di water loading and dotted lines measurements taken under Di water + anthrax spores 
loading). 
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Figure-99: Combined figure to summarize all the findings on the study of increasing the 
dynamic range and sensitivity of miniature TSM sensors. 
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S21 (dB) -2.65     -2.5 -7.6 -9.5       -12.2 - 5.6      - 6.0 
Q-Factor (in Air) 2000    2700 2200 5600      7900 3300       5500 
∆ƒ(water) (KHz) 71 79 114 104 
∆ƒ(Anthrax) (KHz)  88 129 127 
∆ƒ(40% Glycerin) (KHz) 17.75 123.41 209.86 52.455 
S1=∆ƒ(w)-∆ƒ(Anthrax)  3.21 10.45 18.66 
S2=∆ƒ(w)-∆ƒ(40% Glyc) 4.6 14.4 21.3 5.45 
Electrode Area (mm2) 0.72 0.32 0.08 0.72+ 
Cluster of 
Three 320μm 
640μm 960μm 320μm Experiment 
Simulated 
 
Table-12: Comparison of different size electrodes vs. clustered electrodes connected in parallel. 
  
  
 
 Figure 99 summarizes all the results and the important parameters are 
displayed in Table 12 to compare the different TSM sensor configurations.  A good 
way to summarize this section would be to compare the parameters of the 960μm 
electrode diameter TSM sensor to those of the cluster of three-TSM sensor with 
320μm electrode diameters connected in parallel. These two structures have the same 
metal electrode area, but the cluster structure has slightly more sensing area because 
the quartz areas between the closely spaced electrodes vibrate as well when the TSM 
sensors are excited. The cluster structure is more sensitive, has a larger dynamic range 
and greater Q-factor than the single 960μm electrode diameter TSM. The three-TSM 
sensor cluster structure has as well larger sensing area We can then conclude that one 
way to improve the sensitivity of a TSM sensor is to reduce its electrode size by about 
2/3 or ¾ and place them very close to each other to form clusters of TSM sensors and 
finally connect them in parallel. There are also other advantages using smaller 
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electrodes in parallel such as it allows the designers to use smaller microfluidic lines 
and hence less volume of liquid. If the electrodes of the cluster are placed along the x-
axis, the sensing area will be longer which increases the probability of analytes 
attachment to the sensing area composes of three electrodes and the quartz areas in 
between the electrodes see Figure 100. This is very important in case of low 
concentration of analytes or as well as when the analytes under study in the solution 
are very small. 
 
 
 
B - Increasing spatial resolution 
 
 In general, biological systems are multilayered structures. Various fields, 
such as, biosensors, biomaterials, tissue engineering etc., utilize biological interfaces 
between synthetic materials and the biological systems. Therefore there is an urgent 
need for a quantitative, sensitive and accurate monitoring of these biological 
interfaces. This section discusses an innovative means of monitoring multilayered 
Figure 100: Difference in channel width when using a 960μm compare to a 4 x 240μm 
clustered electrodes connected in parallel. A) Single electrode and B) clustered electrodes.
B A 
Channel 
Sensing Electrode 
Analytes 
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interfaces using the Multi-Frequency Thickness Shear Mode (MFTSM) biochip 
fabricated on a single quartz substrate.  
 As demonstrated in the previous chapters, this biochip consists of an array of 
membranes having different thicknesses, each thickness corresponding to a specific 
frequency of vibration and therefore can investigate a specific biological layer above 
the biochip. Here, quartz MFTSM biochip covering a broad frequency spectrum, 5 – 
70 MHz, thus providing high temporal and spatial resolution for the monitoring of 
multilayered biological interfaces is successfully designed, fabricated.  This simple, 
fast, low power and low cost device can accurately monitor multi-layer interfacial 
properties with high temporal and spatial resolution and measure different interfacial 
processes simultaneously under a broad range of experimental conditions.  
 A typical real-life biological system is a multi-layer system comprising of 
several interfaces or layers. Each layer is described by its mechanical and geometrical 
properties. These properties can vary for a variety of material parameters that represent 
broad range of biologically relevant operation conditions. For instance, biological 
tissue is usually composed of different constructive units of varying size and 
properties [80]. It was also suggested that the cell adhesion on extra cellular matrix 
(ECM) should be modeled as a multi-layer model in which each layer shows different 
rheological properties [81, 82].  
 Layers of biological interest, in general, have a low refractive index and 
typical thicknesses are in the nanometer range. A careful choice of methodology both 
for experiments and analysis is crucial to resolve microstructural details and go 
beyond simple detection of a layer [83]. Many techniques today are used to study 
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multi-layer biological interfacial properties. Among these techniques, scanning probe 
microscopy (SPM), ellipsometry, surface plasmon resonance (SPR), total internal 
reflectance fluorescence (TIRF) and thickness shear mode (TSM) sensor are highly 
used techniques.  
 
 Looking at the above-mentioned techniques to study surface binding, most of 
them require expensive reagents; few have high response time, are expensive and often 
destructive, and many exhibit limitations due to their poor temporal and spatial 
resolution. Among them the simplest and probably the most suitable technique to 
study multi-layer biological interfacial processes is the TSM sensor. The proposed 
biochip in this work, utilizing multi arrays of single and multi-frequency TSM sensors, 
will bring solutions to the drawbacks of the single TSM sensor. Currently, these 
drawbacks are:  
• When a TSM membrane of a specific thickness is chosen, its fundamental 
frequency and corresponding harmonics are fixed.  
• If the sample, under study, is not confined to a small microfluidic line, only a 
small portion of it can be interrogated, since only the sensing electrode area 
of one TSM is exposed to the medium. 
• Higher harmonics disappear when the sensor is loaded with highly viscous 
mediums. 
• Also, working with overtones needs a special oscillator circuit with a band-
pass filter and probably an overtone of n = 7, at the most, is usable because of 
the attenuation of harmonic resonances.  
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• The dynamic ranges of the higher harmonic frequencies are small because 
the sensor is not tuned for the high harmonics.  
 
 All of these issues can be fixed by using the new develop multi-
frequency/Multi-array transducer. 
 
  The way the TSM Sensors interrogates layers is well understood. As was 
explained in appendix-C, basically, a TSM sensor is a piezoelectric-based sensor 
which has the property that an applied alternating voltage induces mechanical strain 
and vice versa.  
 When electrically excited at its resonant frequency, a TSM sensor induces an 
acoustic shear wave that penetrates the adjacent medium, see Figure 101-A. Figure 
101-B shows that at higher harmonic frequencies the wave interrogates different layers 
of a medium.  
 
 
 
            
 
 
 
           A           B 
Figure 101: (A) TSM sensor induces an acoustic shear wave which penetrate into the medium  (B) 
penetration depths of acoustic wave changes with the operating frequency of the sensor, (interrogating 
different layers). 
 
 
 The MFTSM device is composed of many arrays of different frequency TSM 
sensors build side by side on a single quartz substrate. The fundamental frequency of 
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each TSM sensor will have its penetration depth and hence interrogate a specific layer 
of the medium under study. The fundamental frequency and the higher harmonics of a 
single TSM sensor can not interrogate many biolayers at the same time especially 
since most of the time the fifth and higher harmonics disappeared because of low 
dynamic ranges. But multi-fundamental frequencies (based on multi-sensors) will 
cover many biolayers because larger dynamic ranges can be obtained. 
 
 To show the better performance of the MFTSM, we have used two different 
frequency TSM sensors for simplicity, TSM-2 that has a fundamental frequency of 41 
MHz and TSM-3 a fundamental frequency of 61 MHz. These two fundamental 
frequencies if added to the frequency spectrum cover by a 16 MHz TSM and its 
harmonics will increase the spatial resolution, and then give information on two 
additional layers that were not covered, see Figure 102.  
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 Figure-102: Decay lengths
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 The multi-frequency TSM sensors technique can then be utilized to study 
interfacial biological processes in real time and also allows someone to obtain 
additional signatures for a measurand. Figure 103 shows Penetration Depth vs. 
Frequency in DI water and Table 12 shows the number of layers covered if one or two 
TSM sensors are used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-103: Penetration depth at different frequencies  
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Table-13: Frequencies that can be used to study layers in a multiple biolayer structure if a 
single 41 MHz TSM and its harmonics are used or if a multi-frequency (41/63 MHz) TSM 
device and their harmonics are used  
  41 MHz Device 41/63 MHz Device 
ƒo(41) 
ƒo(63) 
ƒ3(41) 
ƒ3(63) 
 41 MHz  88.13 41 MHz 88.13 
  63 MHz 71.10 
 121.75 MHz  51.14 121.75 MHz 51.14 
 199.68 MHz 39.93 
ƒ5(41) 
ƒ7(41) 
 202.92 MHz  39.61 202.92 MHz 39.61
 284.10 MHz  33.48 284.10 MHz 33.48 
ƒ5(63) 
ƒ7(63) 
 332.80 MHz 30.93 
 465.95 MHz 26.14 
Penetration 
Depth (nm) 
Penetration 
Depth (nm) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 To interrogate multi layered structures (see Figure 104), at different depths 
from the interface, we will use this multi-frequency transducer that has narrow range 
devices (arrays of single frequency, MR) and broad range devices (arrays of Multi-
frequency, MF). TSM sensors from 5 to 70 MHz were built. Results of experiments 
run to test the biochip and to compare the multi-frequency (MF) and multi-resonant 
(MR) biochips are shown in the next sections 
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 In this section we want to compare the MFTSM to the MRTSM. Typical 
electrical response of the Multi-Resonant TSM (MRTSM) sensor over a wide 
frequency range is given in figure 104. Amplitude represents the magnitude of the S21 
response of the TSM sensor (|S21| = 20 log (100/(100+Zt)), where Zt = total impedance 
of the TSM sensor). The TSM sensor operates not only at the fundamental frequency, 
but also at odd harmonics, Figures 105-b and 105-c (as an example, 5 MHz 
fundamental and harmonics were taken).  
 
 Figure 105 shows that for multi Resonant TSM (MRTSM) the losses 
increase as higher harmonic frequencies are used. As a consequence the Q-factor 
and dynamic range of the device are reduced. This is due to the fact that the sensor 
is only optimized for the fundamental frequency not the harmonic frequencies. A 
sensor can be optimizing by choosing the appropriate electrode diameter/membrane 
thickness ratio for the frequency of operation. 
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Figure 104: Structures to investigate different biological layers, A) Using the fundamental frequency 
of a TSM and its harmonics. B) Using multi fundamental frequencies from many different TSM 
sensors. 
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(c)  
Figure 105: A typical Magnitude vs. Frequency Response characteristic and the associated resonance 
harmonics for the Thickness Shear Mode (MRTSM) sensor, spanning a wide frequency range (5 MHz 
to 70 MHz), (a) Single frequency structure connected to a generator, (b) experimental, and (c) 
simulated data. 
 
 Figure 106 shows the Multi-Frequency TSM (MFTSM) sensors (5 – 70 
MHz). Figure 106-b shows frequency measurements taken in the air of an array of 
multi-frequency (MFTSM) sensors. A wide spectrum of non-optimized TSM sensors 
is displayed. An array of different size electrodes were fabricated on the substrate for 
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each frequency, but in this experiment the smallest electrode (not the optimum one 
from each array) was used for each frequency.  
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Figure 106: (a) the proposed multifundamental frequency stucture, electrodes are connected in 
parallel (b) Magnitude vs. Frequency Response of an array of multi-frequency TSM sensors 
connected in parallel (experimental data, and (c) similated data.  
 
 Since the idea was to show that using the arrays of multi-frequency device 
can largely increase or provide much higher temporal and spatial resolution than the 
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MRTSM device, then the optimum electrode diameters were not carefully chosen 
during these measurements. Figure 106-c shows the simulated data from the optimized 
multi-frequency TSM sensors. These simulated fundamental frequencies show higher 
dynamic range and higher S21 than the simulated harmonic frequencies of a single 
TSM sensor. Table 14 compares the amplitude and the dynamic range of 
fundamental to harmonic signals of TSM sensors. From the data, the fundamental 
signals have higher amplitudes and larger dynamic ranges than the harmonic signals; 
see Figures 105(c) and 106(c). 
 
 
            Frequency 
 
Device 
5MHz 
Aƒr 
Aƒa 
15MHz 
Aƒr 
Aƒa 
25MHz 
Aƒr 
Aƒa 
35MHz 
Aƒr 
Aƒa 
40MHz 
Aƒr 
Aƒa 
|S21| Single TSM 
Harmonics 
-2. 9 dB 
-80.16 dB 
-1.8 dB 
-67.82 dB 
-2.3 dB 
-52.73 dB 
-3.3 dB 
-42.35 dB 
 
|S21| Multi-
fundamental TSM  
-2.8 dB 
-80.16 dB 
-0.8 dB 
-78.6 dB 
-0.5 dB 
-65.13 dB 
 -2.1 dB 
-44.9 dB 
Single TSM Dynamic 
Range 30 dB 15 dB 5 dB 2 dB  
Multifundamental 
Dynamic Range 30 dB 30 dB 20 dB  10 dB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 14: Amplitude |S21| at different harmonics and fundamental frequencies - Aƒr   and   
Aƒa are the resonant and antiresonant  peaks. 
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3.6.2 Applications 
 
 The biochip is tested in this section and at the same time the frequency 
responses of the multi-fundamental frequency TSM device (MFTSM) were compared 
to those of the multi-resonant frequency TSM device (MRTSM) in the following 
media: 1) Newtonian liquids. 2) Colloidal system. 3) E-Coli antibody adsorption. 
Finally, the biochip was used to detect E-Coli. 
 
 For all the testing three TSM sensors (5, 15, and 25-MHz) were selected on 
the chip and custom fabricated Teflon reservoirs of 11, 6, 6 mm inner diameter and 3.5 
mm height were placed around the 5, 15 and 25-MHz devices, respectively. For each 
experiment, a personal computer controlled the network analyzer (NA) (HP4395A) 
and collected the data. Each sensor was connected to the network analyzer by using 
microwave switches (see Figure 107). All three sensors were monitored 
simultaneously. Maximum magnitude value and frequency corresponding to the 
maximum magnitude were collected every 30 seconds.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fluidic Channel 
 
 
Figure 107: Measurement set-up for determining the electrode sizes and distances between    
electrodes. 
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Application-1: Glycerin DI water concentration  
 
Motivation: 
 To test the biochip with Newtonian liquids of known properties 
 
Medium:  
 DI water + glycerin (0, 20, 40 and 60 wt% of glycerin) 
 
 This first experiment was to look at the influence of medium property on the 
frequency response of the TSM sensors. Only one side on the TSM sensor was 
exposed to the loading layer (200μl) of liquid. Liquids with different viscosities (0, 20, 
40 and 60 wt %) glycerol were added into the reservoirs. The maximum magnitude 
values with the corresponding frequencies were collected for the 3rd harmonic (15 
MHz) and the 5th harmonic (25 MHz) of the 5-MHz device for each wt% glycerin. 
These same parameters were also collected for the fundamentals of the 15 and 25 MHz 
TSM sensors. The Δƒ for each wt% glycerin was calculated using Kanazawa equation 
(Equation 4) and the measured Δƒ was obtained from the equation Δƒ = ƒDI water – 
ƒWt%glyc. The Q-factors were calculated using Equation 8 [84].  
 
dB
S
f
Q
21
03.27 τ−=  8 
 
where ƒ0 is the resonant frequency, τ is the time delay and S21 is the amplitude of the 
signal. Figure 108 shows where to extract the parameters for calculating the Q-Factor. 
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How to calculate Q-Factor
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                  Figure 108: This figure shows where to extract the parameters to calculate Q. 
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Figure 109: Measured compared to calculated fundamental frequency responses of different glycerin   
 
 The results are shown in Figures 109–110. Figure 109 compares the 
calculated to the measured Δƒ. The measured values match very well with the 
theoretical values. 
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 The results from Figure 110 show that the fundamental frequencies are more 
sensitive than the harmonic frequencies to the changes in medium properties (see 
Figure 110-A) that is supported by the theory; and the Q-Factor of the MRs (dotted 
bars) disappeared at higher viscosity (see Figure 110-B), meaning that the MFs have 
higher dynamic range. 
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Figure 110: Influence of loading medium property on the frequency response of the MFTSM 
device. (A) The 25 and 15 MHz fundamental show higher sensitivity than the harmonics (15 and 
25 MHz) of the 5-MHz TSM sensor. (B) Dotted lines represent the Q-factors of the harmonics. 
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Application-2: Colloidal system (4.5μm polystyrene particles)  
 
Motivation: 
  Accumulation/adsorption of mass at the interface between solid 
medium/surface and liquid phase represent a large class of important biological and 
biochemical process and phenomenon. 
 
Medium:  
  A suspension of 4.5μm size polystyrene spheres in DI water 
 
 The second experiment was to observe the frequency responses in a colloidal 
system that consisted of polystyrene spheres of the size of 4.78μm. The concentration 
was 4.99E8 p/ml (in DI water). The sedimentation time for a monolayer was 
calculated using the Stoke’s equation, Equation 9.  
 
μ
ρρν
18
)( 2pp
s
Dg −=  9 
 
Where νs is the sinking speed of the particle, g gravity (9.8 m/sec2), ρp density of 
polystyrene particles, ρ density of water, Dp the particle diameter and μ the fluid 
viscosity. It was calculated that to obtain a monolayer of particles on the surface of the 
TSM sensors an expected volume of 237μl (227μl of DI water + 10μl of the solution 
containing the particles) and 73.26μl (70μl of DI water + 3.26μl of the solution 
containing the particles) are required for the big reservoir (11 mm in diameter and 2.5 
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mm height for the 5 MHz device) and the small reservoirs (6 mm in diameter and 2.5 
mm height for the 15 and 25 MHz devices) respectively. For the polystyrene particles 
placed just in the top layer of the colloid column in the cell, the sinking speed was 
about 2.74 mm/h and for a column height equals to 2.5 mm, the sedimentation time 
was calculated to be slightly less than 60 minutes.  The measurements were performed 
over 1-hour period. The experiment was repeated at least 3 times (see Figure 111 – 
formation of the monolayer). 
 
 
DI water Spheres injected in 
DI water 
 
 
 
 
 Colloids play an important role in numerous chemical, biochemical and 
biological processes. A TSM-based (MR) measurement technique is very simple, 
inexpensive, sensitive and accurate and allows quantitative continuous measurements 
of interfacial colloidal processes in real time [85].  
 
 
 
  
Monolayer 
TSM Sensor 
Figure 111: Formation of the monolayer 
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Figure112: Change in delta frequency of the MFTSM loaded with colloidal medium. (A) 
Frequency change on 15 MHz fundamental and harmonic; (B) Frequency change on 25 MHz 
device (MF vs. MR). 
 
 
 Concentration = 4.99 E8 p/ml used 73.26μl of Di + 3.26μl of the solution 
 
 
 
 It is clear from Figure-112 that the colloid interfacial density and viscosity 
increased with time, and as a result a decrease in the resonant frequency should be 
observed. This figure also shows that the multi-fundamental frequencies (MF) have a 
greater response than the multi-resonant frequencies (MR) to the colloidal medium. 
 
 
Application-3: Antibody adsorption on the surface of the sensor 
 
Motivation: 
  Binding of protein to a solid surface is one of the most common and 
important biological processes. For example, these processes impact all implantation 
procedures, biocompatibility, as well as determining adsorption of drugs. 
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Medium:  
  E-coli antibody (0.1 mg/ml) 
 
 To immobilize the surface of the electrodes small custom fabricated Teflon 
TM reservoirs were placed around the selected electrodes. Two sensors (one to detect 
the E-coli and the other to be used as reference) were connected in parallel. Since they 
were placed far away from each other, two distinct peaks were displayed.   The TSM 
sensors were monitored continuously as a series of 5μl samples were placed on the 
sensors. Reference measurements were taken using air and phosphate buffer saline 
(PBS). The PBS was removed from the wells, and antibody solution was added and 
incubated for 60 minutes to allow anti-E-coli antibody (0.1 mg/ml) binding of the 
sensor surfaces by adsorption. Then the coated sensor was gently rinsed with PBS (see 
Figure 113 for binding process sequence). 
 
 
Antibody attachment 
after wash 
Antibody solution 
 
 
 
 
Y Y YY YYYY
TSN sensor 
 
Y Y 
Y Y 
Y 
Y 
Y
Y 
Y Y 
 
YY YY YY
Y Y
YY
Figure 113: Binding process 
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 During this experiment, sensors were excited and measurements were taken 
not only at fundamental (5, 15 and 25 MHz) frequencies but also at the third and fifth 
harmonics of the 5-MHz sensors. Reference measurements were taken using air and 
phosphate buffer saline (PBS).  The acoustic shear propagating waves, operating at 
different frequencies exhibited, due to their depth of penetration, unique features 
related to underlying interfacial processes involving cell. 
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Figure 114: The frequency change of two different biolayers 
 
 
 Figure 114 shows the frequency (fundamental) change with time of two 
different frequency TSM sensors interrogating different layers in the medium under 
study, and Figure 115 compares the changes in frequency during E-Coli antibody 
immobilization between fundamental and resonant frequencies. The MFs are more 
sensitive than the MRs and hence provide a better understanding of the interfacial 
processes.  
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Figure115. Comparison between fundamental and harmonic 
frequency change to the E-Coli antibody adsorption (on gold surface) 
 
 
 
 These last three experiments show that the prototype multi-frequency biochip 
works and that the multi-fundamental and the multi-harmonic frequencies even though 
they have the same frequency have different frequency responses. The multi frequency 
MFTSM biochip can be applied for monitoring a broad range of phenomena taking 
place at the interface of the colloid and TSM sensors. The MFTSM biochip can 
interrogate different depths in the medium and accurately track and quantify molecules 
and living cells. Multi-analytes detection is possible with control placed on the same 
substrate. The frequencies of MFTSM can be specifically designed to interrogate 
specific biolayers in a medium. 
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Application – 4: Biological detection (E-Coli detection) 
 
 
Motivation: 
  To show that the system can detect using the antigen/ antibody technique 
Medium:  
  E-coli antibody (0.1 mg/ml), Anthrax antibody (0.1mg/ml) for control, and 
E-Coli solution. 
 
  The sensor coated with E-Coli antibody from the previous experiment is used 
in this application. The same procedure used to immobilize anti E-Coli on the surface 
of the detection electrode was used to immobilize anti anthrax on the surface of the 
control electrode. Antibody anthrax is used because E-Coli will not bind to it. The 
coated sensors were gently rinsed with PBS followed by a 15 minute reference 
measurement of the antibody-coated sensors covered with 5μl of PBS. The procedure 
is detailed in Figure 116.  
 
 
 
 
 
YY Y Y YY YY Y Y YY YY Y Y YY YY Y Y YY
After wash
Control 
Antigens
Anti E-coli 
Anti-anthrax 
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XX
Antibody 
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X X
X X XX XXX X XX X X
X
Antibody 
E-Coli 
XXX XX X X
Y Y
Y
X
Y Y YY
Figure 116: Experimental Procedure. 
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 Figure 117 shows the final setup, the target (antigen) will bind to the sample 
TSM (e2) coated with anti E-coli but will not bind to the control electrode (e3) coated 
with anti anthrax. Then 5 μl of solution containing E-coli 108/ml was placed on the 
two sensors for 1 hour. At the end of the monitoring period, the sensor was washed 
with PBS buffer to remove non-adherent spores and a final reference measurement 
was made. The frequencies and attenuations were recorded before and after the 
electrodes were coated. No shift in frequency was recorded for electrode e3 while a 
big shift in frequency was registered for the sample electrode e2, see Figure 118. 
These two electrodes were connected in parallel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E. coli
~
TSM Array
e2 e3
Biological Detection 
Experimental Setup 
Figure 117: Biological Detection Setup. 
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Figure 118: Frequency Response before and after the antigens were added on 
the surface of the sensing electrodes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 A frequency shift of 5600 Hz was observed on the positive control sensors 
while the negative control did not show any shift. This experiment was repeated five 
times. Table 15 shows the average value and standard deviation. 
 
 
 
 
 
Ave sd Ave sd
e2 5760 5521 5799 5320 5600 223.489 -9.923 -10.8 -11 -9.3 -10.25575 0.790421
e3 640 319 587 505 512.75 140.5996 -3.19 -4.01 -3.1 -2.5 -3.2 0.620806
delta fo S21
 
 
Table 15: Frequency Response before and after the antigens were added on the 
surface of the sensing electrodes. 
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3.6.3. Aim 4: Summary 
 
 
 
1. The sensitivity of the TSM sensor under liquid loading were increased by reducing 
the size of the electrodes 
 
2. The amplitude (S21) of the frequency response signal and the dynamic range of the 
reduced size electrode TSM sensors were enhanced by clustering and connecting 
them in parallel. 
 
3. The multi frequency MFTSM biochip can be applied to monitoring a broad range 
of phenomena taking place at the interface of the colloid and TSM sensors.  
 
4. The MFTSM biochip can interrogate different depths in the medium and 
accurately track and quantify molecules and living cells.  
 
5. Multi-analytes detection is possible, with control placed on the same substrate.  
 
6. The results of the experiment clearly show that the MFTSM can more accurately 
study kinetics of multi-layer biosensing structure or for studying interfacial 
biological processes in real time. 
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Chapter 4: Summary and Conclusion 
 
 The main objective of the thesis, the development of a piezoelectric biochip, 
has been achieved. A novel quartz crystal-based biochip has been designed, fabricated, 
and tested. The biochip, made of AT-cut quartz crystal, included 14 multi-frequency 
sensing wells fabricated on a single quartz substrate and a fluidic system. Several novel 
design methods, fabrication processes and measurement procedures have been proposed, 
developed, and tested under broad range of biochip operating conditions. The performed 
work has advanced technical efforts leading to the development of commercial biochip 
technology. In particular, the following biochip development steps have been 
accomplished:  
 
1. Development of dedicated fabrication process for making of a piezoelectric biochip: 
 
• A new hybrid quartz etch process was developed to etch the deep wells that 
make up the different membranes of the sensors.  
• The developed hybrid quartz etch process consists of three etching processes: It 
starts with a wet chemical etch that curves the top of the sidewalls followed by a 
plasma dry etch (the bulk etch) that etches the quartz crystal independently of the 
crystal orientation hence reduce crystal defects and finishes with blanket wet 
chemical etch to polish the surface of the membrane.  
• This hybrid etch process provided smooth, flat and low defect density 
membranes, deep wells and microfluidic lines with well tapered sidewall 
profiles. The following operational geometrical parameters of the transducer 
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have been achieved: minimum membrane thickness of around 3 - 4μm, well 
diameter of ≈ 150μm, and surface smoothness of ≈ 2 nm  
• The well established IC photolithography process was modified to pattern the 
quartz substrate. A plasma deposited metal (Cr/Au) film was patterned to be used 
as a hard mask (because of the physical nature and the long time required to etch 
the quartz, no photoresist mask can be used).  
• The metals forming the hard etching mask was deposited instead of evaporated 
because good adhesion is needed between the mask and the quartz surface to 
prevent undercut, metal lifting and chipping on the side of the metal mask that 
are usually due to metal stress.  
• The proposed combination of new processes provides a reliable and efficient 
fabrication procedure for fabrication of biosensors based on piezoelectric sensing 
technology.  
 .  
2. Development of a biochip design procedure. The proposed procedure allows 
determination of the geometrical layout of a biochip, choosing operational 
frequencies, the thickness of the sensing transducer membranes, the diameter/size 
of the electrodes, the separation distance between electrodes and the packing 
density. In particular, the following design criteria have been proposed:  
 
• A minimum electrode size was determined to be approximately 2500μm for this 
MFTSM biochip that is made of TSM sensors from 5 to 70 MHz. 
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•  The distance between electrodes was experimentally determined to be ≈ 18 to 20 
times the thickness of the membrane to prevent interference in the x-direction. 
This critical distance happened to be much less in the y-direction, because the 
interference between electrodes is minimum along that axis.  
• The two design criteria (a separation distance between electrodes and the 
minimum diameter of the electrode) allow determination of sensor array packing 
biochip density.  
 
3. Developed measurement and testing techniques and biochip optimization 
procedures. Appropriate measurement and testing techniques and procedures have 
been developed in order to evaluate the proposed biochip fabrication procedures 
and their outcomes. In particular: 
 
• Calculating the shift of a TSM sensor from unloading to loading;  the most 
popular techniques are using the amplitude or the phase to obtain the frequency 
shift or keeping the fundamental frequency fix and measure the amplitude or the 
phase shift. Among these techniques, it was demonstrated that the it is more 
accurate to determine the shift from the phase data because it provides more 
comprehensive information about  the whole system. 
• Increasing the sensitivity of the TSM sensors by reducing the electrode diameters 
of the sensors. As the electrodes are minimized, the amplitude and the dynamic 
range of the device become smaller. These smaller but more sensitive electrodes 
are placed very close to each other in form of clusters and connected in parallel. 
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This new structure increases the dynamic range, the amplitude of the signal, and 
the sensing area while having greater sensitivity. 
• Since the multi-frequency/multi-array TSM device has many fundamental 
frequencies that have greater dynamic range than the harmonics of a single 
frequency device it was demonstrated that this multi-frequency/multi-array 
device is more accurate in studying and monitoring multi-layer biological 
processes. A new method for determining the frequency shift was obtained.  
 
4. The proposed biochip has been positively tested with carefully chosen biological 
interfacial systems. Biological systems, typically, form multilayered interfacial 
structures and the proposed multi-frequency biochip is capable to ‘slice’ biological 
interfacial structures and provide information on the specific processes taking place 
a specific depth from the interface. In particular:  
 
• The multi frequency MFTSM biochip can be applied to monitor a broad range of 
phenomena taking place at the interface of the colloid and TSM sensors. The 
MFTSM biochip can interrogate different depths in the medium and accurately 
track and quantify molecules and living cells.  
• Multi-analytes detection is possible with the TSM control sensor placed on the 
same substrate very close to the measuring TSM sensor.  
• The frequencies of a MFTSM biochip can be specifically designed to interrogate 
specific biolayers in a medium. The biochip sensors exhibit high sensitivity, 
reproducibility, and stability. 
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Chapter 5: Future Work 
 
 Based on the results obtained from the studies on “Effect of Electrode Size 
on Frequency” and “Distance between Electrodes on S21, Frequency and Phase”, a new 
MFTSM transducer was designed to do further studies on these effects. In Section 5.1, 
Future Work Session, the layout of the new transducer is detailed. The reason behind the 
design of each set of TSM sensors is explained at the bottom of the figure.  
 Either Dry or Wet chemical etch process takes a long time to thin down the 
membrane. A new fabrication process is proposed. This new process uses a heavy ion 
implantation to produce latent ion tracks the creation of these ions tracks reduce the oxide 
etch time and induce etch anisotropy during the wet or dry etch processes (this process is 
detailed in Section 5.2). This procedure will increase the process fabrication throughput. 
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5.1 MFTSM Transducer Design (Future Work) 
 
 
Set 1 – TSM Sensors 
 
   
 TSM-1 TSM-2 TSM-3 TSM-4 
 
 
Micro-fluidic Channel
Flow 
Four identical 100 MHz TSM sensors
 2000μm 
100 MHz group 
400μm 
B 
B 
A A 
100µm 
1000μm 1000μm 
1000μm 
Figure-119: TSM sensors # 1 to 4 are identical. This pattern is to study the effects of the distance 
between the electrodes and the Convex Wall design on frequency interference between channels. 
 
 
 
 
 For each design, the top view is shown first followed by the side view 
(section A-A) and the front view (section B-B). 
 
400µm 
Membrane Thickness = 15μm  
225μm  
322μm  
2000μm 
Figure-120: Cross-sectional (Section A-A) view of the TSM sensors (1 to 4) 
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15µm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-121: Cross-sectional (Section B-B) view of the TSM sensors (1 to 4)  
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Set 2 – TSM Sensors 
 
 
 
 TSM-10 TSM-11 TSM-12 TSM-13 
Micro-fluidic Channel
Flow 
Four identical 40 MHz TSM sensors
   D2 =  
2000μm 
  D1 =  
400μm 
A A 
B 
B 
130μm 
100μm 
250μm 
Figure-122: Bottom view of four identical TSM sensors, with a groove mesa designed around the TSM 
sensors to study the decrease in vibration coupling. These will be compared with TSM sensors 8-9. 
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 Figure-123: Cross-sectional view (section A-A) of the identical TSM sensors 10 to 13 (with a 
groove mesa design)  
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32µm 1360μm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-124: Cross-sectional (Section B-B) view of the TSM sensors 10 to 13 (with a 
groove mesa design) 
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Set 3 – TSM Sensors 
 
 
 
 
 TSM-5 TSM-14 
 
26μm Membrane Thickness = 40 um 
120μm 600μm 600μm 
1000μm 
8μm 
2600μm 557μm 
Figure-126: Cross-sectional view (section A-A) of TSM sensors 5 and 14 
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 Figure-125: Bottom view: TSM-5 is a 200-MHz device, while TSM-14 has its own calibration device. 
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Figure-127: Cross-sectional (Section B-B) view of TSM-14 
8µm 
Micro-fluidic Line 
40µm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure-128: Cross-sectional (Section C-C) view of TSM-5 
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Set 3 – TSM Sensors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bottom View 
 
 
Figure-127: Bottom view of TSM sensors 6 - 9 are 40-MHz devices and Device # 7 is a concentrator. 
The concentrator holds and releases the analytes. 
Quartz 
Crystal 
Micro-fluidic Channel 
TSM-8 
Inlet Outlet 
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Lines = 10µm 
Gap   = 10µm 
Device # 7 
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Concentrator 
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Micro-fluidic Channel 
Membrane Thickness = 40μm 
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Metal Electrodes 
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Figure-130: Cross-sectional view (section A-A) of TSM sensors 6-9 and the concentrator 
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Figure-131: Cross-sectional (Section B-B) view of TSM-9  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-132: Cross-sectional (Section C-C) view of the Concentrator.  
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Set 4 – TSM Sensors 
 
 
Micro-fluidic Channel 
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Figure 133: 40 MHz TSM Clusters
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Figure-134: Cross-sectional View of Clusters of 40 MHz TSM Sensors 
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5.2 New Quartz Etch Process to Improve Process Throughput (Future Work) 
 
 Either Dry or Wet chemical etch process takes a long time to thin down the 
membrane. A new fabrication process is proposed. This new process uses a heavy ion 
implantation to produce latent ion tracks the creation of these ions tracks reduce the oxide 
etch time and induce etch anisotropy during the wet or dry etch processes. This procedure 
will increase the process fabrication throughput. 
 
 
Future Process to Improve Fabrication Throughput 
 
 
Process: “ITPWPD”: Process details using Ion Track Etching, Plasma RIE etch, wet 
chemical etch, photolithography and deposition. 
 
  This process uses a heavy ion implantation to produce latent ion tracks to 
reduce the oxide etch time and to induce etch anisotropy during the wet or dry etch 
processes. Track etching acts as a chemical “amplifier” that dissolves the damaged zone 
of the latent track preferentially, creating etch pits or channels that can be extremely 
fine. The track etch rate, Vt, decreases with the healing of latent tracks by annealing. 
Then, by annealing at a certain temperature, we can slowdown the etch rate and control 
the junction depth. Controlling the junction depth of the ion and the etch rate will allow 
better control of the membrane thickness during fabrication. The crystal can be etched 
down to a virtually flat (Ra ∼ 1μm) layer corresponding to the range of the used ions. 
This process can be incorporated in the previous two processes to increase throughput 
and make them more controllable. The process steps below show how to implement the 
ion track process with the other processes. To keep things simple, we are showing the 
process steps used to fabricate only two TSM sensors on a single substrate. 
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 Mask Design  
 
 The mask design and process are detailed in this section for two sensor arrays TSM. 
All the masks for this process are rectangular.  Figures-135, 136 and 137 below show 
the mask levels that are used in the front of the substrate. Mask 1 is used to form the 
inner part of the membranes, Mask 2 is used to create a step around the membrane to 
allow better metal step coverage, and Mask 3 is used to form the electrodes in the front 
of the quartz substrate. Each mask has its own alignments and target keys at the corners. 
The targets are used to align other levels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Opening 
Alignment 
Key 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-135: Mask 1 designed for forming the inner part of the well in the front of the substrate 
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Figure-136: Mask 2 designed for forming the outer part of the well in the front of the substrate 
Cr/Au 
Electrode 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-137: Mask 3 designed for forming the electrodes on the front of the substrate 
 
 
 
 
 
 The Figures 138 and 139 on the next page show the mask levels used in the 
back of the substrate. Mask 4 is used to form the mesa and the micro fluidic lines on the 
back of the wafers, while Mask 5 is to form the electrodes on the back of the quartz 
substrate. Each mask has its own alignments and target keys at the corners. 
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Figure-138: Mask 4 designed for forming the mesa and the micro fluidic line on the back 
 of the wafers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-139: Mask 5 designed for forming the electrodes on the back of the substrate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fabrication Process Details 
 
 
 
1– Non-Polished Quartz:  We began with an AT-Cut 2.4” x 1.2” quartz plate 
(both sides non-polished) of 100μm thick. The quartz 
cut angle is 35º15”. 
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2 – Metal Pre-Cleaning: Similar to Step 2 in Process 1. 
 
3 – Metal 1 Dep.: Deposit about 200 nm of Cr-Au on the back and front 
of the quartz wafer. 
 
4 – Ion Bombardment: Irradiate the back of the wafer with 129Xe ions of 11.4 
MeV/u. (high energy implant to create latent tracks), 
where u is the atomic mass unit. On penetrating the 
sample, the ions form amorphous nano cylinders and 
latent tracks (see Figure-140) [86]. 
 
 
 
 
 
Ion Bombardment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Latent Ion Tracks 
Quartz 
Cr/Au  
 
 
 
 
Figure-140: Ion bombardment on back of the quartz substrate and formation of latent ion-tracks 
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5– Metal Back Photo: Ct – Ex – Dev. Both sides of the substrate are coated 
with a photo resist. Mask 4 is then used to pattern the 
back of the substrate to form the mesa.  
 
 
6 - Metal Etch: After photoresist coating, exposing, developing and 
baking the resist, the metal films are then wet etched. 
The etch process is similar to Step 5 from Process 1. 
 
 
 
7 - Strip Resist:  (see Figure-141) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Back of the Quartz 
Quartz 
Latent Ion 
Tracks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-141: Lithographic patterning of the back of the substrate using Mask 4 
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8 - Oxide Etch:  The SiO2 is etched on the back of the wafer using a 
wet chemical etch. A Deep RIE etch system can be 
also used for etching the quartz. The wet etch process 
is similar to Step 7 of Process 1. When etching the ion 
tracks, individual pores are first opened (see Figure-
142). These will merge into larger irregular pores, 
creating remaining irregular columns. The columns 
then widen into thin grass-like structures (see Figure-
143). Finally, with an increase in track overlap, the 
etched surface approaches that of a smooth planar 
surface [86].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Ion Track Pores 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-142: Pore formation occurs early during wet etching 
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 A b c 
 
 Figure143: (a) The ion track pores open the quartz volume anisotropically to the medium. (b) After 
further widening, the pores overlap mutually, leaving irregular columns of unetched quartz in 
between. (c) At a later stage of etching, the columns form a grass-like structure [86]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 – METAL 1 Front Photo: Ct – Ex – Dev. This mask (Mask 1) is used to create 
the inner part of the wells in the front of the substrate. 
The wafers are coated, exposed using Mask 1, and 
then developed. 
 
10 - Metal Etch: Wet metal etch. The etch process is similar to Step 5 
from Process 1. 
 
 
11 - Strip Resist: 
 
 
 
 
12 – Ion Bombardment: Irradiate the front of the wafer with 129Xe ions of 11.4 
MeV/u. (high energy implant to create latent tracks - 
see Figure-144). The ions penetrate deeper in areas 
where there is no metal mask. Therefore, there are two 
etch stops. 
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Figure-144: Ion bombardment in front of the wafer 
 
 
 
13 - Oxide Etch: Quick wet etch on the front and back of the wafer; a 
deep RIE etch process can also be used for this step. 
The wet etch process is similar to Step 7 of Process 1 
(see Figure-145)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-145:  After a quick wet etch, the ion track pores opened up in the front of the 
substrate, while the back is cleaner. 
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14– METAL-2 Front Photo: Ct – Ex – Dev.    The wafers are then coated with a 
resist again. This time Mask 2 is used to widen the top 
of the wells.  
 
15 - Metal Etch:  After exposing and developing the photo resist, the 
metal is wet etched. 
 
 16 - Strip Resist: 
 
 
17 - Oxide Etch: This wet oxide etch process is similar to that of Step 7 
from Process 1. This is a short-time etch process (see 
Figure-146). The backside of the substrate is almost 
clean at this step. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-146:  After a short timed wet etch, the ion track pores opened up in the open 
areas of Mask 2, while the inside of the wells and the back are cleaner. 
 
 
 
 
Metal 
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18 - Metal Strip:  After exposing and developing the photo resist, the 
   metal is completely stripped off using a wet 
chemical etch. 
 
 
 
19 – Substrate Anneal: The anneal temperature was 600ºC for a few hours 
to heal the ion tracks and reduce the etch rate of 
the quartz. 
 
 
20 – Pre-Metal Cleaning: Same as Step 22 in Process 1 
 
 
21 – Metal Electrodes Deposition: The metal electrodes were Cr/Au deposited on the 
back and front of the substrate via sputtering. 
 
 
22 – Metal Electrodes Patterning: The anneal temperature was 600ºC for a few hours 
to heal the ion tracks and reduce the etch rate of 
the quartz (see Figure-147). 
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                       Figure-147: This picture shows the substrate at the end of the process. 
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Chapter 6: Appendices 
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Appendix-A: Complexity and size of laboratory type equipment  
 
 
 
 
 
 A.1 Laboratory Systems 
 
 
• Clinical Instruments 
  As an example, the common practice at the medical doctor’s offices these 
days is to check for certain diseases or viruses as follows: a nurse takes blood from 
the patient at the clinic, packs it and later sends it to a special laboratory to be 
analyzed. Most of the time, the results will not return before two to three days. The 
procedure used to obtain the results is long, expensive and requires specialists. The 
following three main pieces of clinical equipment are listed as examples. 
 
 ELISA 
 
 
  The Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) is a biochemical 
technique used mainly in immunology to detect the presence of an antibody or 
an antigen in a sample. It uses two antibodies, one of which is specific to the antigen 
and the other of which is coupled to an enzyme. This second antibody gives the assay 
its "enzyme-linked" name, and it will cause a chromogenic or fluorogenic substrate to 
produce a signal. Because the ELISA can be performed to evaluate either the 
presence of antigens or the presence of antibodies in a sample, it is a useful tool both 
for determining serum antibody concentrations (such as with the Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus, HIV, test or West Nile Virus) and for detecting the 
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presence of antigens. An ELISA is a complicated few-step procedure. The steps of 
the general, "indirect" ELISA for determining serum antibody concentrations are: 
 
1. Apply a sample of a known antigen to a surface, often the well of a microtiter plate.  
 The antigen is fixed to the surface to render it immobile.  
2. The plate wells or other surfaces are then coated with serum samples of unknown  
 antibody concentration, usually diluted in another species' serum. The use of non- 
 human serum prevents non-specific antibodies in the patient's blood from binding to  
 the antigen.  
3. The plate is washed so that any unbound antibody is removed. After this wash, only  
 the antibody-antigen complexes remain attached to the well.  
4. The second set of antibodies is added to the wells, which will bind to any antigen- 
 antibody complexes. This second set of antibodies is coupled to the substrate- 
 modifying enzyme.  
5. Wash the plate, so that excess unbound antibodies are removed.  
6. Apply a substrate, which is converted by the enzyme to elicit a chromogenic or  
 fluorescent signal.  
7. View/quantify the result using a spectrophotometer or other optical device.  
 
 The enzyme acts as an amplifier: even if only a few enzyme-linked antibodies remain 
bound, the enzyme molecules will produce many signal molecules. 
  As expensive and complex this system seems to be, when the ELISA is used 
for example as a screening test for HIV, a positive results does not necessarily mean 
that the subject has HIV infection as there are certain conditions that may lead to a 
false positive result (such as lyme disease, syphilis, and lupus). A positive ELISA test 
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is always followed by a confirmatory test termed Western Blot. A positive western 
blot is generally regarded as conclusive for an HIV infection. 
  
 BIACORE 
 
 
  The BIACORE system defines the characteristics of proteins in terms of their 
specificity of interaction with other molecules, the rates at which they interact 
(binding and dissociation), and their affinity (how tightly they bind to another 
molecule). This complex piece of equipment is equipped with a continuous flow 
system in which four channels are coupled in series. It has an automatic sample 
needle to deliver a buffer and sample to the sensor chip surface. The continuous flow 
ensures that no changes in analyte concentration occur during the measurement. 
Constant free analyte concentration is particularly important for the determination of 
kinetic parameters. By using one of the flow channels as an in-line reference, a 
perfect control is obtained on the same sample aliquot, while eliminating the 
variations, which occur with separate reference and sample measurements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-A1: The Biocore System
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 The instruments of Biacore AB use a wedge-shaped light source and a diode 
array to measure the relative outcoming light intensities. In this way, the whole 
optical interface has no moving parts. Direct binding of non-labeled components can 
be monitored in samples ranging from small organic compounds and peptides to 
eucaryotic cells. Sensitivity depends on many factors, such as the chosen 
methodology, the molecular weight and the affinity of the interactants. Very low 
analyte concentrations down to the picomolar range can be handled with confidence. 
Non-specific binding and protein denaturation are both minimized by the use of 
biocompatible materials with low surface adsorption properties. 
 
Others 
 Other instruments include the Spectrometer and Ellipsometer (described later) 
that are used for detection of antibody/antigen reaction. 
 
 
• Environmental Instruments: 
 
 
   For the environment, the four most common types of equipment used are the 
following 
 
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometer  
 
 
 This equipment is used to determine trace element concentrations and 
isotopes. 
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Figure-A2: Finigan Element ICP-MS System. 
 
 
 
 
 
Mass Spectrometry (MS) 
 Mass spectrometers use the difference in mass-to-charge (m/e) ratio of ionized 
atoms or molecules to separate them from each other for subsequent use in detecting 
different gases in the ambient. 
 
 The general operation of a mass spectrometer is:  
1. Create gas-phase ions.  
2. Separate the ions in space or time based on their mass-to-charge ratio.  
3. Measure the quantity of ions of each mass-to-charge ratio. 
 
 The ion separation power of a mass spectrometer is described by the 
resolution, which is defined as: 
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       R = m / m, (A1.1) 
 
where m is the ion mass and m is the difference in mass between two resolvable peaks 
in a mass spectrum. For example, a mass spectrometer with a resolution of 1,000 can 
resolve an ion with a m/e ratio of 100.0 amu from an ion with a m/e ratio of 100.1. 
 In general, a mass spectrometer consists of an ion source, a mass-selective 
analyzer, and an ion detector. Since mass spectrometers create and manipulate gas-phase 
ions, they operate in a high-vacuum system. The magnetic-sector, quadrupole, and time-
of-flight designs also require extraction and acceleration ion optics to transfer ions from 
the source region into the mass analyzer.  
 
Gas Chromatography 
 
 
 Gas chromatography (GC) is an analytical technique for separating 
compounds based primarily on their volatilities. Gas chromatography provides both 
qualitative and quantitative information for individual compounds present in a 
sample. Compounds move through a GC column as gases, either because the compounds 
are normally gases or they can be heated and vaporized into a gaseous state. The 
compounds partition between a stationary phase, which can be either solid or liquid, and 
a mobile phase (gas). The differential partitioning into the stationary phase allows the 
compounds to be separated in time and space. 
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Figure-A3: Gas Chromatographic System 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-A4: Gas Chromatographic Parts  
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Liquid Chromatography 
 
 
 Liquid chromatography is a method of separation that employs a liquid mobile 
phase and either a solid (LSC) or a liquid (LLC) immobilized on a solid. A liquid may be 
immobilized on the solid by used to separate a wide variety of compounds ranging 
from small organic molecules to large polymers. 
 
 
How it works: A simple example 
 
 
 Different chemicals have different masses, and this fact is used in a mass 
spectrometer to determine what chemicals are present in a sample. For example, table salt 
(NaCl) is vaporized (turned into gas) and ionized (broken down) into electrically charged 
particles, called ions, in the first section of the mass spectrometer. The sodium ions and 
chloride ions have specific atomic weights. They also have a charge, which means that 
they can be moved under the influence of an electric or magnetic field. These ions are 
then sent into an ion acceleration chamber and passed through a slit in a metal sheet. A 
magnetic field is applied to the chamber, which pulls on each ion equally and deflects 
them (i.e., makes them curve instead of traveling straight) onto a detector. The lighter 
ions deflect farther than the heavy ions because the force on each ion is equal but their 
masses are not (this is derived from the equation F = ma, which states that if the force 
remains the same, the mass and acceleration are inversely proportional). The detector 
measures exactly how far each ion has been deflected, and from this measurement, the 
ion's 'mass to charge ratio' can be determined. From this information, it is possible to 
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determine with a high level of certainty what the chemical composition of the 
original sample was. 
 
  The food industry, for example, makes heavy use of the viscometer, other 
instrument heavily used IC (integrated circuit) industry are also used in health and 
environment to characterize films; equipments such as:  
 
Ellipsometer 
 
 
  An ellipsometer enables one to measure the refractive index and the thickness 
of semi-transparent thin films. The instrument relies on the fact that the reflection at a 
dielectric interface depends on the polarization of the light, while the transmission of 
light through a transparent layer changes the phase of the incoming wave depending on 
the refractive index of the material. An ellipsometer can be used to measure layers as thin 
as 1 nm up to layers that are several microns thick. Applications include the accurate 
thickness measurement of thin films, the identification of materials and thin layers, 
and the characterization of surfaces.  
 
 
Principle of operation 
 
 
 The principle of operation of an ellipsometer is illustrated by the schematic 
drawing shown in the figure below:  
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Figure-A5: Schematic drawing of an ellipsometer 
 
 
 
 
 The ellipsometer consists of a laser (commonly a 632.8 nm helium/neon 
laser), a polarizer and a quarter-wave plate, which provide a state of polarization that 
can be varied from linearly polarized light to elliptically polarized light to circularly 
polarized light by varying the angle of the polarizer. The beam is reflected off the layer 
of interest and then analyzed via the analyzer. The operator changes the angle of the 
polarizer and analyzer until a minimal signal is detected. This minimum signal is 
detected if the light reflected by the sample is linearly polarized, while the analyzer is 
set so that only light with a polarization that is perpendicular to the incoming 
polarization is allowed to pass. The angle of the analyzer is therefore related to the 
direction of polarization of the reflected light if the null condition is satisfied. To obtain 
linearly polarized light after reflection, the polarizer must provide an optical retardation 
between the two incoming polarizations that exactly compensates for the optical 
retardation caused by the polarization-dependent reflections at each dielectric interface. 
Since the amplitude of both polarizations was set to be equal, the ratio of the 
amplitudes after reflection equals the tangent of the angle of the analyzer with respect 
to the normal. A picture of an ellipsometer system is shown in Figure-A6.  
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Figure-A6: A Laboratory Ellipsometer  
 
 
 
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
 
 
 In the IC industry, equipment as sophisticated as an SEM is sometimes used 
to determine the thickness of a metal layer. The following procedure is often used: 
deposit the metal, pattern it, break the sample, polish it and place it in the SEM to obtain 
a cross sectional picture. Figure-A7 shows a picture of an SEM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-A7: Scanning Electron Microscope 
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Other types of sophisticated laboratory equipment  
 
 Atomic absorption spectroscopy, ion mobility spectroscopy, x-ray 
fluorescence spectrometry, electrochemical methods with electrochemical or fluorescence 
detectors, or UV/VIS, These methods require time, manpower and large amounts of 
money for equipment maintenance and operation.  
 
 A.2 Portable Systems  
 
  In addition to the different types of heavy, sophisticated laboratory equipment 
mentioned above, there are a few portable equipment systems used these days in clinical, 
environmental, health and manufacturing settings that are just as sophisticated and 
complex. These types of equipment are mostly optical based (such as fiber optic, electro-
optical), or electro-chemical, microbial-based, immunochemical-based and chemical-
based. These systems require some preparation and set-up before obtaining final results. 
A few of these types of systems are described in the next few sub-sections. 
 
• Optical Instruments 
 
 
The two most widely used types of optical instruments are: 
 
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) 
 
 In a typical experimental set-up, incident light is reflected from the internal face of a 
prism in which the external face has been coated with a thin metal film. At a critical 
angle, the intensity of the reflected light is lost to the creation of a resonant oscillation in 
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the electrons at the surface of the metal film. Since the critical angle is dependent on the 
refractive index of the material present on the metal surface, this method is used to 
measure the binding of antibodies to antigens immobilized at the sensor surface. 
This might be visualized as a multi-layer configuration consisting of a quartz (prism 
surface)//metal//antigen//antibody and where the light reflected from the inside surface of 
the prism does not pass through the sample. An image of the cross-section of an SRP is 
shown in Figure-A8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-A8: Biacore’s surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technology and binding 
activity profile, or sensorgram, gives detailed characteristics of molecular interactions 
in real time.  
 
 
 Pictures of two SPR systems that are available on the market are shown in 
Figures-A9 and A10. The SR7000 from Reichert Inc is a single channel SPR 
instrument based on the Kretschman prism arrangement. The basic instrument is in a 
single unit with a sapphire prism as the interface upon which experiments are set up 
and run. 
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Figure-A9: SR7000 Surface Plasmon Resonance 
 
 
 
 The nanofilm EP³ measures the ellipsometric parameters psi and delta instead 
of the reflected light intensity. Psi is analogous to the reflected light intensity in a 
classical SPR, whereas the phase signal delta gives additional information, exceeding the 
capabilities and limitations thereof, making this method significantly more sensitive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-A10: 
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        Figure-A11:  3D Profile Figure-A12: The Prism 
 
 
 
 Compared with traditional SPR technology, the combination of SPR and 
imaging ellipsometry provides information about surface morphology in terms of 2D 
thickness maps and 3D profiles of the inner layers of a multi-layer stack. As up to 150 
channels measured at so-called "regions of interest" may be monitored simultaneously, 
kinetic binding studies are performed in a highly parallel manner, yielding consistent, 
reproducible data sets. 
 
 The main drawback of these optical measurements is the high cost of the 
apparatus. Moreover, these instruments are generally larger than is practical for on-site 
measurements. 
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 Appendix-B: Different Technologies Employed to Fabricate Biosensors 
 
 
 
 
 Many new fabrication techniques have been developed during the past decade 
that should be applicable to making sensors of all kinds. Of all the different detection 
methods used in BioMEMS sensors and biochips, including electrochemical, optical and 
piezoelectric wave transducer (mechanical) technologies have emerged as some of the 
most promising biosensor technologies. We will discuss and compare each one of these 
approaches. 
 
B.1 Electrochemical Technologies  
 
 
Silicon/MEMS 
 
 
 Electrical or electrochemical detection techniques have been used quite 
commonly in biochips and bioMEMS sensors. The silicon-based integrated circuit (IC) 
and microelectromechanical (MEMS) microfabrication techniques have been 
successfully applied to fabricate a large range of miniature electrochemical biosensors. 
These approaches are most relevant for applications where any of the following are 
true: 
 
• The devices must be small. 
• The devices must be lightweight. 
• Arrays of devices are needed. 
• Power consumption must be low. 
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 The mature processes used in silicon technology can be applied to biosensors 
fabrication (e.g., crystal growth and epitaxy, oxidation and film deposition, diffusion 
and implantation of dopands, lithography and etching, metallization and wire bonding, 
testing and encapsulation). 
 Miniaturized sensors based on silicon technologies have many 
advantages for the application field for example, such as allowing the use or small 
analyte quantities and the possibility of sensor integration on micromachined structures 
such as needles [87] (Figure-B7). Biomedical monitoring often requires single-use 
disposable biosensors, in which case the manufacturing volumes can be high but the 
unitary cost must be very low. Silicon/MEMS technologies can be compatible with a 
low manufacturing cost for high volume fabrication. A few examples of devices built 
using the silicon micro-fabrication technology are shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure-B1: MOSFET  Figure-B2: ISFET 
 
ISFETs sense the concentration (activity level) of a particular ion in a solution. These devices are 
generally based on the enhancement mode metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor 
(MOSFET) structure, shown in Figure B1-2. 
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 Figure-B3: Structure of a Pd gate gas-sensitive MOSFET 
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 Si Inert Substrate 
 Figure-B4: Chemiresistor SensorThis type of gas Senor 
uses voltage, current or impedance meters as a transducer 
measurement technique. 
 
 
 
 
 
 Aimed at making micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), these 
techniques permit one to fabricate movable, electrically or magnetically actuated 
structures having thicknesses and at least one transverse dimension in the micro range. 
With the use of micromachined hinges, three-dimensional structures can be made 
[88]. 
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 MEMS devices are fabricated by two generic technologies: bulk 
micromachining, in which material is removed from a substrate, and surface 
micromachining, in which material is added to a substrate, in order to create 
structures. The two major types of processing are subtractive (etching, laser 
machining, mechanical milling, etc.) and additive (deposition of dielectrics, metals, 
etc.). Bulk micromachining was the first of the two technologies to be explored, using 
anisotropic silicon etchants and single-crystal wafers.  
 While silicon has been employed in most MEMS work, there is 
growing interest in making MEMS devices from less expensive polymers, thereby 
reducing material costs by more than an order of magnitude. Finally, Georges 
Whitesides and co-workers at Harvard have demonstrated clever methods for 
simplifying and speeding up lithography through the use of what they term “soft 
lithography” – a photoresist application via the use of patterned elastomeric pads [89]. 
 
 
 
SubstrateSubstrate 
Thin-Film Layer 
Etched Pit 
Sacrificial Layer 
Removed 
Figure-B5: Examples of “subtractive” (left) and “additive” (right) cantilever beams. 
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Etchants such as KOH, TMAH (tetramrthyl ammonium hydroxide), and EDP 
(ethylene diamine pyrocatechol), etch silicon much more slowly in the (111) directions 
than in the other crystallographic directions, and also etch heavily boron-doped (p+) 
silicon, silicon dioxide and silicon nitride much more slowly than lightly doped silicon. 
With the appropriate masking, deep channels can be formed in silicon wafers, with or 
without overlying diaphragms, beams, and bridges. In this manner, the first MEMS 
pressure transducers were fabricated (see Figure-B6) [90].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Si/glass piece; Li, sensor mounted in TO header; L2. For these devices, holes were etched 
through silicon wafers, leaving just thin membrane diaphragms, which contained piezoresistive 
silicon resistors[90]. When exposed to an increased pressure through the hole in the diaphragm, 
would deflect outwards, stretching the piezoresistor to generate the signal. 
Figure-B6: Micromachining piezoresistive pressure sensor from NEC, Diaphragm on die; L0,  
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Other examples of MEMS devices are shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-B7: Silicon needle with integrated ISFET ion sensors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-B8: Schematic of a microcantilever sensor, which can be adapted to detect physical, chemical, 
or biological activity. For example, an interesting alternative to the optical fiber is the microcantilever, 
which measures the presence of substances by nonoptical methods. It can act as a physical, chemical, 
or biological sensor by detecting changes in cantilever bending or vibrational frequency. Think of a 
diving board that wiggles up and down at a regular interval. This wiggling changes when someone 
steps on the board.  
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Figure-B9: These microcantilevers are produced from silicon by combined dry and wet etching techniques at 
IBM Zürich. The microcantilever is ordinarily constructed of a silicon plank 100 micrometers (mm) long, 30 
mm wide, and 3 to 4 mm thick (these dimensions are only approximate, and other geometries are sometimes 
used). When molecules are added to its surface, the extent to which the plank bends can be measured 
accurately by bouncing a light beam off the surface and measuring the extent to which the light beam is 
deflected [91]. The vibrational frequency can be induced by piezoelectric transducers and measured with the 
same laser beam that measured the deflection because it generates an alternating current in the detector.  
 
 
Microcantilever Sensors: 
The microcantilever shown in Figures-B8 and B9 is a powerful instrument that 
can be used to detect many different types of measurands. For example, Temperature 
can be measured by coating the silicon surface with gold or aluminum, which expands 
at a different rate than silicon. Because the difference in heat expansion between 
silicon and gold affects bending of the microcantilever, temperature changes of a 
millionth of a degree can be measured. Chemical reactions generate heat, so this 
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device can be used as a microcalorimeter to measure the heat of an enzyme-catalyzed 
reaction or a chemical reaction in a reaction volume of one microliter (1 µl).  
Another mechanism of response was employed to measure proteins in 
solution. Antibodies were covalently attached to the silicon surface of a cantilever in 
such a way that the stresses induced in the antibody when it reacted with its antigen 
were detected. Detection of biological warfare agents or bacteria and viruses in the 
hospital laboratory should be expedited with this stressed antibody technique. 
Additional experiments are under way to demonstrate the usefulness of the 
microcantilever as a biosensor.  
Because of the small size and versatility of the microcantilever, arrays of 
sensors can be fabricated on a single chip to conceptually mimic the five sensory 
facilities: sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. ORNL researchers Thomas Thun dat, 
Bruce Warmack, Eric Wachter, Patrick Oden, and Panos Datskos received a 1996 
R&D 100 Award for development of the microcantilever. 
  
Nano-technology. 
 
 
Great interest is being placed on chemical nano-sensors using 
nano-technology because the dimensionality of a system has a profound influence on 
its physical behavior, more specifically for nanostructured materials in which the size 
is comparable to the size of the fundamental physical quantities. A 
nanotechnology-based sensor platform will enable the direct detection of biological 
and chemical agents in a label-free, highly multiplexed format, over a broad dynamic 
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range. This platform uses functionalized nanotubes, nanowires, and nanoparticles to 
detect molecular binding with high sensitivity and selectivity. 
Advances in nanofabrication techniques allow one to build very complex 
materials by designing novel shapes and configurations. Of particular interest is the 
realization of nanoscale structures using, again, semiconducting materials similar to 
those in IC electronics [92, 93]. These tiny structures hint at the possibility of coupling 
the sophisticated electronic functionality of today’s ICs with smaller scale, possibly 
even molecular-scale, processes [94]. 
A few examples of nano-biosensors are shown in Figure-B10 and Figure-B11.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-B10: Reversible nanoscale biosensing. A silicon nanowire functionalized with biotin 
(absorbed receptor). Introduction of m-antibiotin (bound ligand) causes a drop in conductance across 
the nanowire. Rising with the buffer returned the conductance to its initial level. 
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Figure-B11: S. – J. Park, T. A. Taton, and C. A. Mirkin, “ Array-Based Electrical Detection of DNA 
with Nanoparticle Probes”, Science 2002, 295, 1503-1506. This new technique detects target DNA 
(here, anthrax) by using it to link fixed “capture strands” with “probe strands” attached to 
current-carrying gold nanoparticles. Micro- and nano-technologies not only result in the device 
miniaturization, but contribute fundamentally to novel biosensing principles. 
 
 
 
B.2 Optical Technology 
 
 
Optical detection techniques are perhaps the most common due to their 
prevalent use in biology and life sciences. Optical sensors detect changes in the 
properties of light in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared range, which are caused by an 
interaction between electromagnetic waves and matter. The progress in optical 
biosensors has been found in both fibers and devices purposed for fiberoptic 
communication. 
 Optical sensors may be subdivided into the following groups: 1) Sensors that 
measure directly a native optical quality: absorbance, fluorescence, luminescence, etc. 
(see Table-B1), 2) Indicator-sensors, where an optically active indicator (pH-, O2-, 
H2O- sensitive dye) is immobilized at the tip, 3) Bio-optode-sensors, (i.e., often 
sensors where a biorecognition element is co-immobilized to an indicator-sensor). 
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Optical 
Parameter 
Relationship Comments 
Absorbance 
Lambert-Beer’s Law
Cl
I
I
A ε== 0log  
Quantification of the 
analyte/immobilized indicator 
absorbance. 
Luminescence 
Sten-Volmer equation 
τ
τ 00 ][1 =+= QK
I
I
SV  
Quantification of the 
analyte/immobilized indicator 
luminescence. 
Fluorescence ϕε ))10(( 0 lcf III −−=
The relation is linear up to 
absorbances of ca. 0.5 and 
negatively curved at higher 
absorbances. 
Reflectance 
S
CRf
R
R ε==− )(
2
2)1( Quantification of the reflectivity o
a colored sample/indicator layer.
 
 
Table-B1: Measuring Principles used in Optical Detection
 
 Optical biosensors can be combined with chemical biosensors to produce more 
sensitive devices. One such type of biosensor is the affinity-based biosensor that is 
heavily used in optical technology. These optical instruments employ biological 
molecules, such as antibodies, receptors, enzymes or nucleic acids, as signal 
transducers at the interface between solid-state electronics and solution-phase 
biology. The inherent recognition properties of these biomolecules impart biosensors 
with high sensitivity and selectivity [95]. 
 As shown in Figure-B12a, for a typical biosensor array, the transducer (usually 
referred to as the ligand, B) is immobilized onto a surface and used to detect a reactant 
in solution, (referred to as the analyte, A). A detector converts the results of the 
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biological recognition event into an electronic signal, thereby quantifying the amount 
of analyte/ligand complex formed at the surface. 
 A key advantage of biosensors is that data may be collected in real time, 
providing detailed information about a binding reaction. Figure-B12b depicts the 
association, equilibrium and dissociation phases recorded for a representative 
biosensor experiment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B12: Optical biosensor overview. (a) Schematic diagram of a typical optical biosensor 
assay. The analyte (A) in solution flows over the ligand (B) immobilized on the sensor surface. 
Formation of AB complex is monitored by an optical detector located on the opposite site of the 
sensor surface. (b) Characteristic response recorded from a biosensor experiment. An initial 
baseline signal is recorded as a buffer flows over the immobilized ligand (1). During the 
association phase, analyte is exposed to the ligand surface. An increase in response is generated 
as analyte/ligand complexes are formed (2). The ligand plateaus as a dynamic equilibrium 
between complex formation and dissociation occurs (3). During the dissociation phase, the 
surface is washed with a buffer and stability of the ligand-analyte interaction can be determined 
from the decrease in signal observed as the complexes break down over time (4). Remaining 
complexes are disrupted by washing with a mild chemical disruptant , thereby returning the 
signal to a baseline response and regenerating the ligand surface for the next binding cycle (5).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 One of the most used optical biosensors on the market is made by 
BIACORE. High-quality instrument platforms and supporting material keeps the 
BIACORE instrument at the forefront of the commercial biosensor market, as 90% 
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of all published optical biosensor work is performed using BIACORE technology. 
A detailed cross-section of the system is shown in Figure B13. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure B13:  Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) for biomolecular interaction analysis, such as 
kinetic profiles, molecular recognition, analyte concentration, performed in 
real-time without labels. 
Manufacturers: Biacore, Applied Biosystems, Leica, Texas Instrument, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 Figure B14 on the next page shows many other types of optical biosensors: 
He/Ne laser, planar waveguide, SPR, fiber optics, etc. Figure B15 shows a 
multichannel waveguide integrated interferometer immunosensor [96]. Figure-B16 
shows an indicator-sensor (Reagent-based fiber-optic sensor). The choice of a 
particular optical method depends on the nature of the application and desired 
sensitivities. In practice, fiber optics can be coupled with all optical techniques, 
thus increasing their versatility. Advantages of optical techniques involve the speed 
and reproducibility of the measurement. As mentioned before, the main drawback 
of optical measurements is the high cost of the apparatus. Moreover, these 
instruments are generally larger than is practical for on-site measurements 
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Figure B14: Emerging biosensor technologies.  
(a) Optical layout of the Aviv PWR Model 400 
biosensor. Output at 543.5 (green) and 632.8 (red) 
from the He/Ne lasers are merged at the dichroic 
mirror. The polarizer, mounted on a rotation stage, 
permits the alternating production of plane-polarized 
light parallel and perpendicular to the sensor surface.  
The beam splitter directs light into the reference 
detector and to the mirror fastened on a linear slide, 
which allows for manual centering of the light onto the 
sample block. The sample block, consisting of the 
prism, sensor surface and detector, is mounted on a  
(b) Rotary Table. Rotating this table permits the user 
to scan the range of excitation angles. (b) The Farfield 
vertical planar waveguide sensor structure. Light 
passes through a sensing waveguide, which contains 
the immobilized ligand on its surface and a buried 
reference waveguide. The light recombines as it exits 
the waveguides and produces an interference pattern 
in the farfield. Binding of analyte to the ligand 
modifies the sensor waveguide’s optical properties, 
thereby altering the passage of light through the sensor 
waveguide relative to that of the reference waveguide.  
(c) Schematic diagram of the Leica biosensor. The 
system is similar to a traditional HPLC. Its modular 
components typically include a solvent-select valve, 
pump, injector, and SPR detector. (d) Schematic of 
Luna’s LPG-based optical fiber biosensor. Molecular 
interactions with an immobilized ligand on the sensor 
surface cause a change in the refractive index detected 
by the LPG optical fiber, after the passage of light 
through it. 
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Figure B15: Waveguide Interferometer 
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Figure B16: Reagent-based fiber-optic sensor, Immobilized at fiber tip. 
Protective Membrane 
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Recent advances in optical and electronic technologies have lead to the 
research and development of many optic and fiber optic biomedical devices. Indeed, 
there has been much enthusiasm as well as strong effort by newly formed medical 
device companies, established medical device industry leaders, and universities to 
investigate optical technologies for a host of diagnostic and sensing procedures, 
including both bio-chemical and bio-physical based sensors. Examples of some uses 
of optical bio-physical based sensors include the measurement of body temperature, 
blood velocity and intracranial pressure measurements, while examples of uses of the 
optical bio-chemical sensor include blood chemical detection, blood micronutrient 
monitoring, and cancer detection [97]. 
In terms of optical biomedical sensors being used for monitoring these 
parameters remotely inside the body, fiber optic probes can be used. The utility of 
fiber optic probes is that they offer the potential for miniaturization, good 
biocompatibility for the visible and near-infrared wavelengths, fast speed (since light 
is used), and safety, since no electrical connections to the body are required. The latest 
mechanisms being explored for biomedical optical sensing today include: 
interferometry, infrared absorption, scattering, luminescence, and polarimetry. 
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B.3 Piezoelectric Wave Transducer Technology 
 
The development of QCM Systems for use in 
fluids has opened a new world of applications, 
including electrochemistry and micro-rheology. 
More recent developments have focused on 
tailoring electrode surface chemistry (i.e., 
specialized polymer and self-assembled coatings) 
so that these devices can be applied as 
discriminating mass detectors [98] for: 
• Specific gas detection. 
Figure B17: TSM Biosensor • Environmental monitoring. 
• Immunosensing. 
• Basic surface-molecule interaction studies. 
 
The beauty of the piezoelectric technology lies in the capability to make 
measurements, in solid, gas, and liquid phases, using the same device. 
Scientists have developed many different sensors using quartz crystal SiO2 for 
the needs described in Chapter-1. Most of the devices developed in this type of 
technology were single sensor/single frequency devices designed for specific 
measurands, which means they are capable of detecting or measuring one measurand. 
Figure B18 below shows the schematic diagram of the most commonly used quartz 
crystal sensor. 
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Figure B18: Quartz crystal and holder 
 
 
 
 The sensors are AT-cut quartz crystals with an electrode coating deposited on 
each side using a sputtering or evaporating method. The crystal is mounted on a 
holder. Silver composite is used to connect the electrode to the wire. The quartz 
crystal thickness, the quartz and electrode diameters depend on the selected frequency 
of the device. Figure B19 shows a block diagram of the apparatus used for the 
biosensor. 
 
 
 
Figure B19: Apparatus for a piezoelectric sensor 
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 The piezoelectric quartz crystal is driven by a low-frequency transistor 
oscillator, powered by a regulator power supply and set at a D.C. voltage. The 
frequency of the vibrating crystal is monitored by a multifunction frequency counter. 
The crystal mounted on its holder is connected to the oscillator circuit and the 
frequency counter is connected to the oscillator device [99]. 
 The general approach to exploiting the piezoelectric effect is to coat a 
piezoelectric crystal with a material that interacts highly selectively with the target 
molecule. When the crystal is exposed to the particular substance of interest, 
absorption occurs; causing a frequency change that can be used to determine the 
amount of material absorbed (see Figure-20). The coating material determines the 
selectivity and specificity of the piezoelectric sensor. For the past two decades, 
extensive research has been performed on the use of various organic and inorganic 
active materials for the detection and determination of various agents in the 
environment and in the workplace [100-102]. In this configuration, the TSM can be 
used in numerous fields of application, including gas mixture analysis, detection of 
solvent vapors, detection of organic vapors, detection of organic pollutants in water, 
and detection of metallic ions in liquid. A few examples of these types of applications 
are listed in the next section. 
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Figure-20: Basic working principles of a TSM sensor  
 
 
 
Examples of Piezoelectric Sensors 
 
 The theoretical foundation for the use of quartz crystals as a microbalance or 
detector can be traced to Lord Rayleigh, who showed that small changes in the inertia 
of a mechanically vibrating system perturbed the resonant frequency of the system 
[103]. One first considered the problem of a quartz crystal coated with a surface film 
in 1957 [104]. In the same year, Sauerbrey [105] suggested the use of piezoelectric 
crystal as a sensing device for the measurement of the thickness of thin films. He 
showed that the shift in resonant frequency of the crystal was proportional to the mass 
deposited to within + 2%. 
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Sorption Detector 
 
 
 The first use of the frequency-mass relationship for detector development was 
in 1962 by Slutsky and Wade [106] who conducted limited experiments on the 
absorption of gases onto quartz crystals. It was not until 1964 that the use of coated 
piezoelectric crystals for vapor detection was actually applied. King [107, 108] used a 
piezoelectric crystal coated with different substrates used in gas chromatographic 
columns to detect effluent gases from a gas chromatograph. Since the 
chromatographic substrates had proved useful in partitioning various gases on a 
column, King proposed that they should also be capable of interaction with the same 
components of a gas stream while on the surface of the crystal. The frequency of the 
crystal depends on the mass of the deposited coating, which in turn depends on the 
mass of the vapor absorbed by the coating. King called his device the “Piezoelectric 
Sorption Detector” since the interaction “is probably a combination of adsorption and 
absorption.” 
 The high sensitivity and ruggedness of the piezoelectric crystal detector makes 
it ideal for use in analytical chemistry. 
 
Water Vapor Detector 
 
 
 King has developed a coated crystal analyzer that is sensitive to as little as 
0.1ppm water [108-110]. The absorption isotherms of many materials are readily 
available; hence, the performance of the sorption detector can be easily predicted. The 
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relative adsorption of water on crystals coated with molecular sieves, hygroscopic 
polymers, silica gels, and polar liquids was investigated. 
 
Gas Chromatography Detector 
 
 
 The detector used most often with gas chromatography is the thermal 
conductivity detector or the more sensitive flame ionization detector. Recently, more 
sophisticated detection methods have been developed using electron capture and mass 
spectrometry. 
 A relatively inexpensive gas chromatography system, utilizing a piezoelectric 
crystal detector, has been developed by King [107, 108] and Karasek et al. [111-113]. 
The same partitioning liquid used in the gas chromatography columns was used to 
coat the quartz crystal. The separated compounds are detected as they leave the 
column by passage over the surface of the coated crystal, where they partition into the 
coating, causing a change in the resonant frequency of the piezoelectric crystal. The 
change in frequency is converted to a voltage, where it is used as a detector response. 
 
Liquid Chromatography Detector 
 
 
 Based on the oscillating piezoelectric crystal, a universal mass detector for 
liquid chromatograph was developed by Schulz and King [114]. In this system, 
effluent from a liquid chromatograph was sprayed on the crystal surface. After the 
solvent evaporates, the mass of the residual solute is determined from the change in 
crystal frequency. The liquid stream sampling and solute deposition can occur at rapid 
intervals. Spraying, drying, and measuring were all accomplished in 10 sec., and the 
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sensitivity was similar to that obtained using common liquid-liquid chromatographic 
detectors. In the piezoelectric system, the effluent was directed to the crystal detector 
from a differential refractometer on a gel permeation chromatograph. The 
piezoelectric crystal detector was found to be equal, and in some ways superior, to the 
refractometer detector. 
 These advantages, as summarized by Schulz and King, [114] are as follows: 
nondestructive; high sensitivity; large dynamic measuring range; mass detector; 
universal detector; independent of temperature, pressure, or flow rate variations of the 
chromatograph; volatile impurities do not interfere; any solvent or solvent mixture 
may be used; and digital response compatible with digital processing equipment. 
 Bastiaans and Konash [115] incorporated a piezoelectric crystal detector 
directly into the liquid phase for the detection of effluents. Adsorption measurements 
are more difficult to obtain in the liquid phase due to a greater energy loss at the 
liquid-crystal interface, thus making crystal oscillation more difficult to maintain. The 
frequency of the piezoelectric crystal is dependent on the density of the liquid phase at 
the surface of the crystal, thus density changes from solvent gradients and solute cause 
a drift in the resonant frequency of the crystal. Compensation for the liquid density 
changes were made by using a reference and a coated sample crystal. Only one face of 
each crystal comes in contact with the liquid phase to establish stable oscillation. By 
using a reference crystal, the effects of density gradients, temperature, and flow rate 
are eliminated. Long chain hydrocarbons were coated onto the sample crystal to 
control the surface absorption properties of the crystal in the presence of the effluent. 
Using these coatings, only small, nonpolar molecules were detectable. 
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 Much better results have been obtained with piezoelectric crystals when they 
are used in photoacoustic detectors for liquid chromatography. The principle of 
photoacoustic detection is that when a solute is dissolved in a solvent and then 
irradiated by an appropriate source, the absorption of light causes the solution to 
expand. The expansion against the face of a piezoelectric crystal causes a change in its 
resonant frequency. The photoacoustic detection of compounds in a static solution can 
be an extremely sensitive technique, especially when a laser is used to irradiate the 
sample. 
 Photoacoustic detection offers low selectivity; however, the information 
obtained from this system has been found to compliment fluorescent detectors when 
the two methods are used simultaneously. The sensitivity of the system is very high, 
and it is predicted that with the development of inexpensive, tunable lasers, the range 
of application will be considerably extended. 
 
Particulate Mass Concentration Detection 
 
 
 With respect to health and safety, the detection, quantification, and 
identification of aerosol components and suspended particles in the air is of great 
importance. The first to use piezoelectric crystals for this purpose was Chuan [116]. 
Using an adhesive-coated 10 MHz crystal, the mass of airborn “micro-grit” aluminum 
oxide particles was measured. The device was reported to yield particulate mass 
concentrations as low as 1 g/m3. Individual particulates could be resolved to a mass of 
10-11 g. Adhesion of smaller particles was made possible by integrating the observed 
frequency changes. 
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 A portable, direct reading instrument for measuring particulate mass 
concentration from 0.05 to 5 mg/m3 was later developed by Chuan [117]. The detector 
is insensitive to water and pollutant vapors normally encountered in the atmosphere. 
Examples of measurements of spatial and temporal variations in particulate mass 
concentrations caused by specific short-term effects in a workshop over a 25-hr period 
were presented. 
 
Trace Metal Analysis 
 
 
 The determination of trace metals in a solution using QCM is based on 
electro-deposition or adsorption on the crystal electrodes, or interaction with a suitable 
coating.  
 Before the work of Nomura and Bastians in 1980, it was generally accepted 
that a crystal could not vibrate in a solution. A method for the determination of trace 
metals in a solution was devised by Mieure and Jones, [118-120] using piezoelectric 
crystals in an electrogravimetric assay. AT-cut quartz crystals were used as the 
cathode in an electrochemical cell. A current was passed through the cell for a known 
period of time and the crystal was then removed, washed, and dried. The change in 
frequency as a result of metal deposition was used to determine the concentration. 
Cadmium solutions over a range of concentrations from 5.0 X 10-4 M to 5.0 X 10-8 M 
were examined. The accuracy of the method for cadmium varied from 0.42% at high 
concentrations to 8.7% at low concentrations. Although this method is much more 
sensitive than electrogravimetric analysis, it is time consuming and has poor 
reproducibility. 
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 In another electrogravimetric type assay, Nomura and Mimatsu [121] used 
piezoelectric crystals, coated with silver over the platinum-plate gold electrodes, to 
determine iodide in a solution. In a sample solution of 10-3 M potassium chloride, 
iodide was electrodeposited at –0.05 V. The pH of the sample solution was adjusted to 
pH 9.8 with 10-3 M sodium tetraborate (III)-sodium hydroxide solution. In this system, 
a reagent blank was first passed through the detector cell until a constant frequency is 
obtained. Then, the sample solution containing the iodide was allowed to pass for 1 
min (10-6 to 10-5 M) or (10-7 – 10-6 M). After each assay, the iodide could be cleaned 
off the crystal by electrolysis at –0.4 V. 
 Lead was successfully extracted from solution by Nomura at al. [122] using a 
platinum-coated piezoelectric crystal. In this procedure, the 8-quinolate chelate of 
lead was first extracted into chloroform. The platinum-coated crystal was then 
immersed into this solution and a potential applied. After two minutes, the frequency 
change of the crystal is recorded and the procedure is repeated with a reagent blank 
after the crystal has been washed and dried. Using this procedure, lead concentrations 
over the range 3 X 10-6 to 5 X 10-5 M in aqueous solution could be determined. 
Interferences from nickel, zinc, cadmium, silver, cobalt (II), and iron (III) could be 
masked by using L-ascorbic acid and cyanide. Tables B2 and B3 summarize the work 
carried out by several researchers on the application of TSM to the analysis of metals 
in a solution [123]. 
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Metal Ion Reference Sensor and Method Calibration Graph Cleaning Interferences pH 
  Oscillator circuit 
 
  QCM Adsorption of the   phosphate 
  ic precipitate formed 50 – 100 μm EDTA 
 42  between sodium      
   sulphate and 
   barium nitrate 
 
  Electrodeless Adsorption of the 
  PQC precipitate formed 50 – 100 μm EDTA 
 Na+ 38 Transistorised between sodium      
   sulphate and 
 
  
  barium nitrate 
  Electrodeless Adsorption of the 
  PQC precipitate formed 50 – 500 μm EDTA  4.6 
 39 ic between sodium 
   sulphate and 
   barium nitrate 
 
  Electrodeless Adsorption of the 
  PQC precipitate formed 50 – 500 μm HNO3  4.6 
  38 ic with 
     tetraphenylborate 
 K+ 
     Detection limit  Selectivity 
  PQC Host-guest  1.93 mgl-1ΔF =  coefficients over 
   ic complexation 2.9 KHz  other metals 
      1.75 mgl-1ΔF = H2O depends on the ≥ 4 
  43    3.9 KHz  coating lipophilic 
        salt content.   
      
 
Table B2: Sensors Developed for Alkaline Metals 
 
 
 
  Sodium and potassium: In 1987, Nomura et al. [124] determined sulfate in the 
range 5 to 100 μM. The method was based on the adsorption of barium sulfate on the 
crystal electrodes. The deposit was removed with EDTA and only phosphate 
interfered. Four years later, sodium sulfate was determined by Nomura et al. [125], 
again by adsorption of barium sulfate, but on an electrodeless crystal. 
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Metal Ion Reference Sensor and Method Calibration Graph Cleaning Interferences pH 
  Oscillator circuit 
 
  QCM Electrodeposition 1X10-6- 1X10-4 M Anodic 
 46 ic with two  g=4.9Hz(1.74%), stripping  4.7 
   electrodes  20μm     
 
  QCM Electrodeposition  Anodic Mainly bulk copper 
 47 Transistorised    16 μL-1- 0.7 mgL-1 stripping was formed in  
        addition to Cu-Au  
 
  
      alloys. 
  QCM Adsorption    Cadmium, Iron (III) 6.6 
  ic on poli(4-vinylpiridine 5 – 35 μm EDTA sulphide-(positive  
 48     1 mM errors); Cyanide, to 
      s=1.72Hz(2.9%,  thiosulphate and 
 Cu2+     30μm  thiocyanate  7.3 
        (negative errors) 
 
  Electrode- Adsorption    Silver and mersury 
  separated PQC copper (II) reacts 0.3 – 5.0 μm 50% 2- (II) 4.6 
  49 ic with N2N-  rsd=6.9%, 2.0μm 
     diethylcarbamate to 
    a precipitate that 
    adsorbs on the quartz 
 
     Detection limit  Selectivity 
  Electrode- Adsorption  1.93 mgl-1ΔF =  coefficients over 
  50 separated PQC complexation 2.9 KHz  other metals 
   transistorised   1.75 mgl-1ΔF = H2O depends on the ≥4 
      3.9 KHz  coating lipophilic 
        salt content.   
     
 
Table B3: Sensors Developed for Alkaline Metals 
 
 
 
 
Specific Gas Detection System 
 
 
Acetoin 
 
 
 Acetoin (3-hydroxy-2-butanone) is a degredation product of certain fungi in 
canned juice and of 2,3 – butanediol, a fermentation product of bacteria. It is also 
formed by the action of yeast on diacetyl. Since acetoin is present in many types of 
fruits and in certain meats, Suleiman and co-workers [126] developed an analytical 
method for the detection of acetoin using piezoelectric crystals. It is suggested that 
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this sensor would be useful in the law enforcement area as a method for locating 
contraband food entering the U.S. 
 Tetrabutylphosphonium chloride was first dissolved in chloroform and then 
applied to the surface of a 9 MHz quartz crystal with a microsyringe. The crystal was 
then heated in an oven at 60 ºC for 2 hours to completely remove the solvent. The 
amount of coating applied was calculated to be approximately 10 μg. This coating was 
found to be sensitive to acetoin in the parts per billion range with the response being 
completely reversible. The linear range of response covers a concentration from 8 to 
120 ppb. Complete responses were obtained in 30 seconds. Interferences to various 
organic compounds were tested with only acetone and ethanol giving an interfering 
response at very high concentrations. 
 
 Ammonia 
 
 
 Ammonia is a common air contaminant resulting from the combustion of 
fuels, decay of vegetation, and decomposition of nitrogen-containing organic 
substances. Evidence has shown that ammonia, when present in the air at parts per 
billion concentrations, plays an important role in the formation and stabilization of 
ambient polluting aerosols that can potentially cause adverse health effects. 
 Guilbault and Karmarkar [127] were the first to attempt to use piezoelectric 
crystals as a sensor for ammonia. Using Ucon LB-300X (a type of polyalkene glycol) 
as the coating, detection in the parts-per-billion range was reported. The coating 
material required initial activation, however, by passing NO2 over the coated crystal 
for 5 minutes. Infrared spectra of the exposed coating indicated the formation of a new 
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compound on the crystal that contained covalent nitride and possibly nitroso groups. 
Unfortunately, these coatings were sensitive to moisture. 
 Edmonds et al. [128] reported the successful use of polyvinylpyrrolidone as a 
sensitive coating for the detection of ammonia. At 1 ppm of ammonia, a response of 
approximately 700 Hz was reported. Moisture was monitored using a separate silver 
chloride-coated piezoelectric crystal and a resistive type humidity probe. 
 
 Aromatic Hydrocarbons 
 
 
 Karmarkar and Guilbault [129] reported a piezoelectric crystal coating for 
xylenes and other aromatic hydrocarbons in the air. Aromatic hydrocarbons are very 
common in gasoline, and, naturally, are found in the exhausts of automobiles. A nujol 
mixture of trans-chlorocarbonyl-bis-(triphenylphosphine) irridium (I) 
[trans-IrCl(CO)PPh3)2] was used as the coating material. This material was found to 
be reactive to aromatic hydrocarbons, but it was not as sensitive to aliphatic 
compounds and ordinary olefins. 
 
 Carbon Dioxide 
 
 
 The use of piezoelectric crystals for the detection of carbon dioxide in water 
was investigated by Fogleman and Shuman [130]. In this study, 9 and 15 MHz AT-cut 
crystals with gold electrodes, coated with didodecylamine (DDDA) and 
dioctadecylamine (DODA), were used to continuously monitor CO2 concentration. 
The crystal was separated from the water by a Teflon membrane, a polyvinyl-chloride 
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membrane, or a fluoropore filter. The DDDA coating was at least 33 times more 
sensitive to the water vapor than the dissolved carbon dioxide. 
 
Carbon Monoxide 
 
 
 Carbon monoxide is generated during the incomplete combustion of organics. 
Approximately 80% of the carbon monoxide present in urban atmospheres is believed 
to originate from automobile exhausts. Because the gas is colorless and odorless, with 
the same density as air, it is particularly insidious. Asphyxiation occurs by forming 
meta-stable compounds with the hemoglobin in blood. 
 A piezoelectric crystal detector for carbon monoxide has been developed by 
Ho et al [131] that is based on the conversion of mercuric oxide by carbon monoxide 
to mercury vapor, which can be detected with a gold-plated electrode. In this system, 
the sample gas is first mixed with mercuric oxide and heated to 210ºC to produce 
mercury vapor. If no carbon monoxide is present in the sample, any response by the 
crystal will be due to the thermal decomposition of the mercuric oxide. By using a 
reference crystal, this background can be eliminated. In the reference cell, the sample 
passes first through silver oxide and any carbon monoxide is quantitatively oxidized 
before it reaches the mercuric oxide. Hence, the reference cell measures only the 
mercury background. 
 The elemental mercury produced is absorbed by the gold-coated crystal at 
room temperature. The reaction is reversible when the crystal is heated to 150ºC. 
Response is linear, from 1 to 50 ppm, with a sampling time of 2 seconds. The detector 
is reported to be capable of monitoring carbon monoxide in the parts per million and 
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parts per billion levels by simply varying the size of the sample. At very low 
concentrations, larger sample volumes are needed. 
 
Nitrogen Dioxide 
 
 
 Nitrogen dioxide is a very dangerous atmospheric pollutant generated from a 
variety of industrial and consumer sources. Karmarkar and Guilbault [132] have 
described a coated piezoelectric crystal for the selective detection of NO2. Two Ucon 
compounds were tested as coatings by first being dissolved in chloroform and then 
applied to the electrode surface of the crystal. 
 
Ozone 
 
 
 Ozone is a bi-free-radical of triatomic oxygen and is generated from biatomic 
oxygen upon exposure to radiation between 185 and 210 nm. As a pollutant in the 
lower atmosphere, ozone is generated around sources of ultraviolet-radiation, X-rays, 
welding equipment (electrical arcs), mercury vapor lamps, and in the vicinity of 
electrical sources accompanying electrical discharges. Ozone is also used as an 
oxidizing agent in the chemical industry for the purification and sterilization of public 
water and for the bleaching of oils, paper, textiles, waxes, starch, and sugar. Fog and 
Reitz [133] have developed a piezoelectric crystal monitor for the detection of ozone 
in the ambient air of working environments. The detection principle is based on a 
nonreversible reaction between an unsaturated hydrocarbon polymer (1, 
4-polybutadiene), as a coating and ozone was observed from 75 to 425 ppb, with a 
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detection limit below 10 ppb reported. Interferences from nitrogen oxide, 
formaldehyde, carbon monoxide, and phenol were reported to be insignificant 
 
Phosgene 
 
 
 Phosgene is a colorless, highly toxic gas that is an insidious poison, as it is not 
irritating to a human immediately, even when fatal concentrations are inhaled. 
Phosgene is used in the preparation of a variety of chemicals and it is also used as a 
chemical warfare agent. Suleiman and Guilbault [134] have developed a piezoelectric 
crystal coating for the sensitivity detection of phosgene in the low parts per million 
ranges.  
 
Measurements in Liquid 
 
 
Bacteria and Fungal Growth 
 
 
 Downs [135] reported a study into the use of quartz crystals to measure the rate 
of growth of bacteria or fungi on its surface. 
 
Measurement of Density and Viscosity of Solutions 
 
 
 Nomura and co-workers [136, 137] have used a piezoelectric crystal 
completely immersed in organic solutions to measure their properties and viscosity. 
The frequency of the quartz crystal is directly dependent on the viscosity, density, and 
specific conductivity of the solution. As the concentration of an electrolyte or density 
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and viscosity of the organic solution increases, the frequency of the oscillating quartz 
crystal decreases. 
 
Piezoelectric Immunosensor 
 
 
 The piezoelectric immunosensor is thought to be one of the most sensitive 
analytical instruments developed to date, being capable of detecting antigens in the 
picogram range. Moreover, this type of device is believed to have the potential to 
detect antigens in the gas phase, as well as in the liquid phase. 
 Biologically active materials, such as antibodies, enzymes, and antigens, are 
much more specific and selective than organic and inorganic coating materials. The 
specificity and selectivity provided by the biological component was first exploited by 
Clark and Lyons in 1962 to build an enzyme-based biosensor for glucose [138]. Since 
then, biocatalysts or other suitable biological materials, including enzymes, antigens, 
antibodies, membrane components, and whole cells or plant slices, have been placed 
onto transducers. Acoustic/piezoelectric biomedical sensors capitalized on the 
decades-long growth of RF telecommunication technologies. Piezoelectric elements 
used in radar, cellular phones, electronic watches, etc., have been well applied to 
biomedical sensors. 
 Ashok Kumar, October 2000 [139], developed and tested a biosensor for the 
diagnosis of tuberculosis and other infections caused by mycobacteria. He constructed 
an antibody-based piezoelectric sensor capable of detecting mycobacterial antigens in 
diluted cultures of attenuated M. tuberculosis. The nature of the binding of antigen to 
antibody to the surface of the transducer is shown in Figure B21. The protein helps the 
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antibody to bind to the electrode, and the antigen in gaseous state binds to a specific 
antibody [140]. 
 
 
Figure B21: Schematic diagram of the antibody-antigen binding. 
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Appendix-C 
 
C.1 Piezoelectric Effect 
 
 
  The piezoelectric effect results from the fact that certain crystals contain 
positively and negatively charged ions, which separate when the crystals are subjected to 
stress. One of the simplest crystals, zinc sulfide (ZnS), can be used to illustrate this 
phenomenon. Figure-C1 shows a unit cell of cubic zinc sulfide consisting of two types of 
atoms: zinc atoms (closed circles), with a positive charge, and a sulfur atom (open circles), 
with a negative charge. Shearing stress, indicated by the long arrows, produces motion of 
the sulfur atom, indicated by the short arrows. This motion results in separation of the 
charge centers; that is, polarization [141]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure C1:  Unit cell of cubic zinc-sulfide crystal with positive zinc and negative sulfur atoms. Long arrows 
indicate applied shearing stress, short arrows the associated displacement. 
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 Any given crystal has a natural vibrational frequency, called its resonant (or 
fundamental) frequency that depends upon its chemical nature, size, shape, and mass. 
Each vibration of a crystal involves its passing from a deformed configuration through its 
equilibrium configuration to an opposite deformed configuration, and then back through 
the equilibrium configuration to the original deformed configuration. This cycle occurs 
repeatedly as long as the crystal is vibrating. 
 When the vibrating crystal is piezoelectric, this cycle of oscillating deformity 
produces an oscillating electrical field; the frequency of the electrical oscillation is 
identical to the vibration frequency of the crystal. At the same time, placing a 
piezoelectric crystal in an oscillating electrical field causes it to vibrate at the frequency of 
the oscillating field. This transfer of energy from the electrical field to the crystal is very 
inefficient except when the frequency of the oscillating electrical field is the same as the 
resonant frequency of the crystal. This is exploited by the incorporation of quartz crystals 
into oscillator circuits, the frequency of the entire circuit becoming the resonant frequency 
of the quartz crystal. From the same principle, the resonant frequency for a given crystal, 
for instance a crystal used as a biosensor, can be determined from the frequency of an 
electrical oscillator circuit in which the crystal is a component. 
 The principle piezoelectric materials used commercially are crystalline quartz 
and Rochelle salt, despite the existence of a wide range of other materials, such as 
tourmaline, ammonium dihydrogen phosphate, ethylenediamine tartrate, and barium 
titanate. Rochelle salt provides a large piezoelectric effect, and this material is useful in 
accoustical and vibrational devices in which sensitivity is desired. However, it 
decomposes at only 55 ºC and requires protection against moisture. Barium titanate has 
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lower sensitivity but greater immunity to temperature and humidity effects. Quartz has 
the important quality of being a completely oxidized compound (silicon dioxide). It 
is insoluble in water and resists temperatures up to 579 ºC with no loss of 
piezoelectric properties. Industrially grown, rather than natural quartz crystals are used 
almost exclusively for electrogravimetric sensors because of their higher purity, where 
α-quartz is most often used. 
   
C.2 Acoustic Waves in Solids 
 
 
  Acoustic waves cover a frequency range of 14 orders of magnitude from 10-2 
Hz (seismic waves) and extending to 1012 Hz (thermoelastic excited phonons; Figure C2). 
The acoustic resonators oscillate in a narrow frequency range of 106 – 109 Hz. 
  A brief introduction to acoustic wave theory, and in particular, piezoelectric 
excited vibrations, is given, followed by a more detailed description of different types of 
piezoelectric transducers [142]. 
  The application of a periodic perturbation (stress) to solid results in elastic 
deformations (strain) that travel as waves through the solid. The type of wave – 
transversal or longitudinal – and the phase velocity both depend on the crystal structure.  
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Figure C2: The spectrum of acoustic waves covers roughly 14 orders of magnitude. 
The frequency range of the four resonators that are described in this article range in 
operation between 1 and 1000 MHz [143]. 
 
 
 
 
The wave equation that describes acoustic waves in solids [Eq. (C-1)] can be derived 
using the equation of motion, the definition of strain, and the constitutive equations [144]. 
 
 2
2
:
t
u
s ∂
∂=∇⋅∇ ρuc   (C-1) 
 
u is the displacement of the particle, ρ the density of the material, and t denotes the time. 
The matrix c describes the elasticity moduli of the solid. Table-C1 summarizes the 
relevant expressions for one and three dimensions. 
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Table-C1: The dynamic equations of motion for one and three dimensions. C is 
the tensor of elasticity. Stress T and strain S are symmetric tensors with nine 
elements, of which six are independent because of symmetry. u is the particle 
displacement, z indicates the direction where strain occurs, and ρ is the density of 
the material [144]. 
 
 
 
 
C.3 Piezoelectric Excited Acoustic Waves in Solids 
 
 
  The piezoelectric effect, as first reported 1880 by the Curie brothers, describes 
the generation of electrical charges on the surface of a solid caused by pulling, pressure, or 
torsion. In contrast, the occurrence of a mechanical deformation arising from an external 
electric field is called the converse piezoelectric effect. Figure C3 shows schematically 
the general relationships between mechanical and electrical variables. 
  Prerequisite for the occurrence of piezoelectricity in crystals is an inversion 
center. In total, 21 point groups fulfill this requirement, but only 20 classes have nonzero 
piezoelectric constants. Although a large number of crystals show piezoelectricity, 
only quartz provides the unique combination of mechanical, electrical, chemical, 
and thermal properties, which has led to its commercial significance. Equation C1 
needs to be expanded by the term e  to introduce piezoelectricity in the general wave Φ∇ 2
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equation, in which Φ  is the electric potential and e is the piezomodul composed of 
piezoelectric constants as matrix elements [143]. The additional expression is responsible 
for the electrical excitation of elastic waves in a piezoelectric solid. 
 
 
MECHANICAL VARIABLES ELECTRICAL VARIABLES 
 
Electric 
Displacement 
(1) 
Field 
(1) 
Stress 
(2) 
Stress 
(2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure C3: Relation among mechanical and electrical variables for a crystal 
(after Nye [145]). The direct piezoelectric effect is the production of electric 
displacement by the application of a mechanical stress; the converse 
piezoelectric effect results in the production of a strain when an electric field is 
applied to a piezoelectric crystal. Numbers in square brackets show the ranks of 
the crystal property tensors: the piezoelectric coefficients are 3rd-rank tensors, 
and the elastic stiffnesses are 4th-rank tensors. Numbers in parentheses identify 
1st-rank tensors (vectors, such as electric field and electric displacement), and 
2nd-rank tensors (stress and strain). Note that one could expand this 
representation to include thermal variables and magnetic variables. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The resulting motion causes a change inΦ , which can in turn be detected 
electrically. Since the gradient of the displacement current is zero, that is, no free charge 
density occurs, integration of the extended Equation-C1 results in a comprehensive 
expression that describes acoustic waves in a piezoelectric medium. 
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C.4 Thickness Shear Mode Resonators (Basics of TSM Resonators) 
 
 
  The quartz crystal may provide a large variety of different resonator types, 
depending on the cut angle with respect to the crystal lattice. Resonators operating in 
the thickness shear mode, face shear mode or flexural mode can be obtained from the 
mother crystal with eigenfrequencies ranging from 5 x 102 to 3 x 108 Hz. AT-cut 
crystals, which are predominately used for QCM devices, operate in the TSM and 
are prepared by slicing a quartz wafer with an angle of 35¼˚ to the optical z-axis 
(Figure-C4A). AT-cut crystals show a tremendous frequency stability of 
Δƒ/ƒ≈10-8 and a temperature coefficient that is close to zero between 0 and 50°C, 
rendering this particular cut the most suitable for QCM sensors [146-148]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure C4: (A) AT-cut of a quartz crystal. A quartz plate is cut with an angle of 35˚ 10´ with 
respect to the optical z-axis. Deviating just 5´ from the proper cut angle leads to a temperature 
coefficient that is different from zero (0-50˚C). (B) Circular quartz resonator of thickness dq 
coated with evaporated electrodes of radius R shown in gray. The definitions of spatial 
coordinates (r, ) are given for a disc-shaped quartz crystal [142]. Θ
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   When an alternating potential difference is applied to the evaporated 
surface electrodes, shear waves of opposite polarity are generated at the electrodes on 
either side of the crystal, with the shear displacement in plane with the crystal surface 
(Figure-C4B). Both waves traverse across the quartz thickness, are reflected at the 
opposite crystal face (phase shift π) and then return to their origin. Constructive 
interference of incident and return waves occurs when the acoustic wavelength is an 
odd multiple of twice the crystal thickness (2dq) and standing wave conditions are 
established. Particle displacement of the standing acoustic wave is maximum at the 
crystal’s surfaces (z = ± dq/2) and a displacement node exists in the center of the 
resonator (z = 0). The eigenfrequency ƒn of the nth overtone can be expressed by 
 
 
 ƒn = νp n ⁄ 2dq (C2) 
 
 
where νp is the propagation velocity of acoustic waves in quartz. The resonance 
frequency is mainly determined by the crystal thickness dq. 
 
 The multi-frequency, multi-array device was designed in such a way that many 
different studies could be done; studies to improve layouts, design rules and structures  for 
better device performance and fabrication in the future. The multi-sensor device is 
applicable to both gaseous and liquid phase measurements. In this chapter, we will study 
a) the effect of electrode area on device sensitivity, frequency, amplitude, Q-factor and 
phase. This will tell the designer how small the electrode diameter could be to minimize 
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device area lost on the chip b) the effect of distance between TSM sensors on different 
device structures to improve matching and sensitivity. This will also tell the designer 
about how far the devices should be placed from each other before starting to get 
interference effect c) the effects of applying multi-fundamental frequencies and 
harmonics to measure various interfacial biological processes in a multiple biolayer 
structure, and d) the device capability to measure multi-measurands simultaneously, 
which is the primary reason for building such a device. 
 Multi-arrays of TSM sensors require multi-inputs and multi-outputs or the use 
of high frequency switches (GaAs switches), these studies show that eliminating 
cross-talking by placing devices far apart from each other, allow a designer to use one 
electrical input for all the TSM sensors within that array. Since the frequencies of single 
isolated TSM sensors are slightly different because of variations in the process and the 
absence of interference, the peaks of these frequencies will still be at the same point they 
were before when they were connected in parallel. If these TSM sensors were constructed 
very closely to each other because of interference between them and frequency matching 
(because of less process variation), the peaks of the frequency of these TSM sensors will 
merge into one single peak when they are connected in parallel.  
 
C.5 Operation of a TSM 
 
 
 Before testing the device, let us review how a TSM operates. As it was briefly 
mentioned in previous chapters, the operation of the TSM relies on an alternating strain 
field induced by an electrical field applied across the quartz crystal with two metal 
electrodes on opposite sides of a thin wafer at AT-cut quartz. This leads to the vibration of 
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the quartz crystal via the converse piezoelectric effect. For an AT-cut quartz crystal 
thickness-shear mode, this vibrational motion results in the generation of a transverse 
acoustic wave that propagates across the thickness of the crystal. A convenient way to 
describe acoustic waves traveling in a circular, lossless, and stress-free AT-cut crystal 
with thickness dq is to express the wave equation in cylindrical coordinates (Figure-C5). 
The propagation velocity of the acoustic wave in a piezoelectric thickness-shear-mode 
resonator is 2/166 )/( qc ρ  (ρq = density of the quartz) [142].  The boundary conditions 
require that the amplitude of the shear displacement is zero at the electrode edges, while it 
is at a maximum at r = 0 and exhibits a node at z = 0.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure-C5: Definition of the coordinates of a circular-shaped quartz crystal. The gray areas  
 depict the metal electrodes.  
 
 
 
 θ follows periodic boundary conditions. The wave equation can be solved by a 
usual separation process [149]. The solution yields important properties of the shear 
vibration. The eigenfrequencies are found in general from Equation-C2 [150]. 
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 From the solution of the wave equation, it is clear that only odd overtones n 
can be excited [151]. The displacement at r = 0 and z = +/- dq/2 is at a maximum for the 
fundamental frequency, while the amplitude vanishes at the electrode edges where r = R. 
Thus, the transversal wave exhibits a node at z = 0 and maximum amplitude at z = +/- dq/2 
[152]. 
 If the lateral dimensions of the quartz plate greatly exceeded the thickness of 
the crystal the problem can be treated one-dimensionally. The function ux(z,t) describes 
two transversal waves traveling in opposite directions, which thus form a standing wave 
within the crystal. Assuming stress-free surfaces (∂u/∂z = 0), the shear vibration can be 
described as a simple cosine function. The use of constructive interference dq = nλ/2 and 
R»dq simplifies Equation 5-1 [153]. KR denotes the so-called frequency constant of 
AT-cut quartz with KR = 1664 m s-1 [150]. It can be deduced from Equation 5-1 that the 
resonance frequency of an AT-cut quartz increases with decreasing thickness of the 
crystal. For instance, 5 MHz quartz exhibits a thickness of 0.33 mm, while a 30 MHz 
crystal is only 55μm thick. 
 Mechanical models can readily be transformed into equivalent electrical 
circuits which permit a complete description of the oscillation in the presence of an 
adsorbent. A general one-dimensional acoustic wideband model has been suggested by 
Mason [154] (Figure-C6A) and provides a basis for the theoretical description of complex 
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composite resonators as they occur in life science. In particular cases, such as low load, 
the Mason model can be easily transformed near resonance into an equivalent circuit with 
lumped elements − the so termed Butterworth-van-Dyke (BVD) circuit (Figure-C6B). A 
comprehensive treatment of this issue has been given by Rosenbaum [144]. 
 The BVD circuit combines a parallel and series resonance circuit (motional 
branch). The motional branch consists of Lq, Cq, and Rq. The electrodes on both sides of 
the crystal plate provide an additional parallel capacitance C0, which gives rise to a 
parallel circuit. Table-C1 summarizes the expressions for Lq, Cq, Rq and C0 as they occur 
at the fundamental vibration. 
 The quartz material between the two electrodes (Figure-C5) serves as a typical 
dielectric material, thus the resonator behaves as a plate condenser at high frequencies. 
The motional resistance Rq contains intrinsic viscosities of the quartz and is responsible 
for energy dissipation. The phase maximum is a measure of the damping of a quartz 
resonator, as pointed out by Martin et al. [155] 
 If damping is negligible (Rq → 0) the quartz resonator shows two resonance 
frequencies corresponding to a phase shift φ = 0 at minimum and maximum magnitudes of 
the impedance |Z|. 
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A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 B 
 
Figure-C6: A) Equivalent circuit (wideband model) of the three-port Mason model of a finite 
thickness piezoelectric layer. The equivalent circuit consists of two mechanical ports and one 
electrical port. Z is the characteristic impedance of the quartz, k the complex wave number, A the 
area, and dq the thickness of the resonator. hC0 is the turn’s ratio of the transformer and is defined as 
(е26/ε22)C0. B) Butterworth-van-Dyke-equivalent circuit. Near resonance the three-port Mason model 
can be transformed into an equivalent circuit composed of discrete impedance elements. The 
capacitance Cq represents the mechanical elasticity of the quartz, the inductance Lq the initial mass, 
and the resistance Rq the energy losses arising from viscous effects, internal friction, and damping 
induced by the crystal holder. The static capacitance C0 determines the admittance away from 
resonance, while the motional components dominate near resonance [144]. 
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Table-C2: Parameters of the BVD-equivalent circuit and their relationship to the physical 
characteristic numbers of an AT-cut quartz together with the different resonance frequencies. A is 
the electrode area, ηq the viscosity, dq the thickness of the quartz, ε22 the dielectric constant of the 
quartz material, and е26 the piezoelectric constant dependent on the cutting angle, which can be 
obtained from the matrix elements е11 and е14 of the piezoelectric polarization modulus е and the 
cutting angle. The material constants shown in this Table are only for AT-cut quartz [150]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The corresponding resonant frequencies are referred to as resonant frequency 
ƒR and antiresonant frequency ƒA [150, 156,157].  The separation between the frequencies 
rises with an increase in the electroacoustic coupling constant K. Four different resonant 
frequencies are discernable if damping occurs (Rq>0; Figure-C7A), ƒR separates into 
ƒZmin, the frequency at minimal impedance (|Z|), and ƒs, the frequency at zero phase φ at 
the low frequency branch. 
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Figure-C7: A) Simulated impedance spectrum from the BVD-equivalent circuit with 
marked resonance frequencies ƒZmin,  ƒs,  ƒp, and ƒZmax for the case of Rq>0. B) Dependence 
of the resonance frequencies ƒZmin,  ƒs,  ƒp, and ƒZmax on the motional resistance Rq calculated 
according to the approximation of Bottom [144].  Accurate calculations show that ,ƒs and ƒp 
converge at Rq = 2280Ω. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In turn ƒA separates into ƒp, the frequency branch, and ƒZmax, the frequency at 
maximum impedance. The expressions for ƒs, ƒp, ƒZmin, and ƒZmax assuming low Rq, and 
their dependencies on the electrical parameters of the simple BVD equivalent circuit are 
given in Table-C2. 
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 The dependence of the resonance frequency on the damping resistance Rq is 
shown in Figure-C7B. ƒZmax and ƒs rise with increasing damping, while ƒZmin and ƒp 
decrease. The resonant frequencies ƒs, and ƒp converge at φmax = 0. 
 Active oscillation of shear resonators is restricted to φmax > 0. At larger 
resistance leading to φmax ≤ 0 impedance analyses by a network analyzer is necessary to 
further study the behavior of the resonator. 
 
C.6 Operation of TSM sensor in Different Media 
 
  The dependence of the resonant frequency on thickness enables determination of 
mass changes occurring in thin films at the TSM surface, according to the Sauerbrey 
relationship Equation-C3 [105]. 
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Where ∆ƒ is the measured frequency shift, ƒ0 is the resonant frequency, ∆m is the mass 
change, Apiezo is the piezoelectrically active area, and Cf is an integral sensitivity. This 
relationship is valid if the mass changes are uniformly distributed and the thin films are 
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very thin and rigid. In liquid applications, however, the TSM frequency also depends on 
the viscosity and density of the liquid in contact with the resonator, according to 
Equation-C4 [158]. 
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Where, ηL and ρL are viscosity and density of the liquid in contact with the TSM, 
respectively. So, the oscillation behavior of quartz in a liquid is also determined by liquid 
properties. One consequence is an additional frequency shift. A second consequence is an 
increase or decrease of the impedance magnitude at serial or parallel resonance, 
respectively, and a decrease of the phase slope. Herein we describe an array of TSM 
sensor based on 41 MHz and 63 MHz AT-cut shear mode crystals prepared by wet 
chemical etch. The operation and behavior of these TSM sensors in air and liquid are 
described. 
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Appendix-D 
 
 
 
D.1. Phase Measurement Technique versus S21 Measurement Technique. 
 
 
 Currently, the series resonant frequency ƒ0 and the motional resistance Rm of 
liquid loaded TSM sensors are extracted either directly, through network analyzer 
(NWA) impedance or S21 measurements, or from TSM-stabilized oscillator circuits. 
Both methods have serious drawbacks that may affect measurement accuracy, especially 
if the sensor is operated under highly viscous load conditions and Rm exceeds 1 KΩ 
[159]. Another technique to extract ƒ0 and Rm is the phase measurement technique. 
Which one of the two measurements is more accurate and sensitive to determine ƒ0, Q-
Factor and Rm. This section shows that using the phase measurement technique gives 
more accurate data on ƒ0 and mostly the Q-factor than the S21 measurement technique. 
 
 Kanazawa and Gordon have shown that the mechanical interaction between 
the resonator and the contacting liquid results in a change of the series resonant 
frequency ƒ0 [160]. Since the liquid also causes a substantial damping of the thickness 
shear vibration, the motional resistance Rm of the QCM also increases [161]. Both 
changes are a function of the density and viscosity of the liquid; this was also observed, 
throughout, the development of this thesis.  
 The key to developing practical sensor systems based on this principle is in 
the accurate measurement of ƒ0, Rm and Q-factor under liquid load. This is a serious 
problem, especially if measurements are performed in highly viscous liquid load 
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environments greatly degrading resonator Q and strongly varying the TSM phase in the 
vicinity of series resonance. This makes accurate measurements of the relevant TSM 
parameters problematic. The TSM phase and mostly S21 change dramatically with liquid 
loading, it is very difficult to force the oscillator to operate at ƒ0. Therefore, the error 
between actual ƒ0 and measured oscillator frequency [162] can increase significantly 
when viscosity increases.  
 The problems that occur when the TSM sensor is characterized under liquid 
load can be illustrated with S21 measurement using a network analyzer. See results from 
experiments below. 
 
Experiment I: 
 
 Figures D1 and D2 show the magnitude vs. frequency and phase vs. 
frequency plots obtained from one of the sensors of the array of 15 MHz TSM sensors 
fabricated on the multi-array/multi-frequency transducer. The sensor was loaded on one 
side first with air, then with DI water and after with different glycerin concentrations 
(0%, 40% and 60% Glycerin mixed). Figure-D1, (Amplitude vs. Frequency plots 
measured under different liquid loadings), shows that as the viscosity of the Glycerin 
solution gets higher, the amplitude, Q-factor and frequency of the response signal 
decrease. 
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Figure-D1: Amplitude vs. Frequency curves for different viscous liquids from a 15 MHz TSM 
sensor; each measurement was taken 3 times.  
 
 
 Looking at the Phase vs. Frequency plots, Figure-D2, smaller frequencies 
and lower slopes for the phase curves are obtained around zero-phase for more viscous 
liquids. 
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Figure-D2: Phase vs. Frequency plots of different viscous liquids measured from a 15 MHz 
TSM sensor. Each one of these curves was measured three times.  
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 Before collecting any data, the system was calibrated in air with a 50 Ω load. 
After the calibration, S21 and phase were measured at different frequencies. Two graphs, 
Amplitude (S21) vs. Frequency and Phase vs. Frequency were plotted on the same graph, 
see Figure-D3. The frequency shift value measured at zero-phase is very close or almost 
coincides with that measured at maximum amplitude (S21). The reason for the phase 
value not being quite zero at the point of maximum TSM amplitude is because at series 
resonance, the static TSM capacitance C0 appears in parallel with the motional 
resistance Rm and causes a slight phase shift. 
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Zero degree line 
Figure-D3: Frequency response of a 15 MHz TSM in Air  
 
 
 As the sensor is loaded with high viscous liquids its behavior starts to 
change. The higher the viscosity of the liquid is, the more system changes. At a critical 
viscosity, the frequency shift measured at the maximum amplitude signal (S21Max) no 
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longer coincides with the frequency shift measured at zero-phase, see Figure-D4. This 
means that when the system is loaded, changes are not only observed in amplitude, 
frequency and phase of the response signal but also in the system itself. 
 Figure-D4 demonstrates that when the TSM sensor is loaded with 40% 
glycerin & 60% DI water mixture, the system becomes more capacitive. At this point, 
the amplitude signal can no longer give an accurate measurement of the frequency shift. 
Loaded Q decreases as a result of increased motional resistance. 
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Figure-D4: Phase vs. Frequency and Amplitude vs. Frequency of a 15 MHz in 40% glycerin & 
60% Di water solution. 
 
 
 
 
 Figure-D5 shows the Amplitude vs. Frequency and Phase vs. Frequency 
curves of the same TSM sensor when it is loaded this time with a solution containing 
60% of glycerin & 40% DI water mixture. This mixture is much more viscous than the 
DI water. As is evident from that figure, transmission loss increases and the phase 
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increases to a value above 0º, indicating that the C0 reactant has become larger than Rm. 
The entire peak-to-peak response occupies only 14 dB of magnitude. If the 
concentration of glycerin continues to increase from this point, the maximum of |S21| 
will become so flat that it will be impossible to identify ƒ0 from the amplitude plot. 
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Figure-D5: Amplitude vs. Frequency and Phase vs. Frequency of a 15 MHz TSM in 60% 
Glycerin & 40% Di water solution.  
 
Experiment II: 
 
 The above experiment (Experiment I) was repeated using a 5 MHz TSM 
sensor and similar results were obtained. The frequency shift from air loading to 
different concentrations of water based glycerin solutions loadings, measured using both 
the S21 and the phase techniques, were plotted and compared, (see Figure-D6). The 
measured data are shown in Tables D1 and D2. At a certain viscosity, the “Frequency 
shift vs. Phase” curve no longer coincides with the “Frequency shift vs. S21” curve. 
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Since the “Frequency shift vs. Phase” curve reverses direction, it means that the phase 
measurement is more sensitive to changes in the circuit. When this happens (where the 
frequency at zero phase no longer coincides with the frequency at maximum amplitude), 
the system is no longer at resonance and needs to be re-tuned. Re-tuning the circuit can 
be accomplished by using same frequency TSM sensors fabricated on the same multi-
phase/multi-frequency transducer with larger electrode diameters, (see Figures D7 – 
D10).  
 
  1st Phase 
% Gly Freq. (Phase) 
Air 4.99388 
0 4.992686 
20 4.992408 
40 4.992328 
60 4.991642 
 1st Ampl. 
% Gly Freq.(Amplitude)
Air 4.99393 
0 4.992736 
20 4.992388 
40 4.99185 
60 4.990149 
 
 
 
Table-D1: Frequency measurements 
determined from the maximum value 
of S21 of a 5 MHz TSM. 
Table-D2: Frequency measurements 
determined from using the zero phase 
of a 5 MHz TSM. 
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Figure-D6: Frequency shift of a 5 MHz TSM from Air to different Glycerin concentrations obtained 
from the maximum Amplitude value S21compared to that obtained from the zero Phase value of a 5 MHz 
TSM sensor. 
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D.2. Effect of Electrode Diameter on the measurement of the fundamental 
frequency ƒ0 
 
D.2.1. Under Air loading  
 The most accurate measurement of the fundamental frequency is obtained 
when its value is identical at S21Max and zero-phase. If there is a delta between the ƒo 
measured at S21Max and that measured at zero-phase, the circuit must be readjust. The 
multi-array/multi-frequency transducer has arrays of identical frequency TSM sensors 
with different electrode diameters. Figures D7 to D9 show that if the value of ƒ0 at 
S21Max and zero-phase is not identical, (see, Figure-D7, where an electrode diameter of 
160 µm was used; ƒ0 represents the fundamental frequency at zero-phase and ƒ0’ the 
fundamental frequency at S21Max), it is possible to readjust the circuit by changing the 
electrode diameters.  
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Figure-D7: Amplitude and phase measurements in function of frequency of a 61 MHz TSM sensor with 
160μm electrode diameter loaded with air. ƒ0 is the frequency at zero-phase and ƒ0’is the fundamental 
frequency at  S21Max. 
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 Changing the electrode areas affect the series-parallel circuit in such a way 
that the frequency obtained at maximum S21Max can again be made the same as that at 
zero-phase.  
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Figure-D8: Amplitude and phase measurements in function of frequency of a 61 MHz TSM sensor with 
320μm electrode diameter under air loading. Using a larger electrode diameter, Δƒ0 = ƒ0 - ƒ0’, is getting 
smaller. 
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Figure-D9: Amplitude and phase measurements in function of frequency of a 61 MHz TSM sensor with 
electrode diameter of 640μm under air loading. When the diameter is ≥ 640μm, ƒ0 is the same at S21max 
and zero-phase. 
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 With a diameter of approximately 640 µm, the 61 MHz TSM sensor under 
Air loading has the same frequency (ƒ0) at S21Max and zero-phase, (see Figure-D9 for a 
diameter = 640μm, ƒ0 = ƒ0’).  
 
D.2.1. Under Liquid loading  
 Similar effects are obtained when the three different size electrodes are 
loaded with DI water containing anthrax solution. In this case very small electrodes are 
used, which causes the system to be over damped. Under liquid loading not only the 
frequency at zero-phase is different than the frequency at S21max., but also the minimum 
phase is above zero. Increasing the electrode diameter reduces the difference between 
the frequency measured at zero-phase and that measured at S21max., see Figure-10. 
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Figure-D10: Amplitude and phase measurements in function of frequency of a 61 MHz TSM sensors with 
different electrode diameters loaded with DI water containing anthrax spores. As the electrode diameter is 
increases, the frequency at S21max is approaching that at phase 0. This can be observed by looking at the 
minimum of the phase curves approaching zero as the diameter of the electrodes are increasing.  
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 A transducer composes of arrays of identical TSM sensors with different 
diameters can allow someone to readjust a series-parallel TSM circuit under very high 
viscous liquids loaded on one side of the TSM sensor by changing the diameter of the 
TSM sensor’s electrodes that are built on the transducer. Then, accurate measurements 
of ƒ0 can be obtained by making the fundamental frequency at S21Max equals to that at 
zero-phase. 
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D.3. Effect of the metal line connector’s structure on the performance of TSM 
sensors. 
  
 When building a quartz TSM sensor, it is not a good practice to connect the 
outside circuit directly to the sensing electrodes. It is important to deposit a thin metal 
strip on the substrate at the same time the electrode is deposited. One side of the metal 
strip line is connected to the electrode in the membrane area and the other side ends 
outside the membrane area on thicker quartz. This metal strip line is used to connect the 
outside circuit to the sensing electrode. Any connection made to the termination of the 
metal line ended on the thick quartz will not disturb the TSM motion during 
measurement. 
 The structure of the metal line connectors affects the performance of the 
TSM sensor. What parameters (S21Max., Q-factor, phase) are mostly affected by the metal 
strip connector.  The metal line structure is shown in Figure-D11. 
 
l 
Metal Connector
Electrode
Quartz 
t w
Figure-D11: Structure of the metal line connector. 
 
 
 Figure-D12 shows two metal line connectors attached to two electrodes; one 
connected on each side of a TSM sensor.  
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Sensing Electrode 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure-D13 shows the equivalent circuit model of a TSM sensor. The 
electrode on each side is directly connected to a 50 Ω coaxial cable (no metal line 
connectors attached in between the electrode and the coaxial cable).  The 50 Ω cables are 
connected to the network analyzer. 
 
 
 
 
 When metal strips are connected between the sensing electrodes to the coaxial 
cables the circuit will contain additional elements, see Figures-D14 (electrical 
VV
Vs
1Vac
0Vdc
0
L1
5.05929mH
C1
1.31311f F
C0
3.0991pF
Rs
50
RL
50
R1
181.3ohm
in out
Figure-D12: Metal line connectors attached to the top sensing and bottom electrodes of a TSM 
sensor. The sensing electrode is constructed at the bottom of the microfluidic channel. 
Figure-D13: Electrical circuit of the TSM sensor connected directly to the network analyzer 
using two 50 Ω coaxial cables. 
TSM Sensor 
l 
w 
Metal line connector 
Micro-fluidic Channel 
In 
Liquid containing 
antigens 
Out 
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representation of a metal strip line), and D15 (the complete series parallel circuit -
including TSM and two metal strip lines) for the sensor. 
 
 
 
 The parameters L and R of the metal strip can be calculated using Equations 
D-3 and D-4, respectively [163]. 
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Figure-D14: Equivalent circuit of the metal strip line 
D-2 
D-1 
 
 
where Rs is the sheet resistance in ohms per square, l is the length of the conductor, w 
and t are the width and thickness of the metal strip line respectively, and Kg is a 
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correction factor that takes  into account the crowding of the current at the corners of the 
inductors. 
 
 k has different values for different configurations. 
• k = 1 for wire 
• ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛+=
t
wk
5
ln217.014.1  for ribbon 
• 
7.1
1333.01
−
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ++=
w
Sk  for spiral 
 
 The values of each element in the TSM equivalent circuit where measured 
under air and DI water loadings using an impedance analyzer. These values are shown in 
Table-D3. The P-SPICE program was used to study the effect of the length of the metal 
strip line connector on the magnitude and phase of the TSM response curves. The values 
from Table-D3 (TSM parameters) and those from Table-D4 (metal strip design 
parameters) were plugged in the P-Spice model. The metal lines were 150μm wide and 
50 nm thick (same thickness as the electrodes). Two different lengths were used l = 3 
mm and l = 30mm.The values of the inductors (L2 and L3) and resistors (R2 and R3) 
were calculated using Equations D-3 and D-4. The calculated values of the parameters 
are sown in Table- D4. 
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Vs
1Vac
0Vdc
0
L1
5.05929mH
C1
1.31311f F
C0
3.0991pF
Rs
50
RL
50
R1
181.3ohm
L2
47.6238f H
R2
15.16375ohm
L3
47.6238f H
R3
15.16375ohm
 
 
 
 
  in air  in water 
L1 (H)  5.05929E‐03  1.52735E‐03 
C1 (F)  1.31311E‐15  4.36513E‐15 
R1 (ohm)  1.81300E+02  4.40770E+02 
C0 (F)  3.09910E‐12  5.27350E‐12 
 
 
 
 
Thickness  Width  Length         
Sheet 
Resistance 
Equivalent Transmission 
Line 
t (m)  w (m)  l (m)  l/(w+t)  Kg  w/t  K  Rs (Ω/sq)  R2 (ohm)  L2 (H) 
5.00E‐08  1.50E‐04  3.00E‐03  19.99334  1  3000  2.52813  0.6  15.16375  4.7624E‐14 
5.00E‐08  1.50E‐04  3.00E‐02  199.93336  1  3000  2.52813  0.6  151.63748  3.0807E‐14 
 
 
 
 Three circuit simulations (using three different metal strip lines lengths, l = 0 
mm, 3 mm and 30 mm) were run for the 61 MHz TSM sensor under air and DI water 
outin
VV
Connector Connector TSM
L2 = L3 
R2 = R3 
Figure-D15: Electrical circuit diagram of the TSM sensor with the two metal line connectors 
connected to the power supply with two 50 Ω coaxial cables. 
Table-D3: Electrical parameters of a 320μm electrode diameter 61 MHz 
TSM sensor measured using an impedance analyzer. 
Table-D4: Calculated parameters of the metal strip line.
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liquid loadings. The curves obtained for l = 0mm from the simulation were plotted and 
compared to those obtained from the measured values of a 63 MHz (l = 0 mm) TSM 
sensor built on the transducer under the same conditions. These curves were compared 
to make sure that the simulation data were accurate, see Figures–D16 & D17. Both 
simulated and measured curves showed similar frequency shifts. 
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 (a) (b) 
Figure-D16: Comparison between measured and simulated TSM response curves, (a) measured 
amplitude and frequency shifts of a 320μm diameter 63 MHz TSM from air to DI water loading and 
(b) simulated amplitude and frequency shifts of a 320μm diameter 61 MHz TSM from air to DI water 
loading. 
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  (a) (b) 
Figure-D17: Comparison between measured and simulated TSM response curves, (a) measured phase 
and frequency shifts of a 320μm diameter 63 MHz TSM from air to DI water loading and (b) 
simulated phase and frequency shifts of a 320μm diameter 61 MHz TSM from air to DI water loading. 
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•  The simulation results for all three different values of l are displayed 
in Figures-D18 & D19. The letters A, B and C in the figures correspond to l 
= 0 mm, l = 3 mm and l = 30 mm, respectively.  
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Figure-D18: Frequency vs. Amplitude (S21) and Phase for thee different length of metal line 
connectors (A) l=0 mm, (B) l=3 mm and (C) l=30 mm. The thickness and the width of the lines were 
kept constant. The measurements were done in Air. The doted lines represent the phase curves and the 
solid lines represent the amplitude curves. 
 
 It can be noticed from these figures that: 
 
1 - Under air loading, when l is increasing and w and t are kept constant, 
• The amplitude of the response signal is reduced 
• The S21Max. Vs. Frequency plots show a frequency shift that gets larger as l is 
increasing, while there is no observable shift in frequency when looking at 
the zero-phase data. 
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• The slope of the phase curves around the zero-degree point is decreasing as l 
is increasing. 
• The amplitude of the curves at large l becomes is so flat that it is almost 
impossible to calculate the Q-factor using the 3 dB equation. 
 
Under DI water Loading
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Figure-D19: Frequency vs. Amplitude (S21) and Phase for thee different length metal line 
connectors (A) l=0 mm, (B) l=3 mm and (C) l=10 mm. The thickness and the width of the lines 
were constant. This data were taken when the TSM were loaded on one side with DI water. 
 
  
2 - Under DI water loading, it can be noticed by increasing l and keeping w and t 
constant, 
• Large drops in amplitudes of the response signals. 
• A greater shift in frequency was obtained from the amplitude measurement 
technique than the Phase measurement technique. 
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• A large decrease in the slope of the phase around the zero-phase value. 
• It is impossible to measure Q-factor and determine S21max. values because the 
amplitude of the response signal is too flat. 
 
 Looking at these results, it can be concluded that an accurate measurement of 
the frequency shift cannot be obtained from the amplitude measurement technique 
because S21Max. is too dependent on the metal strip connector’s structure, while the 
frequency shift measured at zero-phase is independent of the metal strip’s structure. It 
can also be concluded that when the transmission loss increases or when the phase 
increases to a value above 0º (due to highly viscous liquids deposited on one side of the 
TSM sensor), the C0 reactant has become larger than Rm. At these concentrations, the 
maximum value of |S21| became so flat that it is impossible to identify ƒ0 and calculate 
the Q-factor.  
 
D.4. Calculation of Q-Factor: 
 The best way to calculate the Q-factor is to use the phase data. We know that: 
 
QeS 221
ωτ−=  D-3 
 
211021 log20 SS dB =  
  
Replacing 21S  by its value and ω by 2πƒ we obtain: 
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dB
S
fQ
21
03.27 τ−=  D-4 
  
This equation takes into account the delay time of the system that is τ which is equal to 
[84]: 
 
fΔ
Δ−=Δ
Δ−= φω
φτ 0360
1  
  
The two parameters Δф and Δƒ are obtained from the graph, (see Figure-D20). 
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 Figure-D20: These curves give the parameters to calculate Q. 
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  Using the graphs in Figure-20, we can calculate the Q-Factor of the TSM 
sensor using Equation D-4 and compare it to the value obtained when using the standard 
equation Q= ƒ0 / ∆ƒ3dB 
                           Q= - 27.3ƒ0 t / |S21|                                                                                      Q= ƒ0 / ∆ƒ3dB 
 
       t = -[40(π/180)](63298312-63289572) = -7.986 X 10-5                                                           
       Q =[ (-27.3) (63.3 X 106 ) (- 7.986 X 10-5) ] / 4.002 = 29,262.26                  Q = 63292068 / 63299560-63273344 = 2414.25 
                                     or 
       t = -[40(1/360)](63298312-63289572) = -1.2713 X 10-5                                                           
      Q =[ (-27.3) (63.3 X 106 ) (- 1.27129 X 10-5) ] / 4.002 = 5492  
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